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SUMMARY:
 

Due to a . infestation of grasshoppers late in 1986 the Government of
 
Gambia rt unested the FAO to conduct aerial spraying to save the crops.
 
The European Economic Community, Canada, and the United States responded
 
with 8 aircraft, and a total of 247,710 hectares were treated from
 
October 19 to October 30. This was total area spraying of the wcstern
 
part of Gambia. Since this was a late effort, many of the grasshioppers
 
had laid eggs, which fact indicates a heavy 1987 infestation.
 

Our assessment team was to determine the feasibili;-y of an organized
 
early season ground spraying effort by the Crop Protection Service and
 
farmers themselves. The five major economic grasshopper species are not
 
migratory, have limited mobility and two plus generations during the
 
cropping season after the first rains. This should set the stage for
 
early season localized ground control operations.
 

In preparation USAID has sponsored a training program starting April 1 to
 
train the trainers and supervisory personnel of the Crop Protection and
 
Extension Service. T. s group would then educate the farmers and ground
 
teams on grasshopper control methods, operation if, and safe handling of,
 
equipment and chemicals.
 

The country organization of a steering Committee, a Technical Task Force
 
and Appointment of a National Coordinator appears to be a capable group.
 

The Crop Protection Service has prepared a well organized Country Plan of
 
Action with control strategy details for a Phase I and Phase II effort.
 

This lists the requirements for the 1987 Campaign including Pesticides,
 
Application Equipment, Vehicles, Radios, Aircraft, Landing Strips, and
 
Miscellafieous such as Fuel, Protective and Camping Equipment.
 

Also included is the Timing of Events showing what has to be done during
 
each of the twelve months of 1987. They appear to be on schedule through
 
March althcugh the ordering of pesticides, equipment, and starting to
 
repair airstrips plus donor participation are of immediate attention.
 

The aircraft operation requirements evolve aruund the necessity to have
 
an option for preventing the infestation from going beyond the ground
 
treatment efforts. There can be considerable movement of grasshoppers
 
from the forest and grassland areas. Farmers and the Crop Protection
 
Service teams will not be able to reach these at their source although
 
they could treat the edges of fields and apply bands of bait around
 
cultivated areas.
 



My assignment as an Entomologist and aerial application specialist
 
consultant for CICP and USAID to The Gambia was to review the 1986
 
grasshopper control campaign and assist in working up a control program
 
for 1987. This would be based upon the following assessments.
 

1. The extent and severity of the estimated 1987 grasshopper problem and
 

species involved
 

2. The national organization of the control effort
 

3. The Gambia 1987 Plan of Action
 

a. Time table of events
 

b. Trainiiig program schedule
 

c. Survey procedures,
 

d. Mapping
 

e. Communications
 

f. Chemicals and equipment in Country and purchase required.
 

4. Evaluation of the aircrAft needs and methods to bes.. utilize that
 
capability
 

5. Field Trip And Observations En Route Of Agriculture And Flight Strips 

The dates that I was in Banjul, The Gambia, were from March 12 to
 
March 28, 1987. Other team members were Robert Thibeault, USAID/OFDA
 
Washington; Dr. George Cavin, Entomologist; and Robert Herald,
 
Logistician. They were in The Gambia from March 12 to March 18.
 

In August and September of 1986 survey observations in The Gambia
 
indicated high densitics of grasshoppers in localized areas. During
 
September and October the irfest,'d area expanded to include more
 
extensive zones in the Western Division. The Government of Gambia made a
 
request to FAO to conduct aerial spraying. The European Economic
 
Community (EEC), Canada and the United States provided Aircraft and
 
pesticides.
 

Ground spraying teams under guidance from the Crop Protection Service
 
accounted for 11,500 hectares - September 25 to October 24. The aircraft
 
used the strategy of total area coverage of large areas including both
 
cultivated and non-cultivated land as follows:
 

Donor Dates of Treatment Area Treated
 
I plane EEC 10/19 - 10/30 77,800 Ha. 
4 planes Canada 10/21 - 10/28 90,740 Ha. 
3 planes USA 10/19 - 10/20 79,170 Ha. 

Total 247,710 Ha.
 

Chemicals used by air were Fenitrothion 98 ULV at 1/4 liter per hectare;
 
Diazinon 90 ULV at 1/4 liter per hectare and Malathion 96 UVL at 8 oz.
 
per acre or approximately 1/2 liter per hectare. Efficacy estimate
 
ranged from 50% in rice to 90 in pastures. There were figures meptioned
 
as 40 grasshoppers per square meter prior and one per square meter after
 
treatment. 



1. 	The Extent and Severity of the estimated 1987 Granshopper Problem and
 
Species-involved.
 

The 	1987 estimated infestation levels are based on observations of heavy
 
grasshopper egg laying in most of the areas that were treated by air in
 
1986. This is backed up by egg pod surveys which have been taken around
 
the country that indicate a heavy infestation in the same areas as 1986.
 
Approximately two egg yods per square meter can indicate a problem. 
See
 
annex 1.
 

The 	species which are v -noidic in The Gambia are Kraussaria angulifera, 
Krausella ambile cataloipus fuscococrulipea, Zacompsa festa, and
 
Hieroglyphius species, Oedaleus senegalensis migratcs from Gambia to
 
Senegal due t,--rains excessive to its development here. Each species has
 
some variation in its time of hatching and growth habits, however, a
 
proper schedule of treatments can be made. Starting early on dusting and
 
sprtying allows for some flexibility in timing. Controls should be aimed
 
at the dominant species such as Kraussaria, Cataloipus and
 
Hieroghyphius. If not stopped at the first generation there can be a ten
 
times increase in numbers with the next generation.
 

Details on the species is given in Annex 2.
 

2. 	The National Organization of the Control Effort
 

A program on a National scale requires good organization with division of
 
responsibilities in order to function effectively. This is true in The
 
Gambia with The Steering Committee, Chairman, Amadou Taal, Permanent
 
Secretary, Ministry of Agriculture. This is the forum where the donor
 
communities discuss and exchange views on matters relating to 
the
 
efficient and effective executton of the campaign.
 

Next is the Country Task Force (C.T.F.) which will serve as the technical
 
group of the campaign. I:s purpose will be continuous evalaation of the
 
program activities for efficient and effective implementation. It is
 
responsible to The Steering Committee.
 

I 

The Crop Protction Services is the implementing agency, Director, D.C.A.
 
Jagne.
 

The Grasshopper Campaign Coordinator, Mr. B.B. Trawally, will be
 
responsible for all technical jield activities and report to the Task
 
Force and Steering Committee.
 

Mrs. Alida Lauranse, an Entomologist who has just completed her
 
acsignment in Gambia for the FAO on an IPM project hqs been posted to
 
work on the grasshopper program to assist the coordinator.
 

There additionally will be the need for an Entomologist and a logistician
 
to oversee and direct the application of donor contributions and assist
 
in the coordination of activities. The Entomologist preferably could be
 
from the United States and have experience in insect control ground
 
spraying and perhaps aerial spraying techniques. Extra help can be
 
secured locally from the Peace Curps if needed.
 



For the most convenient functioning of the above technicians it should be
 

necessary to have an office in downtown Banjul area. This should be
 
connected by radio and phone communications to the CPS office at Yundum
 

and to key operational areas in other parts of the country.
 

The CPS headquarters area does have additional office space with air
 

conditioning which could be used ii preferred. The offices of the CPS
 

Director and National Coordinator are located there. The technician
 

group would need to have transportation vehicle or vehicles in that case.
 

3. The Gambia 1987 Plan Of Action
 

P. Time table of events. Annex 4.
 

First quarter acLivities are underway or completed. These include
 

Steering Commitvee and Technical Task Force meetings; egg pod surveys;
 

listing of materials on hand and those that need to be ordered. Orders
 

for chemicals are planned to be placed around April 1.
 

The second quarter begins April 1 with the start of the training course
 

for participants. Ground survey and control teams will be organized and
 

equipped along with farmer brigades. Pesticides and equipment will be
 

moved to operational areas. (six to ten saobile teams).
 

Phase I activities will start mid May ti June following monitoring of
 

survey results. The CPS control teams using vehicle mounted dusters and
 
mist blowers, motorized knapsack sprayers and motorized ULV sprayers will
 

cover all areas that the farmers may not treat. The farmers will be
 
issued manual knapsack sprayers and dusters, hand dust bellows and sack
 
dusters plus chemicals to take care of their crops. This equipment may
 
be picked up and used in othei areas in sequence.
 

Control operations continue into the third quarter. As indicated under
 
the aircraft evaluation section one air operation may be used effectively
 
to assist during this early first phase.
 

Phase II operations would begin on the later generations in September to
 
October. As stated by CPS this phase may not be necessary if the first
 

phase is effective and could be a stand-by plan for implementation if it
 
is felt thet, in view of the magnitude of the problem, complete control
 
during phase I will not be accomplished.
 

This program may require more assistance from air operations although all
 

ground operations will continue. The target areas may be expanded vith
 
perhaps more environmental complications. However, experience gained
 
during the early campaign should help in the organization of this final
 
effort.
 

At the end of operations intensive monitoring of grasshopper populations
 

including the efficacy of the treatment will be assessed.
 

kk
 



b. Training Program Schedule
 

This will be a combination effort with all agencies concerned in
 
agricultural production. The curriculum will combine information and
 
knowledge bringing practical skills to the participants. This group than
 
is expected to go out to train farmers and others involved in grasshopper
 
control. There will be around 25 to 30 people being instructed by two
 
entomologists from USAID along with local help starting April 1.
 

c. Survey Procedures
 

At the start of the first rains all F-irvey teams will be in position well
 
equipped to move to areas of rainfall and start monitoring hatching
 
grasshoppers along with the farmer brigades. The teams consist of an
 
observer and two scouts on motor cycle. Each survey scout will note
 
species as well as density. Their counts and information are to be
 
tabulated, analyzed and communicated immediately back to CPS headquarters.
 

The grasshoppers will have 5 instars with five days between instars.
 
This will allow approximately 30 days to treat between hatch and egg
 
laying. One problem may be that the farmers may not recognize the
 
situation until damage shows in the tops of the crops due to thick
 
vegetation. They, of course, are busy on other farming activities.
 

CPS has requested possible tse of a helicopter to assist on surveys. Our
 
information on costs and needs indicate that this should be discouraged.
 
With the road access in Gambi& the ground survey teams with good radio
 
communications along with early organization should be able to take care
 
of the situation. This would be more cost efficient. There are roads
 
north of the river in the eastern part of the country which are
 
impossible when the rains start but infestation is not anticipated there.
 

d. Napping
 

Country maps at 1-250,000 scale and area maps at 1-50,000 scale are
 
available in country. The USAID Gambia mission has 1-50,000 plastic
 
over-lay maps which delineate all the various types of cultivated crop
 
land and adjoining non-crop types of vegetation.
 

These do not show the topographic feature roads, towns etc. however,
 
matching sheets do show these features. Both of these matching maps can
 
be copied on the copy machine by sections. Color coding can be done as
 
illustrated in annex 5. In these two samples only current rainfed
 
agriculture, intensive cultivation, (groundnuts, millet, sorghum, rice,
 
maize) were coded in green and fallow fields, non-intensive cultivation
 
were coded in orange.
 

It should be obvious that if this system were done for the entire
 
infested area a series of maps valuable to the implementation of a
 
treatment program (ground or air) would be available to the CPS and
 
National Coordinator. These sections could be correlated to the
 
1-250,000 national map and a check off system used to monitor the
 
progress of the spraying program.
 



A grid was prepared on overlay plastic and marked off in one km squares
 
representing 100 hectares each along with one square divided into four,
 
equal to 25 hectares each. This could be done on a different scale as
 
well. By laying over the colored agricultural areas on the maps, total
 
hectares for aerial treatment can be easily assessed. This allows for a
 
rectangular marking of spray lines to allow for straight runs which would
 
include adjoining grass savannas and woodlands to keep grasshoppers from
 
thore areas from moving into the crops.
 

On the two examples shown and using this technique the one area incloding
 
Sibanor would total approximately 12,000 hectares. The entire page would
 
equal 19,250 hectares. (62% of the area to be sprayed).
 

In the second example with less agricultural areas the total of spray
 
area would equal 8288 hectare. Compared to the total of 19,250 hectares
 
this would equal 43% of the area. These were very roughly figured but in
 
practise would be refined to more accurate figures.
 

The assumption here for comparative purposes is that the entire intensive
 
agriculture area would be sprayed by air which, of course, should not be
 
the case. It does illustrate the possibility as to how an effective spot
 
treating campaign by air can be organized. The coordinator could brief
 
the pilot the night before as tu the next days program giving him his
 
detail map with rectangles or squares marked. There could be marker
 
flags 3 feet by 3 feet or larger on bambon poies placed along side a road
 
at two or three locations and related to their location on the map. This
 
would assure the pilot that he is working the right area. Any sensitive
 
locations not to be sprayed could be marked in red. If possible some
 
notificati.on to the villages in the area several days in advance would
 
alert them that the airplane soon may be covering their arer and
 
preuautions listed for them when they sec him in their location.
 

e. Communication
 

The importance of good communications for the grasshopper campaign cannot
 
be over emphasized. With ground treatments and air treatments depending
 
upon proper survey information being passed back and forth from CPS
 
headquarters and the field, it is apparent that alA departments and
 
supervisors have to be talking to each other.
 

At present our assessment team has not found a working system in place.
 
In the past some radios have been purchased that do no match the present
 
Gamtel or Agrhymet system.
 

Information on costs to purchase equipment to tie in with the Gamtel
 
system are being assembled but may be expensive.
 

Bob Herald has presented a summary of requirements to work with the in
 

country Agrhymet net. It is thought that this may be the best approach.
 

Annex 6.
 

http:notificati.on


f. Chemicals And Equipment In Country And Purchase Required
 

The pesticides required for use by both ground control teams, 
farmers
 
brigade and aerial spraying group are tabulated by CPS in Annex 7.
 

The major materials to be vised are as follows: 

Malathion ULV 90% 

Malathion EC 50% 

Malathion dust 2% 

Fenitrothion ULV 98% 

Fenitrothion EC 50% 

Fenitrothion dust 3% 

There is in stock 30,000 kgs. of Propoxur 2% dust but new supplies of
 
this material are not available.
 

George Cavin has presented material for the preparation of a grasshopper
 
bait along with projections of cost. Annex 8.
 

Bait would be applied to the edges and boundaries of the cultivated
 
fields and to accessible forests and grassland areas. It is suggested

that for grasshopper control a 5% bait be formulated and applied at 5.6
 
kg. of bait per 	hectare providing a 0.28 kilograms of active ingredient
 
per hectare. 
 Rice bran can be vised as a carrier substrate. The 100 M
 
tons here listed at 5.6 kg/ha. - 18,000 ha.
 

The attempt here would be to help prevent grasshoppers from moving from
 
the adjoining areas into the fields.
 

4. 	Evaluation Of The Aircraft Needs And Methods To Best
 
Utilize That Capability
 

The major effort for grasshopper control in The Gambia for 1987 should be
 
applied to preparations and the conduct of an early season ground control
 
campaign. 
This would be done by the farmers and the CPS control teams.
 
This approach will be most efficient and cost effective. It will require
 
training, good organization and a working communications network as is
 
detailed in the plan of action.
 

Since this plan lists the need for helicopters and fixed wing aircraft it
 
would be important to place a proper perspective on this use and estimate
 
of requirements.
 

As was obvious in 1986 a last minute emergency effort required much
 
equipment at considerable expense and the late effort could not be
 
thought to be the most efficient solution.
 



Since most of my experience has been with helicopter operations I would
 

like to discuss that part of the requert first. Helicopters are
 

versatile and can do many things very well but some.times at considerable
 

expense. They should be used only if there is no alternative ground
 

means to do the same at less cost. The use of helicopters for
 

grasshopper surveys prior to treatment can be efficient in countries
 

without mu:h road availability. With my very limited acquaintance with
 

The Gambia I can only suggest that first consideration be given to the
 

use of the ground survey teams and farmer communication, rather than
 

relying on the expensive use of a helicopter for surveys.
 

If aircraft are to be considered for spraying as an option perhaps one
 

could be available during the early treatment or Phase I period. It
 

could do spot treating of grassland and forest areas adjoining cultivated
 

fields.
 

A second aircraft may be necessary during the later Phase II operation if
 

a threatening situation occurs.
 

The number of aircraft that may be required, in case the ground spraying
 

operations needed that additional support, could be computed as follows.
 

This is based on the 1986 spraying operations production figures.
 

The EEC Cessna treated 77,800 ha. in approximately 90 flight hours. The
 

Canadian thrush airplanes did 90,740 ha. in around 80 hours. The U.S. DC
 

7 flight time cannot be used for small aircraft calculation purposes.
 

However, if the total of 168,540 ha. done by the EEC and Canadian planes
 

was sprayed in 170 flight hours this would equal 991 ha. per hour. Then
 

the DC 7 component of 79,170 ha. could be done by small planes in another
 

80 hours.
 

Thus, for a total of around 250 hours the entire same area could be
 

sprayed by small planes. It would then appear that two aircrafts flying
 

about 125 hours each could do the job with a division of these hours from
 

sometime in June to sometime in September for most efficient effort.
 

These time assumptions are based upon a one time blanket treatment
 
We might now assume that with an
approach of all the area as last year. 


early start plus good ground operations there should be less total
 

hectares to do by air. Also spot treatments or smaller area treatments
 

by air of the infestations that are not being controlled would be a more
 

efficient application than total area coverage. This would be possible
 

based upon ground survey reports of areas needing such assistance.
 

Smaller area work will take more time to do (hectares per hour will be
 

less) and areas will need to be marked. It will take the pilot time to
 

locate these areas and there will be more turn time required in relation
 

to the shorter spray runs. To contain the first generation there will be
 

much forest and grassland area to cover outside of cultivated areas.
 

Regardless of its cost the helicopter is a viable spray vehicle as well
 

as for potential survey. Working with an airplane it could cover areas
 

some distance from the airstrips using a support truck. The airplane
 

could then cover areas closer to the airstrips more efficiently.
 



Aerial application should be considered as an option and not a
 
necessity. Whether one or two aircraft need to be standing by on
 
contract needs to be determined. The costs should be balanced out after
 
all other costs for a complete ground spraying capability are first
 
considered.
 

My current assessment of The Gambia situation would be that one small
 
aircraft such as a Cessna with a very experienced agricultural pilot
 
should be contracted for Phase I and Phase II operations. Judgement on
 
the need for a second aircraft could be made later based upon infestation
 
monitoring and consideration by the Task Force and Steering Committee.
 

1987 cost of contracts for helicopter operations may run from $1,300 to
 
$1,500 per hour not including fuel and crew expenses. This is based on
 
around 150 hours of use over a two month period.
 

Airplane costs may amount to about half or $700 - $800 per hour not
 
including fuel and crew expenses cost of small planes. In 1986 the
 
average was $1,000 per hour.
 

This would place estimates of total cost for helicopter, fuel and crew
 
for two months around $215,000 and for an airplane around $150,000. Any 
additional time would add to that cost. These costs were based on FAO 
projections and comparisons of cost from the 1986 aerial spray program. 
See Annex 9 

The following comments are on swath spacing for ULV. There are some
 
variations in aerial spraying techniques as practised by agricultural
 
aviation operators from different countries. No fixed guide line exists
 
in reference to the best method to spray using an ultra low volume (ULV)
 
dosage. Generally ULV means application of straight high concentrate
 
chemical with no mixing with a diluent such as 8oz of malathion per acre
 
or 1/4 liter fenitrothion per hectare.
 

With such a small amount the droplet size needs to be quite small (100 to
 
150 microns) to get coverage. As an example malathion 8oz per acre (19
 
3/4 oz/ha.) would need about 4 drops per square centimeter for
 
grasshopper control.
 

In the United States the general procedure is to use a narrower swath .for
 
light aircraft such as 35 to 40 meters for ULV. This allows for build up
 
of deposit on sequential passes and more accurately covers the area in
 
case the pilot does deviate some from the swath line. Without flagging
 
it is difficult for pilots to apply an accurate flight lines without some
 
deviation.
 

The other philosophy of ULV spraying is to use the drift effect. This
 
take advantage of down wind swath displacement. With a cross wind the
 
small drops will drift some distance and sequential passes will drift the
 
same amount. Calibration will need to allow for a higher output of
 
chemical to cover the wider swath. Up to 100 meters is frequently used.
 
However, the variation in wind movement could make this a less precise
 
technique.
 



Using this drift technique and 1/4 liter fenitrothion per hectare
 

the EEC plane averaged 7000 hectares per day during the eleven days
 

of treatment in 1986. This was admittedly done under pressure to do
 

as much under blanket spraying conditions as possible due to the
 

late season. Perhaps a 5000 hectare day would be more conservative.
 

Using the production figures for a turbo thrush airplane the
 

following comparative exercise gives an interesting illustration of
 

the two techniques and two chemicals.
 

Malathion at 8oz per acre and 45 meters or 150 foot swath calibrated
 
= 


for that plane in the U.S. 120 mph application speed 36
 

acres/minute. 250 gallon load capacity reduced 1/4 for conditions
 
187 gallons. 187 gallons 2992 acres per load (1215 hectares).
 

2992 acres at 36 acres/min 83 minutes. An estimate is frequently
 

used to double the straight spray time which allows for ferry and
 

turns. 83 X 2 - 166 minutes or 2 3/4 hours per load. Two loads per
 

day - 5 1/2 hours. 2430 hectares per day - one plane. (440 ha. per 

hour)
 

By changing the formula to 100 meter swath (300+ feet) and 1/4
 

liter Fenitrothion per hectare we come up with the following
 

figures. At 120 mph and 300 foot swath - 72 acres/minute. The same
 

187 gallon load (707 liters) - 2827 ha. or 6983 acres at 72
 

acre/min. - 97 min. (1.6 hour). Double 1.6 to allow for ferry and
 

turns - 3.2 hrsiload. Two loads per day 6.4 hrs. - 5654 hectares. 

To interpolate what this would equal at 5 1/2 hours as in the above
 

example it comes to 4860 hectares or exactly double the production.
 

(880 ha. per hour)
 

It is recomnnended that the entomologists and the National
 

Coordinator conduct a pre-treatment calibration of any aircraft
 

assigned and determine the most effective swath for required droplet
 

density. This would be based on no wind condition single pass
 

followed by a series of sequential flagged passes. Once properly
 

set up the spray pump pressure setting should be secured so that it
 
cannot be changed in flight.
 

A follow up test should be done on a known grasshopper density to
 

record the kill rate across the swath or a series of flagged swaths.
 

Flight strips
 

Considering the potential need for aircraft operations there is a
 

definite need for air strips to supplement the one available airport
 

at Yundum.
 

The FAO report states the need for air strips not more than 50 km
 

apart. A cleared strip of sufficient length and width (600 X 40
 

meters minimum) with a suitably smooth and hard surface is all that
 

is needed.
 

Of the six potential airstrips listed it would appear that Bwiam
 
would be of first importance. It was indicated that Tendaba would
 

be non-operational during any part of the rainy season.
 



The cost to make Bwiam site operational does not sound expensive 
perhaps $3000 to $5000. A shelter for equipment and ground crews 
should also be included. I checked this location on the field
 
trip. It was used some years ago, is a flat area and with a
 
bulldozer and minimum work would be activated again. We met with
 
the village chief to whom Mr. Trawally had previously asked
 
permission and he granted official permission to use it again. The
 
Tendaba airstrip is good but de to low location would be
 
non-operational in the rains. However, the new highway from Soma to
 
Basse Santa would have many open areas more than adequate for a
 
flight strip tied in with traffic control for the 10-15 minutes that
 
it would take to load a plane. One location was checked just east
 
of Soma at Karantaba. Another open highway stretch north of Kalagi
 
on the river flats is another very good landing strip. For any
 
operations further east there would be good highway locations
 
available. A,neX IC
 

5. Field Trip To Mansakouko Area And Observations En Route Of
 
Agriculture And Flight Strips
 

On Thursday, March 26, Mr. B.B. Trawally, Mrs. Aleda Laurense and I
 
drove from Banjul to Mansakonko rnd stopped at the CPS station
 
there. We met the Division Agricultural Coordinator Mr. H. Jagne
 
and one of the team leaders Mr. Lamin Bandeh. The team leader will
 
be starting the April 1 spray training session in Banjul.
 

We checked the CPS storage building. There were stacks of bagged
 
propoxur dust neatly stacks and barrels of malathion ULV and
 
fenitrothion. There was one leaking malathion barrel which was laid
 
on its side. The liquid on the floor should have been cleaned up.

There was one duster which would be mounted in a truck and several
 
back pack dusters needing repair. It was indicated that most of the
 
equipment that needed repair were being worked on at CPS Yundum.
 

At Sibanor a stop was made at the meteorological station and the IPM
 
buildings which will serve as a grasshopper headquarter site for
 
that area. It looked good and well maintained and the weather data
 
would be valuable for the program.
 

The two Gamtel towers VHF repeater towers were marked accurately on
 
the map. One is just last of Kabokor north of the highway km 81
 
(Jelokoto) and one just south of Sankandi and east of the highway
 
km. 138. A stop was made at the telephone station facility at Jenoi
 
and it appears adequate as a manual system with 24 hour operator
 
coverage.
 

En route comparisons were made of the agricultural and forestry
 
classifications as illustrated on the maps in the earlier annex.
 
The maps matched quite accurately with visual observations so that
 
use of these maps will be an important guide for a pilot spot
 
spraying the areas. 
 They would also serve well for ground spraying
 
documentation.
 



It has been a pleasure to work with the USAID mission in Banjul and
 

the the people associated with it especially the help and guidarce
 
from Tom Hobgood. Others who were most directly involved and helped
 
with the infomation compilation were Mr. Dodou C.A. Jagne,
 

Director, CPS, Mr. Bakary B. Trawally, National Coordinator of the
 
grasshopper campaign and Alida Laurense, Entomologist assigned to
 

the program. There of course is a wealth of material prepared from
 

the 1986 campaign and earlier which was provided to me by USAID.
 

This material and especially the section on "Lessons Learned from
 

the 1986 Campaign" should be reviewed and applied where needed.
 
This includes the report of Richard Edwards and Ellis Huddleston and
 
the many other knowledgeable individuals.
 

The key advantage for 1987 is the early start in preparing for the
 

operations. However, this advantage can be lost if all cooperating
 

agencies don't move expeditiously from this point on.
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Gambia Country Contacts
 

1. Herbert Horowitz 
 U.S. Ambassador
 
2. Tom Mahoney 
 Acting AID Representative
 

(Program Officer)
 

3. Ralph Conley A.i.D. 
 Supervisory ADO
 

4. Tom Hobgood A.I.D. 
 Assistant ADO
 

5. Kenneth Klemp A.I.D. 
 Controler
 

Amadou Taat Ministry of Agriculture Permanent Secretary
 
and Rural Development
 

Chairman Steering
 
Committee
 

7. Dodou C.A. Jagne Crop Protection Services 	 Director
 

8. Bakary B. Trawally 
 National Coordinator
 
1987 Grasshopper
 

Control Caiqpaign
 

9. 
Dr. F.M. Recta Ministry of Agriculture FAO Representative
 

10. Rick Richter Peace Corps
 

11. 	Alida Laurense (Provided by Netherlands) WiLL assist National
 

Coordinator
 

12. Alistair W. McKenzie Britisi' High Commission 	 Deputy High Commission
 



Fhon Call To Dakar. 3/16/87 

-llis Huddleston
 

Discussion regarding use of bait and effec-.iveness feels that
 
perhaps a heavier rate should be effective.
 

Quotes Jerry Onslager(?). who has much experience with baits 
indicated that bran or rice hulls are attractive to the mymphs even
 
with much green vegetation. They may be trying to balance their
 
diet. Of course, there are some unknowns depending upon specific
 
environments and if not wor! the carbaryl can be used in :;pray. 

He met with Mr. Duran(?.' a French pesticide adviser who had good 
results with I% propoXur dust mixed with anything P grasshopper 
would eat. This could be chopped cucurbits or green grass, scattered 
in clumps every 2 meters. The formula was 2 1/2 kilo to i% dust in 
97 1/2 kilo bait applied approximately at 20kg per hectare. 

Wher ..ileston was in Gambia last year he felt the i>'z malathion
 
applied to much of the dense vegetation did not penetrate well for
 
good control. Many non-economic areas were sprayed.
 

Jack Henderson On Swath Width Discussion
 

They tested a Cessna ag. truck flying with no wind - calibrated for 
a 300 foot swath but got an overall 20C foot swath at 10 meters high. 

This was done with micronaires and with spray boom and 80015 nozzles
 
with the same result.
 

They feel that for grasshopper control there should be about 4
 
droplets per square centimeter (100-125 micron size) with 8oz
 
malathion per acre.
 

The single pass swath test 200 feet wide gave around 3 drops per
 
square centimeter. When sequential 1003 foot swath passes were
 
applied allowing for overlap there was a fairly uniform build up of
 
droplets to average 4 drops per square centimeter.
 

It was indicated that with cross winds and proper dosage setting
 
that wider swaths can be secured using the drift technique. The
 
variation of air movement would make this a less precise procedure.
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There is an urgent need for cooperating Federal, Sts,- oa~d 
private agencies
to obtain data concerning swath widths for various
suppression/eradication pfrms 
clraft used during aerial
 

or gypsy moth. 1.is need has been
documented for many years by numerous agencies; recently, identified as a
first priority during an Aerial Application Technology Workshop sponsored by
the U.S. Forest Service, Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service and
Pennsylvania State Uiiversity. 
Also, the Nor'heast Bt Working Group has
identified a team of members to be on-site to assist in the collection of
these data concerning nwatbh widths. 
 The team will corsist of at least one
member from the U.S. Forest Service (Reardon, Dubois), Animal and Plant Health
Inspection Service (HcLane, Roland), the Pennsylvania State University
(Bryant, Yendol), Uniroyal, Abbott Laboratories, Zoecon, Pennsylvania Bureau
"f Yorestry, New Jersey Department of Agriculture, and two aerial
applicators. 
This term, with representatives from various agencies, will
ensure 
the acceptance of the procedures and results from these trials asas to minimize the cests to each agency. 
well 

The U.S. Forest Service, in cooperation with the Animal and Plant Health
Inspection Service and the Peunsylvania StAte.University intends to publish a
manual contining swath widths for each of the approximately 12 types of
aircraft u,ed during aerial application suppression/eradication
gypsy moth. programs for
Initially, we will use the AGDISP computer code to predict swath
widths for one fixed-wing and one rotary-wing aircr.ift, Wewidth will validatetheseswath for aircraft theusing various categories of meteorologicalconditions, etc.; if the predicted and observed swath widthsaircraft are similar, we would publish a manual of swath widths 
for 

for 
each 

the 
of these 

various aircraft.
 

Yendol, McLane and I will develop an 
ini;ial draft of the work plan for this
project by December 31, 1986. 
This initial draft of the work plan will be
reviewed by at least 
ona representative from each cooperating agency. 
A
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Manual of Swath Widths for Aircraft Used in Gypsy Moth Suppression/Eradication
 

Programs
 

To: 	 Bohne Sl?,pey 

Bowen Tallman
 
Fusco Voss /
 
Kegg 

As presented in a previous letter (11/25/86), the U.S. Forest Service, in 

cooperation with the Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service and the 

Pennsylvania State University intenis to publish a manual containing swath 
widths for each of the approximately 12 types of aircraft used during aerial 

suppression/eradication programs for gypsy moth. Initially, we intended to 

use the AGDISP computer code to predict swath widths for one fixed-wing and 

one rotary-winged aircraft; if the predicted and observed swath widths for 

each of these aircraft are similar, we would publish a manual of swath widths 
for 	the various aircraft.
 

Our initial effort will involve the APHIS Ag-Tiuck and will be conducted at 

the APHIS Air Operations Facility in Mission, Texas during the let two weeks 
in March. Since the Northeast Bt Working Group suggested that a team of
 
members should be on-site during these trials, I would appreciate your
 
response as to whether or not you or arother representative would be evailable
 
to assist in the project; if so, for wltich dates. Please respond by February
 
16. At this time, we do not have a completed draft of a study -Ian but will 
forward one within 2 weeks for revie._. 

We intend to conduc. the trials using the rotary-wing aircraft sometime in the 
fall 	1987 of spring 1988.
 

Sincerely,
 

RICHARD C. REARDON 
Entomologist
 
Forest Pest Management
 
(304)291-4133
 

cc: 	 Yendol
 
McLane
 
Roland
 

RCR/lfc
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NIGER GRASSHOPPER CONTROL 1987
 

Observation on the aerial application program and flight training requirement. 

The Niger Plant Protection Sez 'ices directorate (Cl's) in their 1986 grasshopper control program treated 253,000 Hectar-s (Ha) by air and 135,877 Hectares(Ha) by ground. This demonstrates a commendable degree of capacity in this
 
type of activity.
 

CPS operates two Cessna Ag Truck airplanes and one Cessna 185 high wingairplane bottom tank spray model. The two Ag Trucks are in good shape for 1987operations with routine maintenance requirement. The Cessna 185 is in the
Trans-Niger shop for maintenance, clean up and painting. The wings are removedThe indication is that it will be ready in July for the late rush of grasshopper
work. 

The full time pilot for CPS is Guy Lamcon, an experienced ex-OCLALAV pilot.
He, with two French pilots on temporary assignment handled the 1986 spray
 
program.
 

Last years spray operation ran from July 15 through September 15 on a continuous basis. 
 This was possible by following the grasshopper migration fromsouth to north and back again. The pilots carried between 200 and 300 liters per load depending upon ferry distance and condition of airstrip. They averaged
two hours per round trip. On some good weather days it was not unusual for themto continue flying through a 10 hour day. It took them 15 minutes to fuel andload and the pilot stated that there was rn down time due to lack of fuel orchemical. Ground support supplied at the L"zstrip seemed satisfactory. 

Insecticide fenitrothion was used at liter per hectare which allowedfor 800 Ha to 1200 Ha per load. Due to this .Tall quantity used, the pilot was
able at times to treat 4000 Ha per day per plane. As shown on the attached

sheet a more conservative estimate would average 1000 Ha per load, two loads per day with 3 aircraft doing closer to 200,000 ha for the full period of 
spraying. Table I
 

The aerial program appeared to be effective where the spraying was done.There were some constraints in 1986 that did not allow for optimum utilizationof the aircraft. These included a lack of adequate number of landing strips
which created some long ferry flights. The Canadians are improving the present

strips but there is a need ones
for new to be built. 

The Niamey Office would at times re-assign an aircraft to a new grasshopper pressure area before finishing where it was, thus causing inefficiency. 

The pilot indicated a need for a pick-up truck and journeyman mechanic tofollow the airplane. It should contain hand pumps for fuel and chemical plus
food and emergency equipment and parts. 

There was a need for lodging to be arranged at the various airstrip locations. 

The autcmatic flagging system as used in the United States by some operatorscould be attached to the aircraft here. This cardboard paper streamer flagdeposited occasionally in the swath can serve as a guide to space the next swath. 
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Table 1 

GOVE-MENT OF NIGER, PLANT PRTECTION UNIT 

1986 2 Cessna Ag Truck Airplanes 
1 Cessna 185
 

15 	July to 15 September - 8 weeks at 5 days = 40 days 
Hectares sprayed - 250,000 Hectares 

1/4 liter/hectare - 200 L Load 800 Ha)
Fenitrothion 300 L Load 1200 Ha) Average 1000 Ha/load 

1000 Ha/load - 2 loads/day at 2 hours = 4 .hours 2000 Ha per day 

- 3 loads/day at 2 hours = 6 hours 3000 Ha per day 

5 day week 8 weeks 

2 Aircraft at 2000 Ha = 4000 Ha/day 20,000 Ha 160,000 Ha 
3 Aircraft at 2000 Ha = 6000 Ha/day 30,000 Ha 240,000 Ha 

Average 200,000 Ha Total
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There is a maintenance requirement of 25 hours, 50 hours, 75 hours, 100

hours checks on the aircraft. 
The 25 hours and 75 hours oil changes could be
done in the field but the pilots need to fly back for the 50 hours and 100 hour
checks to Niamey. This can lose 2 and 3 days from operations every 10 daysdepending upon distance from Niamey. The work is done by Trans Niger Aviation, 
a qualified repair service and Cessna dealer.
 

Radio equipment (HF and VHF units) are necessary and are being ordered in 
or included in the request package.
 

One Cessna Ag Truck and the Cessna 185 both used two AU 3000 micronaire

atomizers. The one Ag Truck used four AU 5000 micronaire atomizers. The fanblades were set at the factory mark to create a screen speed which wouldproduce an average droplet size of 100 microns.
 

There was a report that on same occasions when the wind %as blowing that asetting was made that would create larger droplets. These would settle faster
but in effect could narrow the swath and perhaps create an overeose.
 

Swath width to use that is 
correct for ULV applications remains a bit of
a question in Niger. The Cessna aircraft are being used at a 100 meter swath.

The USDA-APHIS charts show a 
100 foot (35 meter) swath for that aircraft. 
There are two points of view on ULV swath.


1. A drift spraying technique flying a bit higher and allowing a side wind
to spread the small droplets over a wide swath. Variation in wind speeds can 
make this less precise.
 

2. The accurate placement over a narroer swath somewhat eliminating wind
effects and averaging out pilot deviation in swath placement. Tests have shown
that a plane like the Cessna under no wind conditions would show an over all
droplet coverage up to 200 feet. 
But by selecting an effective swath of 100 feet
this allows an over lap on both sides and eliminates skips in coverage. 

Fine mist sprays do spread and drift into a wider swath and if the timed
dosage matched that widtin than the econanics of production could be greatlyenhanced. Since aircraft fuel and range in ULV spraying is frequently thelimiting factor and not the quantity of ULV material then flying the field twice
with a narrow swath could cut production in half. 
This would require contract

and cost of another aircraft in order to get the same amount of work done. I
 
have discussed this further in my report on the Gambia.
 

The subject of aircraft calibration and swath testing will be covered ata 
meeting scheduled in early April at Niamey, Niger for the agricultural representatives of the various countries involved in grasshopper control. 

An understanding of the principle5of ULV spraying and droplet dynamics isimportant for this type of small quantity pesticide application. One discussionthat covers this quite well is included in the title "ULV Spraying' by R. J. Courshee,Cranfield Institute of Technology and Ciba-Geigy Agricultural Research Unit.
Annex 1 Also included is a copy of calibration techniques from the ICAD Manual 
on Aerial Work. 
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The infestation outlook for 1987 is estimated at 300,000 to 350,000 hectares.Tis calls for some expansion of aircraft capability. 

With the previous assessment of 200,000 hectares for the current threeaircraft fleet it appears that perhaps two more aircraft may be needed for theremaining 150,000 hectares. This may be required by late sumer-. 

One of these aircraft could be a contract airplane of similar capacity andone could be a light turbine helicopter with good range capacity. The helicopterwith spray equipment could theoretically cover as much spray area as one of theAg. planes. This would depend upon a ground support truck to carry chemicaland fuel to loading sites close to operations. Obviously use of the pilot and
equipment for other non-spraying activities would reduce the 
amount of sprayingdone. The helicopters major advantage would be as a survey vehicle to determine areas of infestation prior to spraying. As proved in other countries lastyear this was very valuable in assisting the airplanes to spray accurately defined infestation areas. Maps that are generally used by the pilot are 1 250,000 scale; 1 - 50,000 scale maps 
 should be available. 

One inportant point is the safety of operations - both to the environmentand to the pilot. This type of flying under these conditions can be very
wearing. There is the sand, -visibility, and heat problems 
 and the need to
watch fuel on long ferries. A tired pilot is not an efficient pilot. If
there is pressure for pilots to do more than they should this would be poorplanning. He may not be careful where he sprayed or careless on swath spacingor continue under poor meteorological conditions. This could create lack of

control and possible environmental problems.
 

To improve efficiency and offset the above, there should be considerationthat an aerial operational unit be established in the Plant Protection Department.This could create a knowledgeable entity with a person in charge dealing with theaerial units equipment and assignments on rational basis. With the addition ofcontract aircraft to the CPS present fleet it should be obvious that it willrequire the need for aerial operational specialists, including a consultant.It will take a separate organization to efficiently handle all the problemsassociated with air operations covering so many hectares in such a large country. 

PILOT TRAINING: 

The pilot of CPS has checked and interviewed five potential licensed pilots
From these he has reccmmended two as 
potential for agricultural work. Bothhold U.S. comm-ercial licenses and flew for Air Niger airlines before it wentbankrupt. A dossier on each of these pilots is enclosed. Annex 2 

There is no potential for training in Niger, due to CPS dual control spray plane being laid up for maintenance. 

If the French supply one experienced part time spray pilot there will bethe minimum need for at least one more pilot. One or both of these pilotscould be sent to an agricultural pilots school in the United States. There maybe value in having both trained as soon as possible then return to begin operationsunder the supervision of the CPS pilot. He has expressed a willingness to do thisand should have the dual control plane available later. He would be in a positionto select the better of the two or use them equally to spell each other off underthese difficult type of operations. A back up pilot should be available for a threeship operation. 
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It should be noted that a newly graduated pilot from an agriculturalcourse would not have the level of experience for maximum operations which maybe required for this type of emergency. It would not be safe to place himunder a pressure situation but he could begin on the closer ferry locations
and perhaps the better defined areas. 

Another alternative would be anto supply experienced contract pilotfor a short term to fly the third plane and assist the new pilots to gainexperience or to carry the bulk of the third plane work. 

In any event there is a long term value in training one or two localpilots who are acquainted with the country and its operational environment.T1ey would gain valuable experience on this years program assisting theexperienced pilots and gradually being assigned flight activities without

being under pressure.
 

Upon my driving into the countryside plus two hours flight with the chiefpilot and agricultural pilot with Trans Niger I have the following observations.I was impressed with what appears to be a very difficult and hostile environmentfor the agricultural pilot. The normal geographic definition of areas that oneexpects in most countries and such as roads, streams, trees, hills are lackinghere. There would be a bit of difficulty for a pilot to ferry some distanceand still find a specific area to spray along with difficulty to space hisswaths accurately without many landmarks. This could provea more difficult forcontract pilot. It would be assumed that a local Nigerien pilot would bebetter able to handle this environment. A 0 116 -3 

Also enclosed in Annex-Z is the brochures and information about one agricultural flight school with which I acquaintedam and that I recommend forthe training of these two pilots. I have enlarged the course cost from$6175.00 to $8000.00 per pilot to allow extra training and check out at theend to a Cessna aircraft similar to what they will fly in Niger. 

Training for 6 - 8 weeks ($8000.00 each) $16,000.00
 Per Diem ( 50 days at $75.00 per day) 7,500.00
Air Fare ($3000.00 each) 
 6,000.00
Miscellaneous ($250.00 each) 500.00
 

$30,000.00
 
Mechanic Training: I know of no short term course in the United States forthis type of training? It could take a year to a year and a half to securean A & P license (aircraft and powerplant). It could be possible for the TransNiger shop to check out local maintenance type individuals to do oil changesand certain routine checks in the field. It still would be safer to have theaircraft return to the shop periodically for the required inspections. 

Enclosed with this report is
a brochure of the Transniger Aviation Co.
and the self contained spray pod. Also, included is sane literature on a newdevelopment adapting a light twin Piper Aztec to a ULV type sprayer with highperformance characteristics. This system could be very adaptable to the Africanwork and still retain small aircraft size with twin engine safety and range. 

http:30,000.00
http:6,000.00
http:7,500.00
http:16,000.00
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Equipment and Fuel Availability 

Trans Niger Inc. Andre Arout, Managing Director, along with other aircraft 
they own a Cessna 185 which can be rigged for spraying. They have 
a Brittain Aviation Islander BN2B passenger plane on order (twin engine).
They can purchase two spray pods which hold 50 gallons each and hang 
under the wings. Each tank has a built in pump and micronaire ULV
 
spinner unit. This could be available for grasshopper spraying.
 

Quote 206,000 CFA per hours 3 hours per day minimum. The Cessna 185 is
 
15,000 CFA per hour.
 

Military aircraft 

2-C130 transports
 
1-Dornier 228, 1-Dornier 28
 
2-Hawker Sibley (inactive)
 

SIMAR - Sudan Interior Mission 

Jim Rendel, operates 2 Cessna 185 on missionary activities. Available 
for emergency flights. 

Fuel availability - tank volume 

3
At airport - Niamey) Aviation gas 200/300 m
Jet Fuel 3000m 

Niacey and Agadez Airports both carry fuel 

Price from Mobil
 

Aviation gas 270 CFA per liter 
Jet Fuel 150 CFA per liter
 

To secure fuel in barrels will take one month prior order fcr delivery. 

Trans Niger Aviation 

Shop labor costs
 

Mechanic 11.600 CFA 
Radio Technician 12.600 CFA
 
Mechanic aide 3.850 CFA
 

The Niamey airport has parking for two DC7 size aircraft. There is 
no forklift type tractor for unloading. 

Parking charge 10 F/hour/ton
 
No overflight fee
 

Drafted: C. Voss:oh/03/ll/87:1181o
 



I wish to thank the Niger USAID Mission for all their help during my short 
stay there and especially Charles Kelly, USAID, fron Burkina Fasso who was my
co-worker on this project and responsible for the final capletion of the report
The Crop Protection Service personnel and others involved with the grasshopper 
program also were very helpful. 

Carrol M. Voss
 

'AI
 



TRIP REPORT SU,7.ARY TO MISER AD THE G'BIA, WIEST ArRICA 

My assignment as an Ttomologist and Aerial Applicatioh Specialist
to ]liger and the Gaabia wns to review the 1986 Grasshopper Control
Campaign and assist in working up a control program for 1987. 

The time in Niamey, !i'er, with t~am member Charles Kell., fr;
Burkirna Faso was from March 5 to March 
 11, 1987. Dates in The Gambia 
were March 12 to I:rch 28, 1987. Team members for part of thistime
 
were Robert Thibeault, George Cavin, and Robert Herold. 

The objective of the mission was to assist USAID - I' ir.revi~u
ir, GcverirL-ant of ,ir-er (GO::) p2'poscs o. assistance to counter grass
hopper infestetions durinc- the f987 crop year. The review focusded on 
t'e training of GONl personnel for aerial spraying and the requirements

for developing adequate operational procedures 
 for aerial operations;
the technical, material, manpoaer -.rj funding requirements for aerial 
treatment in 1987; the acquisition of eccurrte infor,--.ion or ti- magni
tu,'_e ccn lozation of grasshopper and locust infestations for early warn
ing and control activities. 

Meetings were held with OPS staff, French pilot, several donors and a commercial air service 
operator. 
 A field trip by air and ground was
made to assess the environmental and operational aspects of thr' aerial
 
program.
 

The Crop Protection Service, with its own aerial application groupof three spray planes Cessna), accomplished in 1986, treatment on253,000 hectares by air and 135,377 hectares by ground. 
 They were able
 
to run operations fro, July 15 to September 15, althoigh with a migra
tory grasshopper, schedules 
 were difficult to maintain. 

Action is reouired to train two local pilots in the United States.
 
These two were interviewed and documentation included in the report, alongwith a suggested training school in California. One additional experi
enced aEricultural contract pilot will be required for a short period to
assist while the new pilots are being gradually worked into the program.

It is recommended that an aerial operations unit be created separate from
the Cron Protection Service. This could operate more safely and effic
iently with separate, properly trained management. A ccmpetent adviso
should be made available to asSist in this 
or;ani zation. Support vehicles
fuel and maintainance costs and multi-channel HF r~dics for the aircraft 
-plus VH s.:ort distanc r-rouna to air radios are neccssary. 

,lith a projected 200,000 hectares to ba treated by the aerial unit,there is also an estimate of an additional 150,000 hectares that mair beneedin7 treatment. This will require one or two additional aircraft
from 30 to 60 days. O-- f7ircraft.should be a light turbine helicopter 
as there is a reel need to survey much of the inaccessible areas for
grasshopper/locust infestations. The Cafadians are repairing existingairports, out there is the need to have fligh 
 strips at several ne.: lo

. 0Cc . F . .rl-.. Sjciaons_ used, as -,-ill be t'-: ccce in 
•h Co.siderrir. needs to be given to the p'ossibility o1hirine...n individual (perhaps loc: lly) to assist the USAID
 

iiaer stvff on the iuple::!ent~tion of the program activities.
 



TH" GABTA 

In the 1986 grass'.opper ca%:psi-n, tho Uited States an' other dcnor
 
countries supplied 8 aircraft. 247,710 hectares was blin]ket-spryed
 
in the western half of the country from October iS tc O:tob-r O. Due
 
to 1 C .t:. Ch -- ,- n- ocsur d ,- i . i.1c t --r ... *t:--r. 

feststion. 2rc.ss?.opp r species in Thc gr.bir are generall' non-
Eigratin.. First generc.tion control (Phase I) will rely on farmer 
treatnert and Crop Protection Service teams with motorized spray E. uip
ment. In prep-rtion, USAID has a training tesf. Loldinr7 classes on 
pr.c..i.r t;:e c- rr17'; Cda C: r , ofC'. 1 7r -c l s 

" T. ' " r Pw.. C, P.t- '. r.- " .*- 

"ith t:.. Stcrin o..itte, t.o T-chnic:l T '.. Force, t:.c 1'c-"c.:! Co
ordir,-tor, n, dA-.cr rIpri:: ..... e- Trni uip:: :-, LV, ". tC.
 

ials was p:. fred for donor a.ich. There a1Kr" , .,
 
z..icn shaping up for effective early oction, sttrl:........
 
to monitor the With road cvailKi_ i_, - A s'.,ould
infestation. ccter 
not be required for survey wor,:. There is fcro::: limited aircraft 
supj:.ort to include one s'-all plLne for sot treotnents to assist i con
trol where needea. Late season Pase II ope-ations may require an 
additional aircraft, based on later assessment. 

Action is requirej to prepare at least one airstrip at a site that 
was selected. Two other locations were established on clear highway 
sites.
 

There is a reauire7:cnt t o improve the e;isting radio net with vddi
tionel equi-.n~c~t, -o as to have adecu-tc co,-ntry c..c.. for t he 
Crcp Pro c cviee. The necessiry zatcrI: rn ccuipznt nee 
to be p-rchts d ,-a positicn..d ":i.2:i,, . t.c . 

1,a pping for the gnaund enc oi." phase of t , . c. ..- n nee S t.o be 
prep-red S:L:,les ,er t.t-* ilusrattr r-"'c .E.. 

cnsu.t-an't o0i ann eto..ologist rs 'ci e::periencd 
on such field operutions is required to assist the proper utilization 
of donor supplies and help in the control carpaign. 



PROPOSED TALK FOR NAAA MEETING 

DECEMBER 1981 

R. 3. Courshee 

CIBA-GEIGY, Agricultural Aviation Research Unit, 
Cranfield Institute of Technology, Cranfield, Bedford 

ULV SPRAYING 

SUMMARY 

The conventional reasons for adding water to a 
spray chemical are looked at critically. Some 
reasons hy we in CIBA-GEIGY use ULV spraying 
and do not add water to spray, under certain 

circums:a.-ces, are given. Finally, suggestions 
are made about the chances of being able to get 
both the advantages of not adding water to spray, 
while still avoiding the principal disadvantage 

of ULV spraying - spray drift. 



ULV SPRAYING 

Mr Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen 

INTRODUCTION 

It is a pleasure as well as a privilege to join in your work and tell you a 
little about ours. 

I work in an Aerial Spraying Research Unit, the AARU, which is funded by
CIBA-GEIGY to make spraying - especially of our own products - as goodCBAosGible, t a swould 

This, you will see, is not just physically good but effective, econom:,, safe 
Tisimey ojust pA 

is applicatioi. than S litres of lquid a hectare. beenMost of our workiithhaslessbeen in the area of Ultra Low VolumeI havespraying, kindlythat 
isn ited o t yol soe th n o litres ofV sl ri a hectare. aand 

LV spraving had advantages. An obvious one is that an aeroplanie can treat 
500 acres before reloading instead of 50 acreswith Low Volume Spraying at 

5gallons an acre, 93% of which is water. This is a very important advantage 


to us where we work, saving at least a dollar a hectare. There are also 
other more important advantages which I will mention later. 

However, ULV has one big potential disadvantage - drift. That is to say 
small droplets drift and ULY uses small droplets. 

The parallel and associated development of the two subjects 

ULY spraying


and small droplet spraying
is quite logical. However, It is not correct to sy that ULV spraying inevitably 
uses drops o small that they drift excessively, ULt is what it saysit its 
usesdrosso tolumt the y exc issmall dr pet sivel, r at icentimetre. 

a small volume. The question of droplet size is separate. 

2 

We actually monitor spray drift in our commercial ULV spaying by allowing 

the droplets to impact on tall masts downwind from the sprayed field. We 
aim to control drift in this work but not to prevent it and find 5 to 13% of 
the spray active ingredient drifting - i.e. leaving the sprayed field - when 

our drop size is 90 microns. 

Drift can be reduced to mu,-.h lower levels than this by using coarse spray 

which may require 50 litres of liquid per hectare 96% of which Is water.
In ur work, the cost of carrying t;e 43 litres of water applied from the air 

be prohibitive and we do n-t usually add water .o the fa.:tory prepared 
formulations. 

less costly way of reducing drift to negligible levels, might be availableby controlling drop size appropriately in a practical way. 

I first ask you to consider water in spraying particularly in aerial spraying 
particularly for controlling drift reliably and cheaply. Then there Is a 

short section on why the projects I am involved in do not use water. Finally 
there is a s.tion on both controlling drift and also usng ULV spraying. 

In tfis talk I am looking into the future. I am speaking about what might 
become available rather than what is available. 

Good ULV spraying is probably dependeit upon using the right drop size. 
Drift control is definitely dependent uon using the right drop size and, if 
you want to do ULV spraying, the right shape of dop spectrum also. The 
nozzles which have started to give the right shape of drop spectrum are still 
mainly in the development stage. So please do not expect to go and buy 

a set and put them on you-aeroplaie yet. 

Finally, there is rv doubt that ULV spraying with drops big enovgh to settle 
quickly cannot possibly give you a large number of spray drops per square

So the whole thesis depends upon selecting only those tasks where 
you know that a small number per sq. Lm. will be fully effective. 
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TABLE1 
2. WHY DO WE ADD WAT-R? 

Originally in spraying, a lot of water was 	 Drop Diameter Microns*added to the spray: 	 Volume Litres/Hectare
DRIFTto provide momentum 	 30 0.30 .2to ensure total spray cover 

70 

to do run-off spraying and thus 	

1.2 
100
avoid the risk of phytotoxicity. 2.3 

130 
However, with aerial application of modern pesticides, noe of these 	

6.0 
NO DRIFT 200 	 is 

reasons now apply. 

250 
 36

350 


But there are two other dominant reasons:	 
60 

toto manufacture droplets large egive sufficient spray cover, not to drift, 
(This droplet sizeto mnufctuent dopltsdrftthan lrge 	

is the average volume diameter - somewhat less~ t 
the drop size normally quoted, the v.m.d.).i.e. just as we do not seek to achieve complete pest control - for one
 

thing it would be too expensive - so %2
cover, just sufficient cover will do, and also do not want complete spraywe seek droplets which are 	 We see that at just the po!t where drift stops completely, we haveto apply 10 1/hectare or Fare. So we probably do have io add wateronly just large enough and not unnecessarily oversized. to prevent drift completely by the use of large drops.
 
Ilt'slook at these two reasons 
in turn. 

Two questions then arise: 

DropletSzeandCover 

a) Are 20 Drops/sq .an. Essential?
 

Table I shows the volume per hectare needed to give 20 droplet/sq.cm. 
Would not 10 or 3 be enough?with different dop sies(assuming no 	 It Is a generally held view thatloss and a leaf m ratio 20 isa good and sife number. However, perhaps we are being 

extravagent and need to find out under what circumstances andwith what products, 10 or 3 d'oplets would be enough. We have 
to find out, if -we wish to avoid using water because in general,
we carmot have at one and the same time all of these: 

ULV
 

and 20 droplets/sq.cm. 
and no drift. 

http:droplets/sq.cm
http:droplet/sq.cm


At least one of them must go. If we -ant ULV 
to consider modifying the other two a little. 

then we have TABLE II 

-6 

Time to Fall 2 Metres/Size 

b) Are 200 Micron Droplets Essential? DopletDia eter Microns Time Seconds 

Although 200 micron droplets do not drift and 100 micron droplets 

do, there is also an eight fold difference in the amount of liquid 

needed between these drop sizes. So it Is important to establish 
accurately what droplet size is essential - to reduce drift, not 

p'ent it entirely. 

2.2 Drop Size and Drift 

50 
70 
1 " 

00 
2 " 

20 
300 

28 
15 

.8 
2 

1.6 

. 

Drift Is a bit complex depending as it does 

droplet size, 

flying height,meteorology 

conditions, 

aircraft flying conditions, 

evaporation. 

on: 

3. 

Can we somehow reconcile the figures in Tables I and 1 and still 
leave out the water? I think we can, ,robably in this way: 

A POSSIBLE STANDARD 

We have to accept that a proportion of the smallest drops will drift 
some distance. So we need, by way of example, to suggest some limits 
on drift which could possibly be tolerated. 

Mowever, consider one simplistic approach. Table 11 shows the 
time .! takes for a droplet to fall 2 metres (if it does not e*vaporate. 

"One good reason to conmider avoiding water is because'2- does 
evaporate and i doing so it might cause more drift than a ULVo 
spray which does not evaporate.) 

.Consider for example, these suggestions for drift which might be tolerated:Spray fall out closer than 10 metres to be acceptable, 
Maximum cross wind component of wind speed 2 m/sec, 
Maximum of 10% drift beyond 10 metres. 

We now have a model set of criteria, which deviate rca.istically
from any notion of perfect absence of drift. Can we comply with 
them all and what would the cosequences be for spray cover? 
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The first two criteria when combined, show that only dropletssmaller than 140 microns drift further than 10 metres (plus or 
minus a few metres to allow for turbulence). 

The third criterion then says - only 10% of the spray volumeshould be in the form of droplets smaller than 10 microns. 

of material sprayed
So our first simple rule for minimising drift is notshould be present moreas drops smaler than 10%than 1*0Stpo2 

fm r s prayd sTomicr, 
n. 

Cover, lnthe sense numbers/crn.sq. depends upon the average volume 
diameter of the droplet spectrum. 

TABLE M 

1The 
drops per sqcm. 

"7M S187 130 1311it 1313 
1I 

Table Ill is our second simple rule. These a.v.d.'s will give the 

indicated number of drops per sq. cm.
 

-'-


S t o l
 

To get both limited drift, and also
with the two criteria.. spray cover we have to comply 

and a.v.d.an 0 >daccording to1 0 micronsTable Ill 

use ULV also we have to stay with theFor example, nearly 10 drops per sq. 
first line of Table ill. 

cm.4. litres/ha if the a.v.d. is 160 microns 
cav. be achieved with 

- no losses and leaf 
(remember the li'mitationsarea ratio of one). 

Can we get this performance? 

DI 0 > 140 microns 
a.v.d. -< 160 microns
 

and still the volume 4 4 litres/ha.
 

answer is yes we can. However, only with field prototype
equipment at present. For example, my colleague Professor Spillman
has spray equipment which provides such performance. Whether

will become commercially available or not, depends upon whetherit is really needed or not. 

I conclude that (under the assumptions for tolerable drift) that 
we could, 

use ULV and o'nit the water, 
have limited drift, 
and still get sufficient spray cover for many tasks. 

proving we can get this drop spectrum available commercially: 

http:numbers/crn.sq
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10% volume diameter >averaZe volume diameter *-.; microns< 160 microns. b) The atomising equipment hanles oly small flow rates. It 
Now I want to eon~ider whether you woulz want ULV - if you is easier to-change the shape of droplet spectra, ifkeep flow rates through an atomiser low. you can 

were permitted to have it. 
c) We do not get appreciable drop size reduction "throu3h evap-WHY ULV? 

oration. So with ULV, we might limitdrift both adequately 
and also reliably at different temperatures and humidity.4.1 Water2 

Firstly, what good does the water do? 
*-2 Cost 

Aa,~tbody got any proof
to show how much of It comes down In USA Table IV shows how under
summer weather one of our sets of conditions, the cost 
or that It of the work shrinks as adoes any good when it result of ULY spraying, atdoes con down? i.2 litres/ 

hectare. 
Figure 10 shows the sort of things we ususLly find. B7 leaving 

the water out, we usually get biological risults which are slightly

better and last slightly longer. And it is
water out. mcheaper to leave the 

, Idth R,3 20 r0 6 m2m
WorkRate 85 120 107Secondly, I do not think you will stop drift 

208 HectareslHour orwell, if you leave the water in except by even check it veryasing very large volumes. 
The results for volume application rate are (for 20 metres run spacing). 

Large water volumes are expensive and rrmaovertul in preventing drift. not all that success.Droplet spectrum control to avoie all
the small drops has turned out to be very- Volume J6
fficult using large a LitreslHa 
Worku_

volumes of water. 
e 9_4 8HLtres/Hour40If we leave the water- am, three major factors
 

help ust
 

We can modify liquid properties widdeba) 
and we then have The cost reduction is mainly due to quicker work.e for controlling the droplet spesm. spray some 2000 hectares a day ULV under Our planesthrough viscoelsic the conditions of theSudan, with a payload of only 800 litres.effects. The very long, standard 

field length of 1,300 metres helps this work rate. 
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It is our experience (with insects under our conditions) that gettingthe timing right (and thus working quickly enough to get the timing
right over a very large area), isnormally the most important ;'pplic-

ation variable for getting good biological results economically (except 
for distribution which is usually adequate). We can get the timing 
right with ULV. We could not with LV under our circumstances 
because we would be late at least in some parts of the area and 
we would be ineffective there. 

5. 

Figure 12 shows a result obtained by another colleague, Dr Parkin. 
With our research aeroplane which is equipped with two sets of 
spray gear, we can apply ULV and LV simultaneously to the same
plants at the same time. When we do this, the differences between 

ULV and LV are not blurred by weather and crop changes. This 
result Illustrates how much more you can get for your money, 

with a ULY spray, but I would not claim that we can always do 
as well as this. 

WHAT MIGHT BE DONE 

4.4 Environmental Protection 
Most real world problems are complex. So also, ULV spraying which 

!Hwe were compelled to go to LV, our biological performancewould drop with present dose rates and pesticides. We use mainlyNuvacronR and It is simply Ineffective against 3rd instar Heliothis 

is reasonably free from drift, is only likely to be attained if the whole 
range of controlling factors and their interactions are taken Into account. 

armigera. Against 3rd instars we would be compelled to turn to 
ecologically harsher pesticides or larger dose rates to be successful.By using ULV we can control 1st instar larvae and use minimal 
dose rates which cause minimal distrlbance. 

In Scotland my colleague Professcr oyce, has developed a means 
of spraying forests, with maximum protection of the environment 
by UJLV spraying. And this he has achieved in a-eas which are
intersected by rome of the best salmon rivers In Britain! He is 

There is considerable work being done already in the United States. 
Our own work is concentrating principally upon improvements tothe well known Micronair rotary atomisers. 

1 

Figure 13 and It shos two of our units - one based on a Microna rdrive and the other, usig a pneumatic motor, for jet helicopters. 

right and ULV Is right, especially in this ecologically sensitive 

3. 
area. 
DUE Data 

You also all know of the Whitcomb winglets of NASA. You maynot have encountered Cranfleld Institute of Technology sails whichdo a similar job in reducing the strenth of wing tip vortices. 

Part of the Increase in effectiveness of IL'V arises from the heavier 
and more persistent spray deposit we get. DUE means deposit 
per unit emission - a sort of value for money. We get more depositper kilo of chemical In the spray tank, with ULV than we do with 
LV. 

e were involved in their early development in a very preliminary 
trIal on a Pawneer we managed to cut the drift by up to about 

CIT's objective is for a far more complete reduction than this 

and the work is continuing. 
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5.3 Biological Efficacy 

Although a saving on ferry flights would be helpful, it is not'such 
a valuable saving for you in the USA with your numerous strips
and larger aircraft, as it is for us. So ULV spraying is probably
only worth pursuing if it brings other gains for you in biological 
effectiveness, in environmental protection as well as economy.
We use ULV for reasons of higher biological effectiveness. How 
this comes about is another story. 

5.4" A ULV Operation 

Professor 3oyce also set up one of the largest ULV crop spraying
operations in the world against Heliothis in cotton in the Sudan. 
This has been so successful that all Heliothis spraying on 300,000
hectares there is now ULV spraying,whoever does it. Against
another pest, whitefly, all the spraying is at nrespnt I V ; 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

ULV will not always be the way you should spray to your and your customer's 
advantage in your circumstances. 

Our experience makes us suggest to you however, that there are probably
situations, and they may be numerous, where ULV spraying is best for 
everyone concerned. But then careful control over mean drop size and
the shape of the droplet spectrum is needed if drift is to be limited. 
Equipment to provide adequate droplet spectrum control for this taskis past the prototype stage but not yet available commercially. 

R. 3. Courshee 
Ist 3une 1981 



ATTACHNET D
 

AIRCRAT DISPERSAL CALIBRATION
 

1 - GENERAL 

1.1 The purpose of calibration procedure. is to determine that the amount of
material being applied per hectare is uniform and correct for the job to be done. 
The
 
factors involved are:
 

a) 	the specified treatment density in terms of litres of solution per hectare

and litres of active chemical per Lctare for liquids or kilograms of
 
material per hectare for granulars. This Information is normally provided

by'the chemical manufacturer or by a specialist trained In this 
tast and
 
assigned by the appropriate authority;
 

b) 
the flow rate In litres per minute or kilograms per minute, which is 
determined by the aircraft's dispersal system; and 

c) 	the rate of coverage of the area being treated in hectares per minute,

which is determined by the aircraft speed and the effective swath width.
 

These factors are Independent of each other and It is necessary for the applicator to coordinate them in order to achieve the desired treatment density as specified for the given

Smaterial.
 

1.2 The effective swath width should not be confused with the total swath width.The 	 total swath inwidth the width from one end of the chemical deposit on the ground to

the other. However, 
 as was discussed in Chapter 12, swath characteristics must bedetermined and swaths must be overlapped to obtain uniform and effective distribution ofthe.chemical. The effective swath width is the width from the start of the last overlappedswath to the start of the next one, or in other words, it is the separation distancebetween swaths which is marked by the flagmed and flown. 

1.3 Once the effective swath width is established and the aircraft speed to be usedduring application runs is known, the hectares per minute of qoverage can be calculated
 
by the following formula:
 

Coverage (hectares/minute) Vswath width (metres) x groundspeed (km/h)
 
600
 

This formula has been used to generate Table D-1 below from which the coverage in hectares 
rer minute may be found without calculation for a range of speeds and effective swathvidths. 
 Once the coverage has been either calculated or determined from the table, and ifthe desired treatment density in terms of litres of solution per hectare or kilograms of
lolld material per hectare has been specified, the required flow rate to be used can be
 
found as follows: 
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liquids or 
 Flow rate (L/min)  treatment d natty (L/hectare) x coverage (hectare/min) fnr
 

Flow rate (kg/min)  treatment density (kg/hectare) x coverage (hectare/min)
for granular materials.
 

.Table D-1
 

Coverage Versus Groundepeed 
 nd Effective Swath Width
 
Groundspeed 


Effective Swath Width (m)
 
(ka/h) 7.5 
 10 12.5 15 17.5 20 
 22.5 27.5 32.5 37.5 42.5 47.5
 

Coverage (hectares/ain)
 
100 
 1.3 1.7 2.1 
 2.5 2.9 3.3 3.8 
 4.8 5.4
110 1.A 6.3 7.0 7.9
1.8 2.3 2.8 
3.2 3.7 4.1 5.0
120 1.5 6.0 6.9 7.8 8.7
2.0 2.5 3.0 
 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.5
130 1.6 6.5 7.5 8.5 9.5
2.2 2.7 3.2 
3.8 4.3 
 4.9 6.0 7.0 8.1
140 9.2 10.3
1.8 2.3 
 2.9 3.5 
 4.1 4.7 5.3 6.4
150 1.9 2.5 7.6 8.8 10.0 11.1
3.1 3.8 4.4 5.0 5.6 6.9 8.1
160 2.0 2.7 3.3 4.0 4.7 5.3 

9.4 10.6 11.9
 
6.0 7.3
170 2.1 8.7 10.0 11.3 12.7
2.8 3.5 4.2 
4.9 5.7 6.4 7.8
180 2.3 9.2 10.6 12.0 13.43.0 3.8 4.5 
 5.3 6.0 6.8 8.3
190 2.4 3.2 9.8 11.3 12.8 14.3
4.0 4.8 5.5 
 6.3 7.1 8.7 10.3 11.9 13.5 
15.0
 

1.4 The area which can be'covered with one aircraft tank load is found by dividingthe tank capacity, given either In litres of solution or kilograms of solid material, bythe specified treatment 
density, in 1;tres/hectare for liquid solutions or
kilogramh/hectare for solids asm follows: 

Area (hectares) 
 tank capacit for liquids, or
treatment density (litres/hectare)
 

Area (hectares)  tank capacity (kilograms)

treatiment density (kilograms/hectares)
When the for granular.area which can be covered with a can be tank load is known, the number of swath.flown with one load whichcan be found using theTable field length and effectiveD-2 shows the area In swath ridth.hectares ccvered

which in one swath depending uponcan usually be taken the swath length.as the field length, and the effective swath width. 
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Table D-2 

Area Covered in One Swath
 

sath 	 Effective swath width (W) 

tangth 7.5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 65
 

Area covered in one swath (hectares) J
 

250 0.19 0.25 0.38 0.50 0.63 0.75 0.88 1.0 1.13 1.25 1.38 1.63 
500 0.38 0.5b 0.75 1.0 1.25 1.5 1.75 2.0 2.25 2.5 2.75 3.25 
750 0.56 0.75 1.13 1.5 1.9 2.25 2.63 3.0 3.38 3.75 4.13 4.88 

1000 0.75 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5 6.5 
1% 1.5 2.0 3.0 . 4.0 5.0 6.0 7.0 8.0 9.0 10.0 11.0 13.0
 
S000 2.3 3.0 4.5 6.0 7.5 9.0 10.5 12.0 13.5 15.0 16.5 19.5 

4000 3.0 4.0 6.0 8.0 10.0 12.0 14.0 16.0 18.0 '20.0 22.0 26.0
 
5 000 3.75 5.0 7.5 10.0 12.5 15.0 17.5 20.0 22.5 25.0 27.5 32.5
 

1,5 As an example, suppose that a material is to be applied with a solution density
of 50 Litres hectare that tank will 550 The area beper and the hold L. which can treated 
with one load is then 550/50 or 11 hectares. If the swath length is 750 m and the 
effective swath width is 10 a, the table shows that the area covered in each swath will be 
0.75 hectare. Dividing the total area which can be covered with one tankful of solution, 
which 14 11 hectares in this example, by the area in one swath, or 0.75 hectare, shows that 
14,7 swithe can be flown with one load, Therefore, in order to prevent running out in
 
aid-swath, the aircraft should return for re-loading after flying 14 swath@.
 

the Calibration procedures ".r either liquid or granular applications involve 
flying the aircraft dispersing material across some type of collecting apparatus or 
tontainers placed perpendicular to its path. The collected material is then analysed to. 
h eraine the effective swath width, density of deposl. and swath characteristics. The 

ious parameters of dispersal rate, nozzle location, aircraft speed, height of 
application, etc., can then be adjusted as necessary to produce the desired results. For 
reasons which have been previously discussed In Chapter 12, all calibrations should be made 
woder'conditions duplicating the actual field working conditions as closely as possible. 
Operators and pilots should be continually alert to factors which could cause a calibration 
to become inaccurate (e.g. system leaks, nozzle wear, clogged pipes or nozzles, moisture in 
granular materials, etc.). Calibrations should bd re-verified any time such a change Is 
suspected and periodically checked In any case. 

2 - CALIBRATION F LIQUID DISPERSAL SYSTEMS 

2.1 The steps to be followed in calibrating a liquid spray system are generally as 
follows:
 

a) 	calculate the total flow rate required In litres of solution per -inute
 
using the specified treatment density in litres per hectare and the methods
 
given in paragraph 1. Assume an effective swath width and aircraft speed
 
as afeurately as possible. The calibration procedure will verify them and 
corrections can be made as necessary; 
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b) using the nozzle manufacturer's specifications, select and Install the
 correct number and size of nozzle tips to obtain the required flow rate at
 
the system operating pressure;
 

c) 	operate the spraylg system under pressure using water and a dark and
easily visible dye. Find and rectify any leaks or obstructions which 
 v
 
be present;
 

d) 	make a crial run to determine effi ctive swath width and swathcharacteristics. Use solution itsa similar In volatility to the actual
solution to be sprayed as practicable. Water and dye are generally
satisfactory for wazer-based solui:ions. 
 If an undiluted chemical or an

oil-based spray Is tc 
 be used, an oil solution may be preferable;
 

e) 	using the data from the trial run, correct the initial estimate of coverage
to obtain the actual hectares per minute which the aircraft will treat at
the speed, effective swath width mnd height used;
 

f) 	 having an actual figure for the coverage, re-calculate the flow rate in
litres of solution per minute and adjust the system accordingly. If theassumed swath width and speed estimates used In step a) above werereasonable, the change In flow rate required will be small and can
generally be accomplished by adjusting the system pressure. 
If a large
change Is required, it will probably be necessary to change the size or
 
number of nozzles used;
 

9) 	 make a trial run to verify that the flow rate is actually as intended. To 
do this:
 

1) 	carefully fill the chemical tank either to the top or someto suitabli
index marked on the tank; 

2) 	 spray for a pre-determined length of time which will use up most of thematerial, but which will not run the. tank dry while spraying; 

3) 	making sure that the aircraft is sitting as it was when the tank wasoriginally filled, refill It to the game mark; then
 

4) 	 divide the litres of material sprayed by numberthe of minutes which
took. This determines the actual flow 	

It 
rate In itres per minute. 

As a general rule, it will be necessary to fly the aircraft to do this.The pilot will then be totally responsible for starting and stopping thesystem at the correct time interval and for observing that all nozzles arespraying normally without leaks or stoppages. However, if the system iselectrically or hydraulically driven, it may be possible to do this test on
the ground with the system operating at normal pressure. Before this is
done In practice, however, it.is a good idea 
to verify that it is nccurate
by doing a test on the ground and one In flight and comparing the results;
 
and
 



h) *determLre the amount of active chemical to add t, the t-:kk in order to 

*obtaln the correct solution. The number of hectArc whtch can be covered 

with a tankful of solution can be calculated by the methtod of 1.4. Raving 

this r.umber and using whatever treatment dcasity of active chemical In 

litres/hectare i specified, the amount of active chemical needed per full
 

tank of solution is calcilated by the formula:
 

Chemical/cankload (L) - hectares/tankload x treatmen t density (litres per
 
hectare).
 

Using the previous example, the solution density to he applied was
 
550 L
specified as 5U litres per hectare, the tank cap3cIty was given as 


and it was found that one tanklomd'would cover II hectares. Now suppose
 

that the specified treatment density of active chemical per 50 Ittres per
 

hectare of spray mix is 2 litres per hectare. Using the formula, the
 

an;vunt of chemical to be used per tankload in this case is:
 

- 22 L perChemical/tankload - 11 hectares/tankload x 2 litres per hectare 
tankload.
 

Various types of ground equipment, having varying degrees of sophistication
2.2 

have been devised for use in calibrating spraying systems. One of the simplest Involves
 

such as is used in businessthe placing of individual sheets of paper or a strip of paper 
machines in a line perpendicular to the path of flight of the aircraft and then making a 

spray run across it using water and dye. The resulting dye pattern, while not very 

accurate for actual calibration of the deposit density or effective swath width at least 
these. It will also reveal certain commonallows an experienced person to estimate 

problems with spray uniformity and swath characteristics, such as propwash effects, 
lofting of drops by wingtip vortices, quite well.dripping nozzles and 

2.3 	 A very complete and portable spray calibration system has been recently
 

in the United States by Oklahoma State University. It is an excellent example
developed 
provides devices which take each.-for Illustration of the calibration process, since it 

necessary 	 Item of data and process the data to obtain the complete calibration. (See 
Figure D-1.) 



CAL.AG.AERQ CALIFORNIA OAGRICULTUHAL*AERONAUTIES. INC. 
Mefford Field P.O. Box 939 - Tulare. CA 93274 

Tulare..CA 93274 Tel: (209) 688-5848 

Thank you for your inquiry regarding our Ag Pilot Training Courses.
 

We have been training pilots for agricultural flying for fifteen
 
years with many successful graduates.
 

Veteran ag pilots, experienced in instruction, are on our staff.
 

Enclosed are some outlines of additional courses which we are now
 
offering.
 

Learn from the best and one of the oldest schools in the nation. 
Our creed is "SAFETY AND PROFESSIONALISM". Personal instruction is 
yours at Cal-Ag-Aero. 

Should you have any further questions, please phone or write.
 

We are here to help in any way possible. May we look forward to
 
enrolling you soon?
 

Sincerely yours,
 

J. Brunson 
Owner
 



S slu ents receive training to " 4A ACertificate and to meetqualify for California Ag Pilot 
MEFF... 
 FIELDrequirements of FAR 137. U -ouf",327.A4C.-0 ,,e)o 

I:ALIITIIINIA .AI;IuII 'IlT 'ilAI.SAI.lII,l ITII.', I%1* CAL- AG -AEROApproved by the CaliforniaDepartment of Education and F.A.A. APPROVED COURSEthe Federal Aviation Administration California
35 .. -Dual Stearman Agricultural
10 Hrs. Su,ryise Solo - Pawn* All instruction given by Aeronautics, Inc.experienced Crop Duster Hrs. Ground School MEFFORD FIELDPilots Tulare, California 93274Total $6175.00 

MAIL: P.O. Box 939 
PHONE: (209) 688-5848SHORT COURSE 

25 Hrs. Dual - Stearuan 
10 Hrs. Solo Superyisied Pawnee 

CAL- AGAERO 25 Hrs. Ground School

We are one of the oldest Toa-4550 

Operating Ag Schools in _
 

INTRODUCTORYthe U.S. COURSE 
20 Hrs. 
 Dual Stearuan 

- -. . 
10 Hrs. Ground School 

Specializing InTotal $2150.oo
Applicants must have CROP DUSTER 

Courses Can Be Tailored To Yourcommercial certificate or have Proficiency & Background 
PILOT TRAINING 

commercial written completed SAFETY &.PROFESSIONALISMand flight hours close to Affiliated withStearmn - S120J.0o Per ,our i - s20.oocommercial requirement. Gryphon AviationPawnee - ,,20oo ,c.Pour 
for

ALL PRICES QUoTED DO o INCLUDE O ORHEMPrivate, Commercial andCST PRICES SUWECT TO CE WITOUT NOTICE Instrument Training 

http:S120J.0o


CHECK OU HE REST Many Ag Operators and Ag
THEN CN Tm TH ES ! ,Pilotsconsider the SFr ranE Cto be the best for basic 

experience.* Learn Under Qualified, Seasoned Ag Pilots. 
" Ag Flying Is A Precision Type Flying All its Own. All training works toward 

sharpening basic skills including 
stalls, simulated Ag swaths and 
working around trees, underAct Now..Fly With US... wires, etc. 

You'll Be Glad You Did! 35 Hours Dual in Stearman 
LOCATED WITHIN EASY DRIVING DISTANCE OF 10 Hours Supervised Soloin Pawnee 

(includingMax. Gr6ss Flights)SEQUOIA, KINGS CANYON & YOSEMITE Oth er ssAlableNATIONAL PARKS AND THE SEASHORE • Other Courses Available 

SAFETY 
and

'PROFESSIONALISM
 

CAL AG AERO 

FAR 61 COURSES ALSO 



AAmold flagging.for 'uul In *1W Pa'nee.
 
There Is no slgqiilqlhawe in hi,'
 

tep' Of./laye is tusing.
 

Mister
 
Ste arman 

by Brett Dickerson 

OWDOESa person break into me that my best chance ofbreaking In as ficate. 
Ag Fl)lng?" I doubt there are a novice lay In attending an agricultural if you were to ask the iion-pilot what Is 

many pilots In the business today who flying school. required to become a crop duster, they 

didn't ask themselves that question at it was because ofthis recommendation would probablyanswer that allyou need is 

least once. To those of us who don't have that I found myself sitting In a booth at an airplane and an Individual with a pro
a seat to inherit from Dad, the opportu- "We's"truckstop. listening to instructor pensity for self-destructiveendeavors. The 
nities to secure that first spray job seem Arnold Whisman outline the details of the State of California. however. requests that 
terribly limited. Ag Pilot Training Course offered by Cal- ag pilots under their jurisdiction have a 

The general consensus among the oper- Ag-Aero. an FBO ag service located in little more knowledge than merely that re

ators to whom I posed the above querywas Tulare. Californla. quired for efficient spray runs. BWfore 

to either "'getyourselfa thousand hoursof The goal of the course Is basically two- pilots can receive the Apprentice ticket. 

ag timeand call me In the morning"or'go fold: 1) to train the student in'the spe-	 they must demonstrate adequate knoovi

"H 

cialized flying skills necessary to become edge of the pesticides theywill be workingout and buy an airplane and start beating 
the bushes." As neither of these options a competent aerial applicator. and 2) to with and the effect these pesticides may 

have on non-target crops in the area or onappeared to be particularly viable. I was prepare the student to pass the written 
still searching for that elusive third alter- test required to obtairi the California Ap-	 people who may be exposed to the cheml

cals. beltyourflaggersandloaders.orever,native. Finally. a thirty-year veteran told prentice Aircraft Pilots Pest Control Certi-
-the omnipresent spectators thai seem to 

altt to such demonstrations of aero-Arnldflesapthe Sgeannanfor me.-~ 
nauti expertise.Sh-uld"idcbex-su re 
occur. ag pilots must be familiar with the 
steps necessary to minimize its effects. 

Cal-Ag-Aero accomplishes this task by 
utilizing five sample tests which the stu
dent takes. using an "'openbook" format. 
The student has access to all reference 
material required to correctly answer the 
test questions.Afterwards. Arnold reviews 
each question, offering whatever clarlfica
tion or explanation is necessary to assure 
maximum understanding. The fifth sam
pie test closely resembles the actual test 
the student will take for certification. 
Once you can handle this one, the real 

.: :McCoy presents no problem 
acertain amount ofbook work

41 ."Although
S,. .. is required in achieving any new flying 

skill. few would consider It the most enjoy
- --- " • •able facet of the training process. Person

ally. I had been looking forward to getting 

my hands on the two-holer Stearman that 

(continued on next page) 
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(Cal-Ag.Aero cont'd.jrnm previotLs pag) 

Cal-Ag-Aero uses for the dual lnstnirtlon
 
portion of the flight training. For all In.
 
tents and purposes. I had nn taltdra er
 
experience prior to beginning the ag
 
course, so I was anxious 
to add a new dl
mension to my somewhat limiteld flying
 
skills.
 

It didn't take mc 
 long to rcaliie howlittle
 
all of those hours In I 50"s and 172 s had
 
prepared me for that big biplane. Forget

the centerline. It was all I could do to keep
 
up out of the weeds. Each lateral bo indarv
 
of the runway was explored several tImes
before the old bird finally took to the skies. Me spmytngIn the Pnwnee.
IThis wasn't any narrow ag Strip either.folks ... 75 feet wide, at least. I toed to It I's a far more natural meansof were ready to move on to the actual ag fly.Once we were In the air. things settlhd controlling the airplane. The first two les- ing portion of the training.down a bit and I could begin to work on sons were primarily spent In galningcon- Simulated spraygettfng the feel of the newairplanes. Using runs were the firstfldenee with the unfamiliax machine. Lazy order of business. The firs few weredoneastick in placeofacontrol wheel felt a lII lie eights. Chandelles. steep turns. oscllatlon by Arnold so he could denonstrate theodd at first, but once you become accus- stallsand lots of touch andgoes, Uterwe properentyanddepartureanglesandthe 

correct altitude to maintain above the 
crop. Neopnyte that I was. I figured thatCAL -AG-AERO the lower you could fly. the betterjob youcould do. so Iwas working on trying to roll 

. =.,flying over. Arnold was quick to point outthe wheelson the top of the alfalfa we were 
that It Isn't necessary to ome back with
leaves hanging in the landing gear to be 
effective in your spray application. With 
this bit of Information. Iwas able to con
centrate on iearnlng to consistently main
tain an effectiv%worlng altitude during
the hundreds of simulated spray runs we 
would make. during the course of theti~ning. 

As we progressed through the curricu
lum. we began working more complicated
fields, learning how to deal with obstacles 
such as power lines. standplpes. trees and 
all the other things that seem to have been 
stuck in thegrouv'd for the sole purposeof
complicating the lives of ag pilots the

Arnold Whisman (right) ias 40 yearsqf experience to share with his students worldover. Feel"for the airplane becomesvery important here. as maneuvering 
around some of these obstacles requiresORMEI yei a degree of control precision thatjust isn'tYears agn bya group ofAg Aircraft Operators. California Agricul-.ur'lt Aeniatlith's. i. iCal.A-Atm) has couinttiiially served the Ag Aircraft. 
required In most ofgeneral aviation flying.

After completing 30 hours of dual In-Industry as a training facilitY aimed at producing a good Crop Duster Trainee. structicn in the Stearman. I began tenArnold Whisman Is Chief Flight and Ground Training Instructor with a back- hours of solo flights in a Piper Pawnee.ground of 40years in ,g Aialon. Including nin years with Cal-Ag-Aero. This is the portion of the course whichWhisman has been an Ag Pilot. Ag Operator and helped train numerous pilots Involves actual sprayng.Aznold starts theprior to joining Cal-Ag. His experience covers General Aviatlon Training plus five student out with 50 gallons ofwaterin theyears wfth the Army Air Corps Program from 1940 to 1945. hopper. Each sutoessive flight Is madeCal-Ag-Aero believes the Ag Aviation Industry has anexcellent futureforthe Indi- with an extra l0 or 20 gallons until thevidual possessing good skills and desiring to continue learning. Retirements alone hopper Is completely full. In this way. theopen up great possibilities for pilots entering the profession.
Cal-Ag-Aero utilizes a 220 HP PT Stearman and a 235 HP Pawnee. 

student can progressively learn the per
formance degrading qffects ofheavier andAll time In the Stearman is dual, sharpening up basic skills and techniques, and heavier loads.fulfilling a large portion of FAR 137 requirements. Simulated loaded conditionsare Graduation from the course requires atgiven using restricted power for takeoffs, climbs and turnarounds. least one flight at maxlrum gross weight.Time In the Piper Pawnee is supervised solo, working from empty up to maximumhopper weight of 1200 pounds. which In t. Pawnee meant filling the 

Ground school covers requIrements of FAR 137 and most State and Federal regu-
hopper withill50gallons ofwater for aload
weight of 1200 pounds. In splte of the factlations. Theoretical and practical Instruction is given, that we had gradualy built up to thisUsing the theory that one needs to be better than 'average." the course Is nten- weight.stye and demanding. I was still surprised at the air
plane's reluctance to move with the hop-This school Is approved b"'the F'AAand theCalifornia Department ofEducatlon. per filled. As It starts to lazily crawl for."'SAFETYAND IiOFESSION.J.SM" is the molto of Cal-Ag-Aero. 

. ward, you begin to wonder if the tireS am 
(continued on page 12) 
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'CI-Ag-An continuedfrm page 10)fiat ormayeyou left the parkIngbrakeon.
 
Once .
 

It flnaflyaccelerates starts roiling. however. Itquicklyand You're flying and '2away. It*soon the tail is upagood
 
-
the need ,

cond ition sto . tailor the load to he....in 
t e . .the student can t h e stinga~n expernence in VIsu. h 

theuen canld +wi0act as fLagman so that , %nte naline Over Whicha'rplane must be flown on eh succesve
spray run. 1talso gis 

the 

A rnold an xce lenrt-. 
BLuden'soffervaudntg point (mmperformancesuggestions 
 which to observe thesoPost-fl ght CriUque.and advicethat he may
duringng
Once the ae eIO the I'mthe cowe cm flights are finished 

th 
atl1h0 eraue
atecurse isCOmpleed. s h ften Something waiting for me dowtt St hopeful there',,,-,~~ . ~~ oftenh .tepHowever. this Isa reflection ma.ol~ n. -2 ... ~ o~ a.of ...6a n te eand n~eJ,,,.s~ ~ .~o o-pn aerod n both a,pon 

. th the businesamxnehec .n the stateofhours.To be ou s s 6 and.styedthatt.,h o t e..... t etmt Is_, to log another 40 orso ess as.both a pilot and evenlet. Inever kn' far " There o,.. ... the Job market in....
to tell t, , s no question and not.on thethe most. o
r.neway " xactly .. . h relatvevauagrculturalof1...€aviatn.vI rehoamnd e..I haveaun Particularly.tha agt n tuacltuy asaviationaoruntlby. eve servdaIn"anf riMcaUxY offre '.'-.- g uaenm n n athatheor pet.training experiene ecof. .In 
.cuJ .Anric'ultuars dft bunIl1976•9 6.H

tIrecoams ... aAiircraft Associationero, t eronutstaning t'u e alofrom 
... a somewha th e m s fu Particuarl 1975 to 19 7 6.Withalmost 15.OOomn in... "h for so-.te)nwould eothat I-fu o e n s s e a 1 hoursofty odk rti y. flying to his crediL there Is a wealth ofen.oy a.somewhat graduation. Tularre California is located In 

unique flyng exper. 

who has a seat waiting for them upon 
kn ow ledge and Information heon c pthasthe

ence, then go and buy a couple ofhours in 
Southera to the new pilot. Trut 30 hourp othe Steaman, It Will enhance your 

San Joaquin In a Stea-man and 10 hours In a Pawnee
Valleythere is an abundac and 

poes ng, offields In the area thel
l and- the h ave which present nearly every 
does not an aWPIlot make, but it may maketh...... aa helll u va ,,-y .~ Sdiference , me In " - p e e t n a v . .fly . ineo n how.goes r a - taton a Pilot may encounter o'ice he or she 
anAs to hether it is the key that opens the 
tlhd fie morto work. rst ne,.ok,s.. d.. _tthIt m y m .. ,
-m mosrtedoor to that first agjob, in my own 

c asonhasnt case. The fofot arun•o . and In y-et ed to i .. oenundatu on dean ctua ou. thses-,.-eco.ra of theof tmie iohtcoursr, e
y.e nstructorArnoldUWhamar.Afte_. ...p thda ctua,l,a. the aueoneIot.. . ' cantputadollarUvalu aecenl yo . uA,f..te onwr ,- or l i, .hei ou.n _ " t'71 I....... he to e from an experi e nced
 
.........
 .
 

,e..,'," ,v,• • ,. , :., 




Mr. Arold doing what he does bst... 
creating another back-.'forther. 

SPECIALIZING IN .. . 

Crop Dusting Training 
M iHAT'S WHAT the brochure says.., 

and that Is \%hat Mr. Arnold"Whlis-
man does. He does itin his 35th year of 
teaching and has (aught Crop Dusters for 
the past 17. andeveryblt ofthat in a Stear-
man aircraft. 

Now I ask you. -With whom had you 
rather log 35 hours of dual in a Sicarmmi 
than with Mr. Whlsman?" 

Located within easy driving distance of 
Sequoia, Kings Canyon and Yosemite Na-
tional Parks and (lie seashore, Arnold 
Whisman. at California Agricultural Aero-
nautical (Cal-Ag-Aerol. is waiting to teach 
you. if you are a prospective student, how 

; 	 . . 

to do safe and efficient back-'n-forths. 
Many ag operators and ag pilots con-

sider the Stearman to be the best for basic 
experience... This magazine agrees with 
that. 

Cal-Ag-Aero courses Include mandatory 
stalls, simulated ag swaths. plus working 
around trees and under wires. You will 
receive 35 hours dual in the Stearman and 
15 additional hours solo (supervised) in 
a Pawnee 235. the aircraft you will most 
likely land your first job in. 

You will receive training to qualify for 
the California Ag Pilot Apprentice Certifi
cate and will be able to meet the require

. . . . .. . ..... -.
 
m
 

ments of FAR 137. 
All you need is a commercial pilot's 

license, or have the written passed and 
have completed close to the commercial 
required flight. experience, and Mister 
Arnold will tuck you under his experi
enced wing and get on with It. 

This school Is located on Mefford Field 
in Tulare. California. 

We have receivbd complaints about 
.	 everyagpilot trainingschool In the United 

States except two ...Cal. Ag-Aero Is one 
of these two. 

You get yourflrsiback-'n-forth training In this Pawnee 235. 
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CALIFORNIA AGRICULTURAL AERONAUTICS. INC. 
TULARE MUNICIPAL AIRPORT TULARE, CA.
 

Ph: (209) 688-0669 93274.
 

A $100 registration fee must accompany this application, which will be
 
credited towards tuition. The $100 regiatration is not refundable.
 
Enrollment application must be filled In carefully and accurately and 
should be sent to CAL-AG-AERO prior to the student's arrival.
 

This is my application for admission to the following aviation programs
 

- Private - Helicopter _ Ag Flying - Instructor 

- Commercial Multi-Engine - Intrument 

(Indicate Title of Courses Desired)
 

NAME _j:Skp tA PHONE (Res_ 
 _ _ (Bus)_ __ 

PEHMANENT ADDRESS - (-5 CITY Min Utj - ZIPjO_ .6ox 

AGE 30 MARITAL STATUS _ SEX    

      
 

DATE OF LAST PHYSICAL jI! uly v9 a CLASS (Type) FI(5"
 

TOTAL FLYING TIME -A t 5 V + 45k PILOT IN COMMAND 4 o '
 

TOTAL FLYING 
 TIME LAST YEAR DUAL 3 SOLO
 

TOTAL FLYING TIME IN TRICYCLE GEARED AIRCRAFT 7 45
 

TOTAL FLYING TIME IN CONVENTIONAL GEARED AIRCRAFT 41
 

TOTAL FLYING TIME IN AG AiRCRAFT . W NO6 TYPE
 

NUMBER OF FLIGHT OR FLYING ORIENTED ACCIDENTS NONE
 
(Explain on Separate Sheet of Paper)
 

NUIBER OF FAA VIOLATIONS ONE__ 
(Explain on Separate Sheet of Paper) 

HAVE YOU EVER BEEN IN A STATE OR FEDERAL PRISON? __/_0__....... 

AVERAGE AMOUNT OF ALCOHOL CONSUMED PER DAY LSON, 

ARE YOU A REGULAR USER OF DRUGS OR MEDICATION? -1 d. 

Over
 

jmenustik
Rectangle

jmenustik
Rectangle



"GIVE BANK REFERENCE - /qOHF 

T'O 	BUSINESS REFERENCES:
 

NAME ADDRESS 

NAME_____________E DDRESS 

CHARACTER REtRENCES: 

NANE ADDREMS OCCUPATIOM 

ADDRESS OCCUPAT JON 

NAPE ADDRESS OCCUPATION 

141LITARY BACYG0l,- -

DATES SERVED ON ACTIVE DUTY IN MILITARY SERVICES_ 

BRANCH OF SERVICE 	 -SERVICE CLASSIFICATION__
 

DATE RETIRED OR SEPARATED FROM SERVICE
 

YEARS OF MILITARY SERVICZ (active) SINCE AUGUST 5, 1964
 

EDUCAT10
 

HIGH SCHOOL Le6 g 4mff , o&4*4 4 GRADUATED YEAR _ hni /9 7? 
Name of school
 

GCLL..jE __NOT GRADUATED_
 
Pane of School YEAR- _,8oq_
 

OTHER n 	 dl-oh (SR DEGREE CM t-jiTR LTG.mgzc,-,p'E-/g'S f 	 + H 

. ...	 TPREMARKS 


NAKE AND ADDRESS AhND PHONE NUMBER OF CLOSEST LIVING RELATIVE: 

080AMON X... .|. •us 016 We .iav Wag 

APPLICANTS SHALL PROVIDE TWO PHOTOSTATIC COPIES OF CURRENT FAA MEDICAL 
TWO 	 PHOTOSTATIC COPIES OF CURRENT RATING 

CERTIFICATES PRESENTLY HELD SUCH AS 
PRIVATE, COMMERCIAL, ETC. 
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MEDICAL CERTIFICATE First 

THIS CERTIFIES THAT (Full name and address) 

Ibrahim GAl.iO 
Air Niger, P.O. Box 865Niiamey, N~iger 

CLASS 

S 

HUltV " 

r Zr 

• 

-S4 
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" 4 

jbw-4cP 

0 

0. 

;0 
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01 

01 

DATE OFfIRTH/HEIGHT WEIGHT HAIR EYES 

08-22-5 69 119l black brahas met th* medical standod prescribed ,n Pos 67 
Aviation Regulaltons for this class of Medical Ces,l;co'. 

-

SEX 

rale 
Fede,a! 

S. z 
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0i 
•,. , PtI 

.Zone 

A SIG TUE 

FAA 

IRMAN'SSI TUv 
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CALIFORNIA AGRICULTURAL AERONAJTICS, INC.
 

TULARE MUNICIPAL AIRPORT TULARE, CA.
 
Ph: (209) 688-0669 93274.
 

A $100 registration fee must accompany this application, which will be 
credited towards tuition. The $100 registration is not refundable. 
Enrollment application must be filled in carefully and accurately and 
should be sent to CAL-AG-AERO prior to the studentts arrival. 

This is my application for admission to the following aviation programs: 

- Private - Helicopter __.L Ag Flying - Instructor 

Commercial Multi-Engine - Intrument 

(Indicate Title of Courses Desired)
 

NANE _)O)OD0 tAHAA0J L.Ali iJOJ PHONE (ResJ__ (Bum)_..... 

PERMANENT ADDRESS 
 ' _ CITY NJIP, E'- ZIP 

AGE -30 MARITAL STATUS Yes SEX - M SOCIAL SECURITY NO. __.._..
 

         ..
 

DATE OF LAST PHYSICAL 
 101O-1 V CLASS (Type) A C Ict"A'2
 
TOTAL FL'ING TIME /1b.Z, .. PILOT IN COMMAND -3-.3
 

TOTAL FLYING TIME LAST YEAR A&.I DUAL. .. . SOLO 9.2
 

TOTAL FLYING TIME IN TRICYCLE GEARED AIRCRAFT - ')
 
TOTAL FLYING TIME IN CONVENTIONAL GEARED AIRCRAFT 
_ _1__k ,5,,,
 

TOTAL FLYING TIME IN AG AIRCRAFT .- ove- TYPE 

NUMBER OF FLIGHT OR FLYING ORIENTED ACCIDENTS ON
(Explain on Separate Sheet of Paper) 

NUNBER OF FAA VIOLATIONS N0.r

(Explain on Separate Sheet of Paper) 

HAVE YOU EVER BEEN IN A STATE OR FEDERAL PRISON? NO0Q 

AVERAGE AMOUNT OF ALCOHOL CONSUMED PER DAY _ r JE;, 

ARE YOU A REGULAR USER OF DRUGS OR MEDICATION? j NZ,,, 

Over
 

jmenustik
Rectangle



_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
"GIVE BANK REFERENCE_ _ _ 


TWO BUSINESS REFERENCES:
 

ADDRESS
NAME 


ADDRESS
SiAME 


CHARACTER REERENCES: t'E
 

ADDRESS OcCUPAT IQO
NAME .
 

NAME ADDRESS
)CCUVPATION
 

OCCPATION
NAME "ADDRESS 


141LITARY BACYGROUND E
 

DATES SERVED ON ACTIVE DUTY IN MILITARY SERVICES
 

SERVICE CLASSIFICATION_
BRANCH OF SERVICE 


DATE RETIRED OR SEPARATED FROM SERVICE_
 

YEARS OF MILITARY SERVICE (active) SINCE AUGUST 5, 1964
 

SDUCATION
 

u. 3, ~ 	 YEAR LineHIGH 	 SCHOOL Lqc~r,-A Xouom GRADUATED Al9e 
Name of 'school
 

NOT GRADUATED__
GClID3 CE. Viri Z;.-Je 
'
 

Name of school YEAR O-,.-r -I-5'tJo r& 

CL iRGLOTHER. .L.5 Beek t~n4&raf i 	 "DEGREE 

i- -anREMARKS -1Co.P 

A -A -lr - | ' Q-9-A (L 


CLOSEST LIVIVG RELATIVE:
NAME 	 AND ADDRESS AND PHONE NUMBER OF 

Kot bo 05 IUlN-Y NE'l 

APPLICANTS SHALL PROVIDE TWO PHOTOSTATIC COPIES 
OF CURRENT FAA MEDICAL 

TWO PHOTOSTATIC COPIES OF CURRENT RATING 
CERTIFICATES PRESENTLY HELD SUCH AS 
PRIVATE, COMMERCIAL, ETC. 
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RESEAU SAGA AFRIQUE OE LOUEST 

VENTE ET ENTRETIEN DE MATERIEL
AtRONAUTIQUE. RADIO-NAVIGATION 
TEL COMMUNICATIONS 

-

ET 

8. 

information - Rdservation: 

MAURITANIE 
E. 253/7 -NOU=HeOJ-TEL: P2123-364 -TELEX: 433 SAMMA NOS 

SOGECO 
351 & 378 NOUAKCOTT - iT.: 2221 5221- 527AO- 52258 - TELEX: 557 MAFIE NKT 

SENEGAL 
SOAEM 

T 

53.BO PVET LAPRAE - BP.835 DAKARiT.: P1J 225743 & 2134.78 tELEX: 50B & 3183 MAFPIC SG 
SIERRA LEONE 

Lazi!'~L~~I~l~An.TEL:VIA 
UMARCO 

7.COLLEG ROAD.CULNE TOWN. PO BOX 417- FREETOWN 
P32150,348 - 50.730 - TELEX: 3218 MARI SLLIBERIA 

UMARCO 
LOT . i A FPERT. P0 BOX 1196 - iNOATEL: 231122812 - 223307 22372 221517- TELEX: 4279-4453 MAFRICI 

tl COTE IVOIRESOAEMRONO PONT OU NO.EAU FOR:T -BP 1727 & 1477 -ABIDJAN 01 

UN ATELIER MODERNE AU CCELR DE 
L'AFRIQUE 

w, 

l0 

TEL: PJ2 325151 & 3214.B - TELEX: 23854 -23855- 4MAFRIC0 
MALI 
SOAEMV 

RUE MOHIANf V  .P 2428 - BAMAKO- TEL:,22 4024- TELEX: 404 MAFRC BK0 

-BURKINA FASO -
TUL: 

BF. 1192 OUAGADOUGOUJ -TL 26) 3 -54153 &N:8~GHANA 

N 
HARBOUR 

A OUMARCO 
AA"-POBX 215 -TEMA-TEL:i 3 4031/5. TELEX: 2037 MAFC ACCA 

_TEL: 

TOGO 
SOAEM

ZL D.1F T AiTONOW - ELF 3285 -LOMP26121272 & 21.0720 - TELEX: 5207 MAFRC TO 

NIGERIALIUMARCO 

HYDRAUILIQJE 

5,CREEK ROAD.P0KBOX 94 - APAPATEL: P34J 11l803240 6149 -874138 -B7.4&37 - 87.74.59 TELEX: 23494/212e6 MAFRIC N
COASTAL SERVICES 

42/44 W ROAD.PO BOX 97 - PAPA
TEL: P341 IlB7.07,04 G87.05 73 "rELEX:21226 MAR NG 

o NIER 

8S.N.T.N. 
Bp.135 -MAY 

E CAMEROUN
SOAEMV 

RU ALFRE[ 
o 

BR 4057- DOUAA T 
TCA 

237]L:[23742r28 - TEE: 5220 MAFIC KN 

HE=LICES 

ELF.100.-

HCENTRFRIUE 

W.MENA - TEL.:P 2024 2025 - 38.98 TELEX: 5 

SOCATRAF 

EBP 1445- BANGL - TELEX: 9 A 5258 PC 

K2010MAF:IC 

TR NSOR I i A• LA•• •• _ 

-,GA50N oI SOAEMB. 72 -UBREVILLE- TEL:[241i)7.2 - 702B.31- TELEX:,5205 GO 
B RUE OU LIEUTENANT DE VAISSEAU SERVAL - BP 518 - POT -GENTILTr=[241j 7521.71 & 7521.74 -TELEX: 8205 MAFRC GOA-ACONGO 

TAALARE 

• SOAEM18.RUE0U PRPTEZEPFIR-J LASSY  6674 - PONTE-NOIRE 

oTPL: 194 .18at;B4.10.17-TELEX; E214-8311 MAFRC KG 

MOTOISATION AVIONIC 
TRANSNIGER AVIATION 

RUE HENRICH LUBKE [FACE OFFICE DU TOURISME] 
B.P 10454 NIAMEY TtL: VILLE [227] 73.20.55 
AIEROPORT 73.20.21 - TLEX: LOCAVIA 5250 NI W. -



The Mcronslr ,pray Pod System enables suitable aircraft to be converted for s'pray,,;ng within hours.Two completely self-contained spray pods are mounted on a standard underwing pylons and arecontrolled from a plug-in pane. in the cockpit. 

As the system is comple!ely external to the aircraft, the installatiort does not disturb the cabin areawhich can be used for passenger or transport purposes whenever necessary. 

'Ease of installaticn, combined with multi-role versatility of the aircraft makes the system ideal for awide range of pest control tasks, e.necially when these are only required occasionally.At all other 
tlmes the aircraft can be employed to its maximium advantage for transport or survey work. 

SPECIFICATION 

Dimensions: Length 103 in. (2.6m) overall 
Diameter 18in. (05m) 

Mountings: Suitable for attachment to carriers with 14 inch mounting centres. NATO attachments can be used. 
Capacity:. 50 US Gallons (190 litres) 

Weight Empty 128 lb (58 kg)
 
Full 545 lb (248 kg)
 

Output Variable from 0-8 US Gallonlmin .0-30 L/mirg 
Atomiser Micronair AU4000 capable of producing droplets cd 50 500 doarne . 
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We're leading the aerial application forest insect control. Micromist 900 swath width 60 ft.-400 ft. a! 
industry to a promising new frontier, is the equivalent of 3 planes in 1,at speeds ranging from 100 to 180 
with the Micromist 900 Conversion. about half the cost of today's ag mph. Rates can be varied from V 
Think of spraying 90 acres/min. on equipment. A Micromist 900 can oz. to 6 gals. per acre 
only a few ounces of fuel. It's not open new markets for you, work 
just a dream. Duflo Aerospray Sys- farther from base and handle larger Low Noise 
tems, Inc. has made it a reality, jobs ... all with unheard-of depend- Aztec has a very low outside 

The Micromist 900 
ability and safety. 
Best of all. . . a reli-.ble, trouble-

noise level, compared to most ag 
aircraft•., less than 85 decibels 

is an idea whose free spray system backed by the at 150 ft. AGL. Reduced cockpit 
time has come. strongest protection plan in the ag noise level, due to additional 

It's sleek, quiet, economical... 
above all, safe... Consider the 
possibility of losing one engine at 

industry 

ENJOY THESE ADVANTAGES 

sound proofing, reduces pilot 
fatigue and enhances communi
cations. 

gross weight, yet still being able to * Efficiency Easy to Fly 
eturn to base losing nothing but Extremely low drag factor. En- Quick and light control response. 
:me. You can do it with the Micro- tire spray system components Horizontal stabilator reduces pilot 
-ist 900 conversion, mounted inside aircraft, leaving fatigue. 

The Micromist 900 is a
money-maker for you. 

only streamline 
booms and low 
changer outside. 

stainless steel 
profile heat ex- Safe

Twin engines provide all-impor-

Lower application rates let you 
make money on ag. mosquito and 

* Practical 
Aircra " capable of spraying a 

tant safety factor. Excellent visibil
ity. Low stall speed. 

• .- ' ,
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"There's no comparison in mental stress flying a 
single engine, day in and day out, versus a twin. 
The noise level is low, the cockpit is clean and 
comfortable. Pilot fatigue is at the lowest possi
ble level. If you get into trouble.., the second 
engine buys time." 

T0
 

TODAY'S ANSWER TO 
TOMoRRow's NEEDS 

JEFFREY T. DUFLO 
PRESIDENT 

AEROSPRAY SYSTEMS, INC. 
NEN BREME', NAW 'Ok 1341I? 3153' 
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AIRCRAFT 2.Dependable Lycoming 250 HP Engines B. Operational Features 
(2000 hr TOO) 1. Fingertip control of entirePerformance (Certified Gross Weights) 3HrtelonatSpe.FlFahrig cockpit 

system within 

1. Speed Power % GPH Miles/Gal. Props 2. Electric spray control valve with recircula
175 70 26.2 6.6 tion mode 
167 65 24.7 6.8 3. Injector syphon for positive nozzle shut off 

NOTE: Compare miles/gallon with any SPRAY SYSTEM 4. Electronic "Spray on" timer 
other ag aircraft and see the Micro- Adjustable "Spray on" amber lightmist 900 economy A. Performance 5.6. Duplex filter/spray boom pressure gaugeAcres 7. Trouble-free hydraulic pump drive system 

2. Stall Speed ............. 62 MPH 1. Speed Swath Max Per 
 8. Streamline stainless-steel booms3. VMC ..................... 80 MPH (mph) (ft.) Rate 
 Min. 9. Panel mounted gauges
4. Top Speed ................ 212 MPH

5. Takeoff Distance ............. 800 Ft. 120 100 3.6gals/acre 24.0 C. 
 Safety Features
6. Landing Distance ............ 
900 Ft. 150 100 2.9 gals/acre 30.0 1. Positive-trip emergency dump7. Max Cruise Range ('1 150 150 1.9 gals/acre 45.0 2. Fully corrosion-proof and abrasion

700o Power .............. 1090 Miles 150 300 
 3.8 qts/acre 90.0 resistant
8. Single Engine rate of climb 275 Ft./Min. 170 400 2.5 qts/acre 136.0 3. Hydraulic system

unloaded 500 Ft./Min. a) Low-level oil reservoir warning light2. Droplet Range 30-1.000 Microns (VMD) b) Hydraulic oil temperature indicatorOther Distinguishing Features 3. Spray Pressure Range 15-75 PSI c) Hydraulic pressure gauge1. Fuel Capacity - 144 US Gals 4. Spray Tank Capacity 190 U.S. Gals. d) High-pressure warning light 

7 UUL~ h~ TODAY'S A NS WER TO TOMORROW'S NEEDSEROSPRAY SYSTEMS 
EW BREMEN, NEW YORK 13412
 

TELEPHONE: 315/376-TWIN
 



ILi 111 U 4 z, AEROSPRAY SYSTEMS, INC. 
NEW BREMEN. NEW YORK 13412 9 315/376-TWIN

March 3, 1987 

Agrotors, Inc. 
P.O. Box 578
 
Gettysburg, PA 17325
 
ATT. Carrol M.Voss
 

Dear Carrol: 

The only question I have, Carrol, is how can aretired person be so Involved 
Ina foreign country such as Africa? I have heard a little bit about their 
problem and It appears that they're on the right track wanting to use 
smaller aircraft. Per your letter of February 11, 1987, please find enclosed 
a few Micromist 900 brochures. Inside you'll find some national reprints 
which further describes the Mlcromist 900 Spray System. The system was 
finally STC'd in January of 1986 and since that time has received much 
notcriety. It Is a rugged, light weight system which allows the Aztec to 
fly with greater efficiency than ever before. From a dollar and cents 
standpoint we find the Aztec Micromist 900 equipped to be extremely
versatile and efficient In the one gallon or less per acre range. Mile per
gallon figures produce efficiency twice that of conventional ag equipment,
making the Micromist 900 afar reaching aircraft. Installed Micromist 900 
conversions fall around the $30,000 figure. All Piper Aztec models are 
candidates for conversions except for the turbocharged models. If you
should like to evaluate one of these aircraft, Carrol, we would certainly
welcome the opportunity at our facility InUpstate New York. Getting In 
the right seat, or making a few practice runs with the Micromist 900 
Aztec, is the best way to understand the efficacy of the system.
Application speed of 180 MPH, 1200 pounds of material, and fuel economy
approximately 27 gallons/hour, says It all. The second question about 
availability in July, August, and September Is a fLnctIon of our mosquito 
season in the Northeast. Inanormal season, we are pretty much finished 
by Mid-July and If so would be available for the following time period.
Currently we have three Micromlst 900 Aztecs ,they are Inexcellent
 
condition and ready to work. Insummation, the Micromlst 900 equipped

Aztec would do as.dp.LJob at the 8 ounce/acre rate. Along with the
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proper people, a demonstration could be arranged at our facility.
Appreciate your interest In Duflo Aerospray Systems and hope that youwould call If we can be of any further assistance. Yes, we did miss you at
Cornell this year; it was an excellent conft rence. 

Sincerely yours, 

Jeffrey T.Duf lo 
President
 



A""Ar1)hh&,AEROSPRAY SYSTEMS, INC. 
NEW BREMEN, NEW YORK 13412 0 315/376-TWIN 

War Applicator: 

Meet 	 the Micromist 9o Aztec Spray Conversion. The first hydraulically driven 
internal delivery system dEsigned and S.T.C.'d specifically for the Piper Aztec. 
7he advantages of using the Piper Aztec are many. Low wing loading, high cruise 
speed, low stall speed, excellent fuel economy, and one of the best single engine 
performance ratings (475 ft/min) in the industry are just a few. It is an agile 
airplane with a respectable turn aroung time-18 seconds. 

7he Aztec has a comfortable margin between normal wofing speeds and stall speed 
(on average 90 mph). The visibility is excellent. With counter balanced stabilator 
(not found on conventional ag aircraft), control responses are light and quick. Low 
exteiTal noise enhances crew cominications and reduces pilot fatigue. Optional 
3 bladed propellers further improve takeoff acceleration and reduce cockpit noise 
levels. The Micrniist 900 Aztec has the dependable 0-540 series Lycoxing engines 
with TIM's of 2000 hours. Engine reserve totals for the Aztec run about $6.50/hour. 

At the heart of the aircraft is one of the most innovative spray system designs 
available in the business. High tech plastics for low weight and 316 grade stainless 
steel combine to yield the ultimate in corrosion proof systems. Bromine resistance 
is over 4C, while in most ag aircraft 12. is considered maxinum. Fiberglass spray 
tanks are safely secured to withstand a crash at an impact angle of 45 degrees fully 
loaded. All chemical hoses have a mininun burst rating of 6000 PSI. The electronic 
control valve and positive shutoff system is capable of eliminating all dribble. 
Controls are within reach of the pilot to further facilitate complete system operation. 
An erergency dump with positive trip pull, allows for total evacuation of the system 
and an additional 250 ft/min single engine climb. 

Hydraulic drive means low aerodynamic drag, consistent and efficient fluid power
where and when you need it. All hydraulic lines are run through metal tubing to 
Urinind.ze chafing, have reusable fittings for in field repairs, and ha~e a designed 
safety factor in PSI of at least 6:1. A special low drag heat exchanger and eliptical 
streamlined boans make the Micranist 900 the most aerodynamically sleek system found 
anywhere. Innovation through design makes the Micromist 900 a highly capetitive 
sprayer with many safety factors not found on other Ag aircraft. For forest insect 
control, fire ant, ag work, and of course, mosquito control, w feel the Micraist 
900 Aztec is truly an idea whose time has cane. 

The Micrarist 900 Warranty is as follows: 

Hydraulic System - 12 months or 250 hours, whichever cares first. This would cover 
pump, motor, all lines, and connections. 

Spray Systen - (A) 6 months or 150 hours, whichever cares first. This would cover, 
filter bodies, all valves, hoses, pumps, and associated tubing. 

(B) 	 12 months or 250 hours, whichever canes first. This wold cover, 
the spray tanks against delamination as a result of Dibran 14 %Wled). 
Spray booms also are included. 

TODAY'S ANSWER TO TOMORROW'S NEEDS 
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Purchasing a Hicranist 90D can be done one of two ways: 

1) You can purchase a ready to fly Micrcist 9X) equipped and taylored to your 
particdar nes. 

2) Ve can equip your Aztec with a Micrcmist 9X) spray system. 

'Thik you would like to fly a Micraist 900 Aztec? e believe it's the best way to 
d you the real story. Duflo Aercspray System is located in Northern New York, 

50 E north of the Utica VIR. If you're flying camercially, w wuld suggest
Syracuse, NY for a destination. 

Tunk you for your interest in Duflo Aerospray Systems. 
Enjoy the conferee and your visit to Aapulco. 

Sircerely yours, 

Jffrey T. Duflo 
Presidenit 
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Twin Engine Spraying is Back...
 
Better Than Ever
 

As far as Jeff Duflo is con-
cerned, his days of "low and slow" 
are over. He has replaced them 
with "fast and clean," and his 31-
year-old company, Duflo Aero-
spray Systems, Inc, has made that 
change possible with the Micro-
mist 900. 

Duflo emphasizes that the de-
velopment of the "900"spray con-
version for the twin engine Piper 
Aztec came from the basic needs 
of his successful aerial applica-
tion firm. 

Author Karl Warm is the Micro-
mist 900 project manager. For 
more information contact Duflo 
Aerospray Systems. Route 812. 
New Bremen NY; 315-376-2155. 

by Karl E. Warm 

"We needed an aircraft that 
could operate safely in remote 
areas and that the FAA would al-
low over congested areas. We re-
quired.speed for range, power to 
carry a respectable load, and sin-
gle engine performance for safety. 
The Aztec has all three," says Du-
flo. 

Designing and developing a 
spray system that takes full ad-
vantage of the Aztec's perform-
ance, clean lines and high cruise 
speed, high lift wing and low stall 
speed, is the main ingredient in 
the Micromist 900 story. 

During the late seventies the 
Duflos began an intensive pro-
gram to minimize all parasitic 
drag on their airframe. The most 
complex undertaking was the de-

velopment of a hydraulically 
driven spray dispersal system. The 
advantage of a hydraulic spray 
system is an overall cleaner air
frame, increased fuel economy, 
more reserve power at working 
speeds, and better single engine 
performance. 

The use of corrosive chemicals, 
resulted in the need to design 
structural components that could 
survive such wear and tear, day 
in and day out, season after sea
son. "We have spent years in re
search," says Duflo, "locating and 
designing the most corrosion re
sistant components and ma
terials in use today." 

In the aerial application busi
ness there is no story if you can't 
m'ake money with your equip

10 Agricultural Aviation/May 1986 



ment. In their thirty years in the 
ag aviation business. the Duflo's 
have flown Super Cubs to Ag-Cats. 
The increased productivity of the 
Micromist 900 led to a phase out 
of ag singles and to upgrade to 
other Aztecs. This significant 
change is one reason Duflo Spray
Chemical is one of the most suc-
cessful ag operations in the 
Northeast. 

"Initial investment and total 
operating cost of a Micromist 900 
is less than most 300-400 horse-
power ag singles," says Duflo. A 
standard Micromist 900 comes 
with full IFR equipment, dual nav/ 
coms, and a second seat. Two Ly-
coming 0-540, 250 horsepowerengines, with 1 2000 hour TBO,eninsHeight103f 

power the spray aircraft. 

Outstanding Performance 
"Useful load of the Micromist 

900 exceeds a 450 or 600 horse-
power Ag-Cat and that's without 
overloading the aircraft," notes 
Duflo. Outstanding performance 
at certificated weights means 
safety. At gross weight the single 
engine rate of climb is 275 feet 
per minute, dumping the load in- 
creases this to 500 feet per min-
ute. The power off stall speed is 
70 miles per hour, standard ferry 
speed exceeds 175 miles per hour. 
Working speeds can range from 
120-160 miles per hour at 50-65 
percent power settings. "It's nice 
to have the throttle back and 
spray, a rarity with conventional 
ag aircraft," Duflo mentions. "And 
we have obtained the safety and 
reliability that turbines are trying 

to sell, without the penalty of a 

high initial investment and high 

operating cost." 


With Duflo technology and in-
novation at work. reliability ex-
tends beyond the aircraft and 
includes the spray system itself. 
"The system works only as hard 
as the load placed on it," explains
Duflo, "Ifyou were to run the cen-
trifugal pump after running out 
of spray, not much is going to 
happen because there is no load 
on the pump.' Pump examina-

DUFLO MICROMIST 900

AZTEC SPRAY CONVERSION
 

Specifications 
Engines 


eier 

Horsepower 

Time Between Overhaul 

Propellers 

Standard Empty Weight 

Gross Weight 

Spray Tank Capacity 

Fuel Capacity

Wing Span 

Wing Area
.ngh 


.Hi: 


Performance 
Cruise 75% power @5200 lbs 
Working Speed 
Top Speed @S.L. 
Stall Speed flaps up, power off 

@5200 lbs 
Stall Speed flaps down, power off 

@5200 lbs " 
Rate of Climb @5200 lbs 
Single Engine Rate of Climb 

@5200 lbs 
Takeoff Distance @5200 lbs 
Landing Distance @5200 Ibs 
Fuel Consumption 75% power 
Fuel Consumption 65% power
Max Cruise Range @70% power 
Min Control Single Engine Speed 
Single Engine Service Ceiling 

@5200 lbs 
* Performancefigures denotes flight testing for Supplemental Type

Certification 
. . .. .*. 

Performance of Spray System * '- .. 

Droplet Range 
Spray Pressure Range 
Spray Pump Max Output 
Speed (mph) 

120 
120 
150 
150 
150 
170 

Swath (ft) 
60 

100 
100 
150 
300 
400 

Two Lycoming 0-540
 
Two L i 05540 
250 at2575RPM 
2000 hours 
Hartzell Constant Speed Full 

Feathering 
3300 lbs 
5200 lbB 
190 gal 
144 gal
37 ft............
 
207 sqft
27.6 ft 
10.3 ft 

182 mph 
120 mph - 170 mph' 
212 mph 
72 mph 

62 mph . 

1500 ft/min • 
275 f/min 

800 ft 
900 ft 
28 gal/hr 
24 gal/Ar 
1090 milez 
80 mph 
6000 ft 

•"
 
30-1,000 microns (VMD)
15-75 PSI 
86 gal/min 

Max Rate 
6.0 gal/acre 
3.6 gal/acre 
2.9 gal/acre 
1.9 gal/acre 
3.8 qts/acre 
2.5 qtslacre 

Acres/min 
14.4 
24.0 
30.0 
45.0 
90.0 

136.0 
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tions after three Years of use have 
shown negligible wear. 

The design life of the system is 
exceptionally high. This can be 
verified by the Micromist war-
ranty, which exceeds industry
standards by over 1200 percent.

Innovation and well-planned
engineering can be seen in the in-
stallation of the system as well. 
From the pilot's fingertip control 
of the entire spray system, to the 
qualitN and esthetics of the sys
tem, the word to describe it is 
clean. "Except for the spray booms 
everything is on the inside. Peo-
pie don't even realize that this is 
an ag plane," remarks Duflo. 

Duflo engineering is evident in 
the design of the hydraulics that 
drive the spray system. System 
efficiency :.: 94 percent. Again, thismear-P reliability and it makes the 

Micromist 900 a versatile, highperormaspr0ay srsatle. hAdjustable amber "spray on" light*performance spray system. 
An Ideal Sprayer 

The Micromist 900 is an ideal 
forest and mosquito sprayer. It is 
also competitive in crop care work 
where lower volume rates are now 
being used. Application rates can 
be varied from 1/2 ounce to 6 gal-
Ions per acre. Spray pressures are 
adjustable from 15 to 75 PSI, and 
swath widths range from 60 to 400 
feet. Spray tank capacity is 190 
gallons. 

"For the applicator working 
only crops," says Duflo, "a Micro
mist 900 on the line is a money 
maker because it can help him di-
versify his operations, expand and 
work beyond the range of his 
competitors, and still be used in 
his everyday work." 

Duflo Aerospray has received 
Supplemental Type Certification 
for the Micromistmist 900. It is 
the first hydralically driven in
ternal system STC',l for twin en
gine Piper Aztecs. 

"All parts of the Micromist 900 
will be manufactured under FAA-
PMA for quality assurance," states 
Duflo, "We can service a cus
tomer by either converting his 
Aztec or delivering a complete
ready-to-go Micromist 900." 

12 Agricultural Aviation/May 1986 

Duflo's recommendation to cus-
tomers is to use his company's ex-
perience in selecting Aztecs, and 
save considerable time and money
by ordering a ready-to-work Mi-
cromist 900. "We have a complete
maintenance facility, so a person 
can have a Micromist 900 deliv-
ered around his specifications and 
needs." Delivery time is within 
four weeks. 

Duflo Aerospray Systems say 

they have today's answers to to
morrow's needs. The Micromist 
900 can open new markets for ap
plicators, or efficiently work a 
present market by taking on 
larger jobs. The Duflo goal of high
productivity, low operating cost 
and initial investment, reliabil
ity and safety makes the "900" a 
system whose time has come. A 
system that will be a tough one 
to L,' 

DUFLO MICROMIST 900 SPRAY DISPERSAL EQUIPMENT 
Standard Equipment .--
Streamline stainless steel booms
 
Stainless steel dry brake coupler "male and female' 
 .. . 

- side loading . .-...... '-... 
Stainless steel plumbing " .
 
190 gallon corrosion proof spray tank - externally vented
 
Electronic spray timer* . . . "
 " "" :' "...Duplex filter/spray boom pressure gauge* 

Hydraulic temperature gauge*' . 
Hydraulic low level light* ... .. * -
Hydraulic high pressure warning light*
Direct drive hydraulic pump
Electric spray control valve with recirculation mode 
Spray on/off switch mounted on control yoke
Manual spray system on/off valve located near fuel console.-.' 
Low profile - low drag hydraulic heat exchanger
Stainless steel positive trip emergency dump assembly
Fingertip control spray pressure adjustment located on fuel 

console .. . 

Two inline spray filter assemblies .. . 
Direct drive hydraulic motor/centrifugal spray'pump
Adjustable injector syphon for positive nozzle shutoff 
* Panelmounted gauges and instruments 

Optional Equipment . .. .....
 
Rear Partition (Sound Proofing)

Spray System Cover (Sound Proofing)

Brass dry brake coupler
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by Karl E. Warm 

When PiperAircraft introducedtheAztec lineat the turn 
of the sixties, they were aftera growing twin market of 
business executives and charter operators.For Tom 
Duflo to look at a shiningnew Aztec, costingtwice what 
most sprayers were in those years, and see a sprayer 
that could catapult his business to the heights of beina 
the largest aerialapplicatorin the Northeastis beyond 

. - most people's imagination. 

IT%T. " OM DUFLO is founder of Duflo-
Spray Chemical. Inc. and his son 

.,. .. JEFF DUFLO is President of the family 
corporation. The Duflos have been in theag spray business for thirtyyears. In 1962. 
Tom Duflo was the first on record to con-
vert an Aztec to an ag sprayer. In the sub-
sequent years. his two singles on the line 
were phased out and replaced withAztecs. 
The Duflos have designed the most tech-
nologically advanced spray system on the 
market for theirAztecs. Theconversion is 
called the Micromlst 900 and is the first 
such spray conversion to receive STC ap-
proval for an Aztec. 

The development of the Micromist 900 
is more of an evolution that spans the 23 
years the Duflos have used Aztecs. 'Our 
off-season means testing and developing, 
whether It's with chemical formulations, 
nozzles. or system design." says JeffDuflo. 

"'i The Duflos have established themselves as 
innovators in the ag Industry. Inaddition 
to the design and development of the 
Micromist 900. they have Improved chem-
ical formulations under experimental per-
mits which have directly resulted in cur-
rent labeling. 

Duflo Innovation and technology in the 
Micromist 900 has been a remarkable 
achievement. "Our goal." says Tom Duflo. 
"is simplicity and reliability because that 
means safety and profits. With the Micro-
mist 900. we have achieved the reliabliity
that the turbines are trying to sell without 
the penalty of high initial Investment and 
operating cost. lt's safe. and It's a money
making unit." 

The engines are the time tested 250 hp
Lycoming 0-540"s. Says Tom Duflo. 'The 
0-540's can easily see their 2000-hour 
TBO without a top." The Duflos ha;,e 
owned low and high horse ag singles and 
have found the total operating cost of the 
Milicromist 900 to be comparable to a300-
horse single. 

"Not only can you compare operating 
cost." says Jeff Duflo. "the Initial Invest-
ment is less than most 300 or400 horseag
singles and you get full IFR equipment. 
dual nay/corns and asecond seat with the 
Micromist 900." 

The two main factors that make the 
Micromist 900a uccess are the reliability
of the system and the aircraft speed. The 
Duflos have spent 23 years in cleaning upthe airframe for some wry important rea
sons. Explains Jeff Duflo: "The flaps-up 
stall speed of the Micromist 900 is7O mph.
The 75 percent cruise speed at working 
weights Is 175 mph. Our normal working 
speed ranges from 120 mph to 160 mph
and that's at 50 to 65 percent power set
tings. A clean airframe allows a safety 
margin between stall and flying speed
with either excess powr or speed. The 
range between stall and cruise speed in 
the Micromist 900 Is greater than most ag
planes can fly. Fuel economyIsbetterthan 
300 horse singles and twice that of 450 
and 600 horse singles. We average 7.0 
miles per gallon."

"My primary reason for moving into a
twin ag aircraft was safety." says Tom 
Duflo. "There is no comparison in mental 
stress In flying a singleengine day in and 
day out versus a twin. The noise level is 
low. the cockpit is clean and comfortable. 
Pilot fatigue Isat thelowest possiblelevel."

"Ifyou get into trouble.continues Tom. 
"the second engines buys time."At normal 
workingweights with 150gallonsofmate
rial and three hours of fuel. the Micromist 
900's single engine ra,eofclimbis275 feet 
per minute. Dumping the load increases 
the single engine rate ofclimb to over 500 
feet per minute. Since the Micromist 900 
has STC approval, the single engine climb 
rates have been extensively tested. 

Clea!ng up the airframe meant design
ing a hydrauiic spray system. Th:s turned
 
Into a monumental task. Says Tom Duflo:
 
*We set up a test bench and spent two
 
years evaluating different combinations
 
until we hit on a design that not only

works, but is 94 percent efficient." An ad
vantage of the Duflo hydraulic system is
 
that the system works only as hard as the
 
load placed on it. At spray pressures of 20
 
to40PSl. thesysternIsoperatingbetween
 
30 to 50 percent ofsystem capacaty.Appll

-cation rates can be varied from one-half 
bunce to six gallons per acre. 

(continued on next page) 
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Duflo-Spray Chemicals three AzteclMicron t.,r!f)( ( (,r.,-so w, 

Tanker (Nlurse Tank,, Twle l prlo t' 

(con tin ued from previous page) 

'Within the ce"kpit, we have fingertip
control of the entire spray system." says 
Jeff. The gauges and instruments are all 
panel mounted. System performance can 
be monitored by the pilot, and any abnor
mality be easily detected. An electronic 
timer provides for precise metering and 
partitioning of loads. For night opera
tions, a "spray on" light is Incorporated."This Industry can be divided into three 
distinct categories." states Jeff. "Agricul-
ture. Forest. and Biting Insects." Versatil
ity of the Micromist 900 keeps the Duflos 
working in all three areas. For agricultural
crops. the Micromist 900 is used in the 
care of wheat. corn. alfalfa. and Christmas 
trees. Forest work Includes the control of 
spruce budworm. gypsy moth. and forest 
tent caterpillars. For biting insects. the 
Duflos have received worldwide attention 
for their work in mosquito and blackfly 
control. 

There is no doubt the Micromist 900 is 
an Ideal mosquito sprayer. In agreement Is 
Don Menard. Director of the Cameron 
Parish Mosquito Abatement District in 
Creole. Louisiana. Their 79 Aztec F Model 
has been converted into a Mlcromist 900 
Sprayer. Duflo's first customer conver
sion. We are very pleased with the system
and performance of the airplane" says
Menard. 'We had a lot ofproblems with the 
bolt-on systems currently found on to-

M icrom stday'sThemarket." 900 is designed to 

handle the most corrosive of chemicals. 
'We use a lot of Dibrom." says Jeff Duflo. 
"There is no need of flushing the system 
during the season, unless we change
chemicals for another job. We have a cor-
rosiln test lab with a sample of the
wettable components soaking in straight 
Diorom. They've been there for four years
showing no sign of deterioration. The 
Micromist 900 is also designed so that
when the system runs out of spray. there's 

no chemical left in the tanksand lines.and 

only about a cup left in the stainless steel 

dump." 


The Duflos point out that the Micromist 
900 is not the answer to all ofag aviation 
needs. "But." says Tom Duflo. "we do feel 
that a second or third aircraft on the line 
should be a Micromist 900. Although. i 
could make more money with one 'icro-
mist 900 than with two singles." 

( ;., .'fu r,lo lm oi-c ,ti e). nh,, a t l It 'n ir il lrainstar 
m ahih tlii is 450 ( 'rf,' ": r m uinI(. 

Headci ,ii 'U - nihr enflinc.feathered. 
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9 s 
Drantic tllistrot1o1 o thc icromist 900 cleanlines. Notice symmetry ofuortcxes. 

"i don't like Z call mself an operator."
continues Tom. but rather a contractor, 
and a contractor must fulfill thi terms of 
his contract and deliver. in order to renew 
it." 

In t!1e files of DufloSprav Chemical is 
a ,xter from a Senior Forester. supen'i,)r 
of a recent forest contraiv. He states- "Ve 
were most pleased with every asp-ct of 
your company's operalticn The thorouglh 
study of iopographic maps and aerial 

reconnaissance before each mission, the 
near perfect calibration, swathwidth.and 
uniform small droplet size achieved, and 
the rapid and clean turnarounds were all 
indicatie of a company that is concerned 
with the quality of work they perform."

In meeting the needsoftoday's ag spray
ing. it appears that Duflo Aerosprav Sys
temis. Inc. of New Bremen. Neuw York may
have found the answers to tomorrow s 
needs 0 
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MEMORANDUM
 

DATE: March 17, Z987 

FROM:. Cha USAID/Burkina-

SUBJECT: Grasshopper/Locusts Emergency Program Planning 
Visit to Niger 

TO: Tim Knight, Africa Division, OFDA 

Attaclied please find the Trip Report and backup material 
on
the OFDA financed Grasshopper/Locusts Emc-gency Program
Planning visit to Niger which took place from March 5 to 
13,
1987. 
 The main elements of the report have been transmitted
 
to OFDA by cable from Niamey. 



UbAID/Nl.E" GR-SbHOPF'L LUNIKOL I',tHUrI 

OFL ASS1IANLE AND PLMNNINb MISSION
 

196/ OPERTA] JNS HLAN BALKROUND 

MARCH 1,.. 1987
 

JN I RULUc 1* 1 ON 

IhiE. report has been DreDrared as the result 
o an OFDA
tunaed tecnnical assistance and olannina mission to USAID/Nioer
 
on the 196/ Grasshopper and Locust Control Pororam. Ihe missionteam was composed oa Larrol Voss (Aokoters. Inc.). Aerial
Uoerations soecial st ano Charles KelIV (USRI4D/burki na).
Emeroencv Uoerations boecialist. "lhe team was in Niamev March 6 
to 1,:. 13 H2. met with c6ON Crop 1-rotection bervice (CF'S)

personnel. donor reoresentatives. commerical 
air operators and

Undertook both oround and aerial insoection of potential

grasshopper in+estation areas.
 

rhe objective of 
the OFDA mission was to assist USAMD/Nioer
in reviewino 13ON proosals for assistance to counter arasshopoer
in+estations durino the 1'87 crop year. 
The review focused on:
 

the trainino of GON personnel +or aerial spraving.
 

- the reouirements for develooino adequate operational 
procedures +or aerial operations.
 

- the technical, material. manpower and fundino reouirements
 
+or aerial treatment in IY8/. and
 

- the acouisition o accurate in+ormetion on the maonitude and

location of 
grasshopoer and locust ,nles':ations +or earlv
 
warnion 
 and control activities.
 

eiore the arrival of the OFDA team a decision had been made
in oncertation with the IULN that USA1D assistance Would be
 
+Ocused on aerial 
treatment activities. 
the team did not review

ir, detail 
overall bCON plans tor Dest manaaement or specific donor
assistance +or the control o orasshopoer and locusts throuoh
villaae based activities or other around treatment proarams. 

rhis reoort is intended to document the findinos of the OFDA. 
team and assemble the documentation and in+ormation collected 
durino the mission. The report presents the recommendations of
the team in terms o+ an approoriate US assistance to Nicer in
1987. Procedures and actions required of LISAID/Nioer for the
imolementaiton of the proposed assistance program cire also 
detailed. 



lhf OFlm team met with several donors. Uf'S sa++. commercial 
air service ooerators and reviewed reoorts on the 1Yt~b control
 
crooram to assess the ooeratonal exoer2ence and caDacitv ot the 
CPS$ to underta:e aerial soravino activities. The team tound the 
LF'S has had considerable exDerience in aerial soravino and has
 
been involved in aerial control oroorams 
 on a constant basis 
durino at least the past 6 vears.
 

ihe Cl*z tirst acquired aircratt tor soravino in 
1'9b
 
tOOSS bi v throUoh ]i tJe 11 tood assistance local currency

tLldina) and currenltv has two Lessna 
Ha "Iruc:: sprav aircra-t and 
one Cessna 18t moditied with a belly tanlk +or spravino. Une ot the 
Ao Irucks was ourchased in 1c9B uner a UsAu Mo. betort bupoort
6rant. fMli aircratt use Mflcroal r soravers. 

based orincipallV on intormation and comments on the IUb
 
arasshoDper/Iocust control prooram. the UDM team arrived at the 
tollowina conclusions about the aerial treatment caoacitv ot the
 
LPS. 

1. The ULJS was able to accomolash an ImDressive amount ot
 
aerila soravino desoite severe operational limitations.
 

2. Dlue to a need to ma:imize the area treated. LPb sDravino 
ooerations mav have used aooication methods whicn were not
 
environmentallv. 

IS. 6ecause at a need to maximize the.area treated. and because
 
ot weal: manaoement systems and taroet identitication. air.caratt
 
mav have been ooerateo in an unsate manner.
 

4. A sianiticant imorovement in aerial treatment caoac-ty can
 
occur 
in the near term throuah improved manaaement. operations
 
orocedUres and taroet identitication.
 

ImDroveo collection. transmission and use o- data on
 
arasshopoer/locust iniestations is teasable and reouired to
 
imorove the qualitV and e+tectiveress ot aerial ooerations. 

6. The exoected outbreai, ot orasshapoers and locusts in 19i/

will exceed the caoacitv o+ the 3 CPS aricratt to control. even
 
with imoroveoj manaoement. Additional aircrat tor spravino mav be
 
reoLtired durin. ALuoust and beotember. 

FOLUS OF USA1D MSSISIANLE 

In view o+ the past assistance which USbID has provided to
 
the CPS in the area o aerial treatment and the onooino or 
poroDosed assistance irom other donors. a decision was made to 
have UbAiv assistance focus on imoroved aerial treatment and 
associated reouirements. lhis decision was reached based on 
consultations with the IbUN and has their aDoroval. 



based on the oolicv decision to Tocus on 
aerial oDerations.
 
the uFLH team developeo a set 
oa- tunarno recommenoations +or

S-UODort bV U."iklU. 
These recommendations are intenoed to
 
accomDash three objec2tves:
 

1. Imorove the immediate and meoILum term caoacltv Ot 
the CPS to

conduct etficient and sate aerial 
treatment ooerations.
 

lmolemernt an aDoroDrIate svso.em +or the accurate

identli~catlon o+ 
orassnooper and 
locust infestations wich
 
reoLtire aerial treatment.
 

<,. Mssure the U-,S has adeoate means ano materials at itsdISDOSeJ 
tO mount an aerial resoonds to the e.,c-ected level 0+ 
creasshoDper and locust 
in+estations in lP9 .' 

based on these considerations. a 0-b biannual ooerations 
outline ano promised and oroposed assistance 
rom other donors, a
oorttollo o 
 assistance activities was 
develooed. ihe UFOA team
 
was also aware that it 
 is not Dossible to Preoict the maonitudeand imoact o+ arasshopoers and locusts Tor the comina season

durino the period o+ the work in Nioer. Ihe oort+olao outlined

below is meant as a 
oreliminary olannino and tundino document.

and should be revised an LID 
dated as the ramnv season proaresses

and the orasshooosr/iocust situation 
oecomes clearer.
 

USAID GRASSHOPPER CON]ROL A4SSISTANCE PURTFOLIO
 

Imoroved A-erial 
Uoerations
 

Filot Trainino:
 

ihe O-DA team concurres with USAID/Niaer that two former Air
Nicer ollots be trained 
in the US as acricultural treatment
 
Pilots. bEoth canidates +or 
trainino were intervieweo bv Carrol

Voss and have FAR certi+ications 
ksee Annex). ihe trainino o+ the
Pilots will cost an estimated W SQ.00) and 
can be accomplished

before mid-julv. "Ihls is 
less eXoensive that the alternative o+
havino one UbMiD financed oilot +or 
4 months (dune - Seotember)
 
ano an additional 
USAID tinanced oilot 1or two months (Muoust 
beotember) as a relei+ and backLuo pilot. 

Irainina in the US will ensure the pilots have adeouate 
theoretical 
and supervised Practicial e,'oerience in correct 
sorav
orocedures. This tvoe o+ 
traininq is not Possible in Nioer and is more advanced and aoproDrmate than the trainino oriomnallv
 
orooosed bv te 
 French CPS olot. The Dilots should leave +or 
the

US bv early April. 
to ensure adequate time tor aorooriate
 
trainino.
 

betore aoreement bv USMID to the trainino. 
adeOuate assurances

shoula be secured trom the trainees ana 
GUN that the Pilots will i'e
be enoaoeo 
bv the bON for aerial operations bv the Ct-,S and will
 



remain in Nior-r. Lontractino tor the trainino no.'ld be handJed
 
ov LlUiV and Alu/Pi. altnouon paoerwor Oelavs should be avoided to
 
the oreatest exteno oC'),,bJe. 

AdOltional I-*iot 

Unlv one oilot is currentlv avaialbJe to the CPS. #4secono 
olot
 
is required +or the oeriod otune and::: . to ooerate the
 
second sorav aircratt. An additio-
 pilot will be orovioea by the
 
French in kuaust and Seotember. USiu should tinance the cost ot
 
the second Di1ot 
 (est. cOst: 4.ou.) and ensure an adeouate cZ- .
 
overlao with the two returnina olJots in July.
 

E:xrrienced aerial treatment o21ots are harc to come bv in West 
 C -Atrica. It is oossible that either U--Alb or the -rench pill not o - # 
be able to -ind a accceotable pilot tor the positions reouireo. ,
kBv an early recruitment o+ a oilot tor Niger. chances will be
 
better ior indino a oooo pilot and avoadino a late rush +or
 
less oualitieo "ersannel.
 

lhe CFS has alreaov requested fransnioer identi+v a pilot +or the0< d 
1987 season. 
ULAID can either contract directlv with lransnioer ?
 
+or a pilot or execute 
a arant with the 6ON +or the Dilot. 

I+ the Niaerien Dilots are not available tor ooerations this eo.
 
veer. USAID/Nioer should request undino +or a two Month
 
extension o+ 
the initial two month contract sorav oilot. in
 
addition, a 
 USAJD should contract +or an additional sorva Oliot
 
tor the Muoust - beotember period to orovide 
a retiet/bacto
 
0ilot tor the intense operations period ot AUaLfSt - September.
 

The wor:: load durina the late season will De sioniticant. witn
 
Dilots ooeratino LW to 
 1(. hrs. per day. The limitino +actor
 
Ourino this oeriod will be oiot atioue. rather than aricra+t
 
maintanence. which will 
be assured under the Iransnioer contract.
 
Pruoent managment and sate operating orocedures require a backuo
 
oiiot tor this period.
 

J+ the Nioerien pilots are unavailable, the cost o the
 
adoitional 4 person/months ot exoatriate oilots will 
be : 68.000. 
this is bewtween W 30.00L and $40.000 more than the estimated
 
cost at trainino the two Nioerien pilots in the US. 

Aerial Operations Unit
 

The OFDA4 teams believes it is dssential to the e+tective
 
operation o the soravino prooram in 1987 and 
in the uture 4or
 
the establishement of 
an aerial ooerations unit within theCPS.
 
This unit would have adequate resources to field and sustain the
 
aircraft which are currentiv operated by the CPS.
 

1o accomolish the estalbishment 
o the unit and ensure xmooroved
 
manacement o+ ooerations in 
1987. the LFDA team oroooses three
 
actions be taken:
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1. k clesion tor an feriai Uoerations Unit be developed in
 
consLltaiton with the Ct--' 
 ano the i-rench G9b Aiot.
 

2. Irainino o CPt- sta+t be complete in aerial ooerations and 
use OT aircra+ tor _Dravino and survey work via the A4FR/OECe
 
trainino orooram. and
 

A aovisor be made available to the CPS tar the Deriod at

June to beotember to assist 
and worl." with the CPb on manaoina
 
aerial oeorations.
 

Lost at the advi sor wil1 be aoDro;:imateIv :f 3b.QQU.U throuorL a PSC

kiternative sources 
are FIASA or k4S(A oersonnel trom the US i-ores

6ervice or USI)D/Plant 1rotection. fhe advisor 
would also be 
resoonsable tar 
the dav to dav manaoment ot the LkIbU aerial 
operations asstance to the LI-'.
 

The ooerations unit desion coud be 
accomolished bv the Uft-kJ
 
ieoional Uisaster Advisor at 
no cost to the orasshopper prooram.

ihe W4-K/0OE trainino will oe centraliv tunded and is olanned to
 
take place in Niamev in May.
 

€ircratt Maintanence
 

In 1'Sb. flioht time was reduced bv the neeo 
to return aircraft
 
to Niamev tor routine maintanence. 
 Timeiv and adeouate 
maintanence is important to ensure aircratt are oerational as
 
much and as safely as oossiole.
 

1he OFIbA team recommends USAID e'.ecute a contract with

Iransioer. the authorized 
Lessna reoresentative in Nicer. tor the
 
periodic maintanence o+ the CPS aircra+t durino the 
Mav to 
beotember period. 
lhis contract would include the services a 
 two
 
mechanic's aids +or 
up to 3 months (JulIV - September) to
 
accompanv aircratt durina field ooorations.
 

Based on an exoected total ot 60(. hrs at tliaht time +or the
 
three GPb aircraft. aporoximately 
 T 12.0uLo wiLL be reouired torroutine maintanence. based on 
standard lransnioer prices. fhe two
 
mechanic's aids will 
cost aoproximatelv $ 6.OQU tor 
the three
 
months at field assistance.
 

Iircraft lenders
 

in the oast. the Cf-b aircraft have ooerated without Support

vehicles to Drovide 
basic camoina eouioment. tools and tood or

the vilot. 
This situation has placed unnecessary burdens on pilots

in view at the 2sloated nature ot most at 
the loactions trom
 
which treatment is undertaken.
 

The OFDA team oroooses that fuel and ooeratina costs +or two CPS
%vehicles be unded throuoh a orant of W 5.0U to the CPS to 
orovide +or chase vehicles tor the CPS aircraft. The same 
vehicles will also serve as 
transport for-the Transdnioer
 
mechanic s aids. 
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1-rance will be provacino the camoino and other eulIoment to be

carrieO in the trucks. 
Lanada wiJI 
provide oesticide and +Uel 
oumos to be carried bv the trucks in suooort of the aircratt. 

baseO on 1 o9
Performance and UVA standaros. it is e::Bected the
L;' aircratt will treat aPoro;-imatelv '200.U OU Ha. 1urino the

lib season. Usina data +rom 196e.and standard fuel consumotIonm

tables. aporoximatelv /b,.O( liters ot tuel will Lie reouired +orthe LF'b planes at 
a cost o+ f 62.0u. lhe F-ED has oledoed LIP
B.()()O Et;LU throuOh FI-U 

to 
aoainst the exoected uel needs. rhe
 

b-Jance of 4.(.0) IS
4 oroDosed to be met from USfIl'Lunds. 

lhe undino +or the fuel 
costs should oe available in dune and

incremental 
 undino woulJd be aopropriate. lhe funds can be

disbursed throuch a 
Purchase Order with Mobil 
aoainst
 
lustification 
o+ +Iioht time and 
use rates provided bv LPS. Thefuel will be Purchased and olaced in barrels by Mobil. Lots
 
of L1D to 5.0(-U 
liters could be requested at one time. 

Additional Aircra~t
 

Based on I','6 Derformance and USDA standards, the three CF'S
aircraft will 
not be able to tullv handle the in-ested areas 
expected in Auoust and September. It is estimated that an

additional capacitv to treat UP to 
lbo).O0U Ha. will be renuired. 
Ihis will reouire one additional aircraft +or 6u oavs or two

aircra+t +or 
30 days. Actual aircraft requirements will deoeno on
 
the development of 
the 1987 season.
 

The cost of the additional aircra+t will 
be aooroximatelv *
 1l1.t)UO. includino pilot. mechanic. fuel. 
terrv charoes and der
diem. +or SuQ hrs. a+ soravino. The additional aircraft can be

contracted throuph one 01 a number a+ specialist Irms. 

A boiler plate contract is beino developed +or orasshopoer
control aircra+t. Compeditive biddina should be encouraoed to
 
reouce costs. 9-unds +or the additional aircra+t should be
available bv late May 
to permit adeOuate time tor contractino. It

is recommended assistance be reouestred +rom HEDSU +or the
contractina. 
as well as, cabled suooestions from UbMIlbs in

burkina, Mali 
 and beneoal. all of 
which have had exoerience witn
 
contractino 
-or aircraft.
 

burvev/D.ata Lollection
 

Hel icopter
 

Mhe LFDA Team recommends US4ID rent a lioht turbine helicopter
tor uo to 21.) hrs ao +liaht time during July - beotember for survey and 
-- where 3ustified -- soravino. fhe helicopter will be

orincioallv used tor the identification and de+inition o+
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arasshoooer ana 
locust infestations to Dermit 
aooroDriate aerial
and orOund treatment and assi',t in rational decision makino. 

Ideallv, the helicooter will 
work in close cooerarion witn one 
more spray aircratt. Personnel 
or
 

will need to be trained In
hellcooter use rtr Survev work (AFH(RiOz.U trainina). A tunctional

system o, operations coordination will also need 
 to be develoaeo
for the effective use at 
the helIcoDter and planes. It 
Is also
Suopested that the UFL)k Reoeonal bleaster Advisor based in
bUrkina undertake a rDY 
 in Nicer to assist in the start-Uo 0+ the 
helicopter operation. 

the helicoater will also provide contirmation of and additionalinformation for the FkU/dNDP tariv UJarnina 
'ro.iect to be startea 
in A4oril tsee below). 

the cost ot the helicopter is estimated to be : 21(.-000 +or the2(10 hrs. ot operation. including crew. fuel. Der diem and terry
Costs. 1-undino tor the contract ShOuld be available by 'lay topermit aOeauate time for efticient contractina (bias and review 
of auIaJ tications). 

USkJD/Lburkina wiJ 
 be Drocurrina a helicopter earlier in the
season ihan 
Nicer. bavinos could develoo 
trom sharina the
helIcopter or reouestino more than 
one helicopter from the chosen
 
contractor.
 

ULALALV upoort 

ue to tinancal oroblems. the UCL L 4V teams to monitor andresoond to locusts in 
the north of Nicaer are not ooerational at
present. 
In 198b the CPS +unded the OCLALAV teams 
in the north as
Dart o their resoonse to the locust outbreaks. 

In recoonition of the sionificant threat which 
locusts can have
in Nicer and other countries in the region. the OFLA 
 team oroposes tundino be made available throuah a arant to the CPS forthe basic ooeration 0+ the OCLALAV Dersonnel +or monitorina
 
acti vi ties.
 

1his fundina, amountino to -T5.o.'0. will be used to supportthe basic fuel 
and +ield ooeratina costs o+ 
the OCLLV teams
 
over a 6 month Deriod. beoinnino in #April. Normal 
US6ID
accountina orocedures will be use to tracle the use o the funds.which are to be used only for monitorino activities. If there is
the need for treatment, additional tundina should 
 be reouesteo 
and a detailed operations plan developed.
 

Radios
 

Ihere Is a need for a 
multi-channel HF 
(Iono distance) radio to
be installed in each o+ 
the CPS aircra+t. "lhese radios are
reouired for required for ooerational communications betweenrural 
air bases and Departmental 
or Niamev oices. The HF radios
 are also imoortant as a sa+tev +actor i+ an aircra+t breaks down. 



is torceo to mate an emeropncv lanoine or encounters somr? other 
emeroencv s tuation. 

I"he HI radios shoulo cost no more than $ 2.0,0 each and can be orocurrea by (f-LOA and air trelontec to Nioer. dIe ranlos Snould
be procUrred and 3nstai:d as soon as cossible. 

Additional H- radios (1kit are to be orovided under the I-U/UNU
barjv Warnino I-roiect. scheduled to start in April. ihese radios
will comolement the exisitino HF-,.ra0os in iinder (LuL-iLAV) and 
L)i -+a. 

1here is also a neeo +or VHF (short oistance) radios +or around 
to air communications durino aerial soravino and with 
tne oround
SUDpOr. tor each plane. Wi tn three aircratt. iJroch alrepdv haveVH- radios. an additional three radios are reulired tor the

oround SUDDort and one each +or 
tield ooerations. Ihe oround
 
suooort radios can 
also be used for field (soravina) ooerations.
 

It is understood that at least 32 VHF radios are currently in

Sudan awaiting disoosition. UFDA has been requested 
to air
+reioht 6 ot these radios to Nicer +or 
use in the 1JV8i6 control
 
orooram.
 

Insurance 

insurance for 
the CPS aircrat and pilots. at 
a cost o+ • Id5.00.
 was orioinallv included in 
the USAIVD/Nioer request 
-or assistance
 
sent to AILD/W. On review of 
this request in WID/W it was noted
that insurance is not normally oaid by USAID. as tne U.S.

IUovernment normally self-insures. I4 insurance is noramll-v

required +or the CP6. then this is 
more in the nature o+ a
 
recurrent cost factor. and should be proorammeo ifito the non
disaster budoet of the CPS.
 

kased .on discussions with the CP'S the OFDo. team does not believeit necessary +or UISAID to fund this cost. 
The CPS nas i-unos
available within its budoet allocation which are adequate to 
cover insurance costs.
 

in addition. only one of 
the three CPS aricrat needs to be
insured at this time. Insurance tor the other two aircraft

exoires in beptember and 
 Uctober. I+ any insurance costs were to
be oaic in the future. they should only cover the actual 
period
inwhich the aircratt are in use for 
emeroencv ooerations.
 

FAO/UNDP EARLY WARNIN6 PROJEC1 

This Droject is intended to Drovide an early warnino ofpossible arasshopoer intestations based on rainfall 
data and the
Aorhymet model 4or U. 
Senecalensis. 14 
the FA4/UNDP Pro.ect does
 
not begin as planned. USAID should consider soeci+ic activities
 
to address the ojectes set out 
in the project. As this oro;ect is

only planned for 6.to 7 months of operation. USAIj may wish to

consider +undino +or a continuation o+ the Dro~ect +rom medium 
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term . +unds. 

.iN5EC il L) 1:E,!U 1-H tILN 15 

the UFI-A team did not review tne insecticide Eituaiton inNioer. USAIL)/Nioer should review with the GUN and other donorsthe insecticide stock: and condition situation in the near luture.
bome insecticides used aoainst nrasshoooers and locusts

deteriorate 
over time. Lare ShouLd be taken to avoid usino out 
dated or 
decomoosed insecticides.
 

4FR/OEj. in coordiant2on with Desk U++Icers. is develooino aset 0+ Desticice use waivers +or the arasshoooer/iccust control
e+,ort. F endino the transmission o+ the terms ot these riaivers to
the tield. care should be taken to ensure no LJcG assistance isused to contribute to the use or aDplication o+ insecticides
which have not recently (this veari received (411/lW aooroval or
 
use against orasshoppers or locusts in Nioer.
 

MISSION MANAGEMENI
 

USAilD/Niaer ShoLId establish a 
soeci+ic system +or 
mAnaoing
the emergencv arasshoooer/locust control 
assistance. F-undina 
in
the order of T 50)u,000 will 
be made available to USIAD/Niaer overthe next 5 months with the e-:oectation these +fLndswill be +ulivoblicated. expenced and accounted for by December. 1Y87. In
adoition 
to this project imDiementation and management load.

USMID/Nioer will 
+ace constant reouests +or 
information and
 
reoo-tino +rom AI-D/W.
 

rhe manaoment o+ 
the 198? emeraencv program can 
occur
through one c-+ 
 two systems. USAiD/Niaer can assion 1ull 
time
 
management -.+ the orooram to a DH or 
senior HSC. 
who will be

resoonsable +or 
the coMniete management o+ the orooram. ihis
 
person would draw on 
other sta++ within USAID/Nicer, but would
 
not deleoate anv major task 
or resoorisability involvino the
 program. 
1he person would coordinate directlv with other donors

and the CPS. as well as undertake +reauent +ield travel. 
Althtouah

+unctionallv the person would report 
to a Senior bta+f. 
operationally, the person would need +reouent and direct 
access
 
to the L. 
Director or Director.
 

Alternativeiv. procram resoonsabilities could be sta +ed Out
to various O 
 ieces within USAIW/Naer under the coordination a+the Mission Disaster melie+ Officer or D. Director. )his aonroachhas the advantaae o- soreaddino the load. aithouoh it 
also has
the risks o+ soeciic actions beino lost within of+ices or
fallinq between dit-erent staff resoonsabiIities. The "Workina
Lbrouo" approach mav be approoriate for a Mission the size o+
USAlD/Nioer. but would recuire trecuent arouc 
meetings and direct 
oversioht by the MDRU or L. Director.
 

The OFDA leam discussed the manacement and 
manoower issue
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with ULiAI/Nicer Sta+t and was advised that the Hlission was not 
able. under the current +undino limitations. to ensnare edeouate 
stat+ would be available to supoort and Prooerlv manaoe the 
DroDosed orasshoooer control prooram. Hased on OiSCLISsions on 
resoivino this problem. it appears that a PSL hired iocalv. at a
 
cost oT 15.vO0 tor t1 months (salarv. pPr diem, mi-sc) wouJl 
resolve many o+ the manaoement issues brought UD by US l/Niaer. 
biven severe u.E. 1mitations. this Pb6 would have to be iunded 
by A]D/W (OFDA or AFR/UEU). 

The contractor would be resoonsable for dav to day
 
manaoement and trac.ino 0+ the proiect assistance. Inis wou'L:d
 
include coordinition with the 4OLN 
and other donors. Dreoartino
 
routine reoortino cables and memos. orocurement and
 
adminiztrative support related to orant5 and -ontracts pnd 
general manaoement and trackino o+ U I--lD assistance and 
contractor activities. 14 13m).ted amount ot +2eld travel WouId be 
reoui red. 

OFERAIIUNS PLAN
 

Ihere is a need +or an uOperations P'lan +or the 19i8?
 
prasshoppoer/locust control. 
both on the Dart o USAID/Nioer and 
the IGON. The present report provides much o the necessary 
information required +or USAID/Nier's Dlan, but additional work 
needs to be done on detinino specific assistance. t2mino and 
preparing fUndino documents. 

The Bi-Annual Fundino Reouest +rom 
the CPS is not adeouate
 
for the 1987 control operation. it does not provide adequate
 
detail on the disposition of GON assets +or the prooram, GUN and
 
Donor +undina and assistance activities. imolementation plans
 
for the different phases of the prooram or an indication of the
 
priority with which the orasshooper/locust situation is viewed
 
by the CFS or the ULON.
 

While all these elements may be self-evident from
 
coordination meetinos and bilaterial 
discussions. e:oerience in
 
1986 demonstrated 
(as in the case o+ Seneoal) that considerable
 
contusion and disaareement can develoo if the objectives and
 
methods o+ the control prooram are not clearly stated and
 
presented. As an examole. at present USbIbi 
 has mayor di+ferences
 
with the manner in which the application rates of insectices are
 
calculated basea on tradition in the Sahel. Once we beoin
 
providano assistance +or aerial" application, we must assure our
 
standards are beino met. This will result in 
a direct con+lict
 
with personnel involved in the spravno prooram and probabLy at
 
least one other donor. Planning. both within USAID and between
 
donors can minimize or prevent such problems from develooina.
 

From the documents reviewed. it 
is not clear that either the
 
LPS or the SON view the orasshooper/locust problem as uroent.
 
From brie 
conversations with the French and EEL reoresentatives, 
one also senses a lack of uroencv or immediate need in dealino 
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plith the oossible Droblem in 1,7'/. Athot.tah it mav not be
ta-teLul. USAID/Niper 
 mav have to lioht come fires to ensure we
 
are not the onlv oroanizaton readv +or the IYi/ 
 season.
 

FEWS
 

Ihe FEWS Project data collection and reportino system can be
USeO nv USAlb/Niaer to reouce it's reoortina workcload and imorove
the oe+inition and evaluatnn o+ 
orasshoDDer/JOcuIst 
infestations.

Procedures need to be wor-ked outwith the FEWb reoresentative 
liow he and the 

on 
rission can work tooether on the reoortino
 

E-. ocess.
 

Given the software available to the FEWS Proiect in 
Nioer
and the tvoe o+ in+ormation to be oenerated mv the FAU/PNOP EarlvWarnino F'orject and the helicopter survevs. it will be posbleto generate +airlv accurate maos of the location ot reported
arasshoDper and locust in+estations. exoecteo infestations and
 areas treated. The FEWS Project 
oerson 
in Niger should be

consulted on this possible collaboration as well. 



tne annexes to tns reoort contain int-orm 'ion on:
 

- L,,..lfI3r.tlon oD1 Her]a-J -est2cICe f-oolcati"on
 

- Niaerien Pilot Intormation (soraY oilot trainees).
 

- Inormation on Sorav Pilot 
irainino School.
 

- Workino Notes bv C. Voss on 
Flight Irainino. CPS Azrcra+t.
 
AoDlication Lalculations for 1I87. Imorovempnts in 14eria
 
Qoerations. Pilot Satetv.
 

- Fuel and Aircra+t EaLupment AvalabJe in NWner. 

-
 Fees and Rates +or the Niamev Airoort.
 

- lransnioer Mviation Maintanence -ate sheet. 

- "Iransnioer Aviat.on In+ormation on -r-ittien Normand Islander 
with twin t,'Q oaJ. Micronair nods. 

-- -ield trio Mao: Lround and Air. 

- Lovernment o1 N'Joer. Crop ProtecTion Service Liannual Plan 

- F~40/UNDP brasshopoer Earlv Warnin0 System +or Nioer: Pro.ect 
Descriotion (in French). 

- Namev 8bl1 (8b: USAID/Nioer Assistance Prooosal +or 
israsshoooer Control. 198B7. 

- Persons Contacted. 

http:Aviat.on
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CROP PROTECTION SERVICES DE' R IENT, THE G.Jr1IA, GRSSHOPPER FGG---ODS SURVEY 

20 -0, J"U,q 9 _ _GR.,SSHOPPM- c-I,,IrGN PREP.',RLTION - N*TIC-.*L FIGURES 

NO. OF SGITPLE TOT.L EGG-PODS .1'.N NO. EGG-PODSDIVISIONS 

60 162 2.7Western 

Lower River 60 135 2.25
 

59 0.98North Bardk (East) 60 

1.17North Bank (West) 60 70 

62 1.03
MacCarthy Island (South) 60 


45 0.75MacCarthy Island (North) 60 


9 0.15Upper River (South) 60 


Upper River (North) NOT ACCESSIBLE 14O FERRY SERVICE AT 3.BSE 

8.88NA'TION.L TOM:MS 420 5L2 

1.1167.7552.5
NATION:.L MME.NS 



987 GRM~SHU0PFM q0AMPIJG!N Amex I 
1GILISSHOI MRBE POD EAUVyrL
 

Team
 

Village
 
Date of alun
 

Division
 

Description Sample Number of Pods/me Total N ofof site N o. Red Black Grey Brown 

4 

7 
8
 

9
 
10
 
.I:
 

12 

14 
15
 
16
 

17
 
18
 

19 
20 

Total
 
Mean
 

.1 Upland under' tree -4 74 , 
B - Rice field 
C w Bus near rice field 
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Entomological Overview Of Grasshoppers In The Gambia 
 George Cavin- Consultant
 
A large number of grasshopper ar iles exist in Gambia, but only the
following five are considered r-
 major economic importances
Kraussaria angulifera, krausella ambile, Cataloipus fuscocoerulipes,
7acornsa festa and several species of Hieroglyp~us. 
Oedaleus
senegalensis exists in Gpmbia, but is not considered a major peat
species. 
 Rainfall in th. Gambia generally approaches or exceeds the
tolerable level (1000mm) for 0. senegalensis reprcduction and
development. 
 Soil types are also generally not applicable in the
riverine flood zones and rainfed swamps.
 

irst generation 0. senegalensis that are produced in the Gambi.
upon reaching the adult stage, migrate northwards, while adults of
the third generation do not return to the Gambia until late fall
when most cereal crops have been harvested.
 

Of the five graushopper species of major economic importance in
Gambia, four are considered major pests of cereals (rice, millet,
sorghum and maize) while Zacompsa is principally found in grasslands
and bush type vegetation. 
 Of the cropland species Kraussaria and
Krausella are generally found to hatch in close association with
cereal crops. Kraussaria is generally found in the upland cereals,
while Krausella is found in both lowland and upland cereals. 
Farmer
applied treatments are most effective against these species.
 

Cataloipus generally breeds in the grasslands and forested areas and
migrate from there, rather short distances, into the upland cereal
 
crops.
 

Hieroglyplius generally lays its eggs in the soil cracks in the
rainfed awampa. 
They hatch shortly following the early rains. 
As
the water rises they move out in advance of the rising waters and
invade the upland rice. 
Hroglyph]s is reportedly a good
swimmer. 
 In its early stages of development it is difficult to
coatrol due tc 
problems of water contamination with pesticides.
Except for ground applications by trained CPS 
 personnel, treatment
must be geneally withheld until they have moved out of the rainfed
evamps and into upland areas particularly the plantings of upland

rice.
 

Thus, it becomes an almost insurmountable task for the individual
farmer, who lacks mechanized equipment& to protect his cereal crops
from severe dimage by Cataloipus and Hieroghypkhts, in outbreak level
populations. 
 These two species are prevalent in the western and
lower river divisions, the area where most aerial treatment occurred
 
in 1986.
 

Hatch is initiated by the onset of the summer rains which may start
in the eastern purt of che cointry by mid-Hay and progress went. If
the rains come late the entire country receives rains
simultaneously, resulting in a more uniform but more widespread

grasshopper hatch.
 



The ecojoically important grasshoppers tf Gambia have multiple

generations. Usually 3 generations occur betveen May and early

December. 
Early season control against the'first generation is the
 
most effective means of eliminating crop damage and preventing
 
recurrence for the following year. Krau'saria can be expected to
 
hatch aout 2 to 3 weeks earlier than Catalopius. Although their
 
habitats are generally dissimilir some overlapping can be expected,

and must be considered when scheduling treatment.
 

At least two months can be needed to preposition insecticides,
 
particularly farmer applied matterials. 
Distribution should be
 
comnpleied in the east by mid-May and by mid-June in the central and
 
wert: . parts of the nation.
 



I-DENflF 1CMI IONCHKRT Tj-M- HAj 

head Prwotu res 

W 4 Cr rs thorax a 

Colour Creen/Broan. Size 5 - 7 ca 
Cateloipus On aides pronotum 4 light rather regular spotsfuscocoerulipes 
 On top pronotum 2 light parallel stripesAt sale Posterior end of pronotum rounded 

tY 	 Colour Brown/Green. Size 4- 6 ca 
emit .Croussaria 

4 
tl On aides pronotum 4 light Irregular spots 

angulifera Top pronotum with ridge, no parallel stripes
Paste. or end pronotum angular 

Colour Yellow. Size 2 - 3.5 ce 
Krausella Sides of head and thorax grey/blue with black patterns
mobile Black vertical lines on pronotum

Black line on elytra
 

Colour Yellow/Green with black patterns. Size 3.5 -
Hieroglyphus Furrows of pronotum black, joined on the top 

8 en 

ifricanus Black spots on hind femurs and tibia near thea joint
Mjlt ale Posterior end of pronotum angular
 

Adult 1CMe ' 
 As Hieroglyphus africanus except:

Oedaleus senegalensis Hiertxglyphus Furrows of pronotum black but only anterior ones
 

In- joined on top
 
Posterior end ot pronotum rounded
 

rTrieral body colour black and yellow with red spots.
 
Zonoceruzs :;ize 3.5 - 5 cm
 

Adult male variegatus lytra Yellow/Green
Hund wings pink with blackish base and grey/blue apex 

Colour Yellow. Size 3 3.5 en
 
Dedeleus Pronotum mrked with a arkish X


h~l fie 	 enelensis Posterior end prcot ruinded
Adlt Vlt 	 Two dark spots on elytra 

As Dedaleus senegalenais except: 
Oedseus o~t-riorendpronota. angular


nLigeriensis Dark spots an elytra and smokey crescent on hind wings
Al slihtly larger 
11 . . Size 2 - 3 ca 

dult mail 	 Zsccmta Block spots on head. pronotum, thorax, elytre andrests 	 interior and exterior aides of the hind legs, giving
the insect a black appearance 

Colour Brown. Size 1.5 - 2 coMhrotogou Seen from above lozenge or rhobus shaspeFeenecalensia Head rather rough -. 

Ocda/tysu "igerlansts .eoleri8i Posterior end of oronotua anoular 

Ault soleh
 

Adult fruale es.{tslello l i'uacocoorwlves Adlt twi Owr ersl anoullfe 



)fl GRASSHOPPER -SPECIES orTHE CAMBI1A 
~elytra 

n sJ 

EJytra with snail brown spots

Brown line on outside of hind reursY
 

Tibia at hind legs violet/blueish, with mull atpikes 

Hind tibia not vio)et, with large spikes
 

rip or elytr- and hind wings with smokey spots 

Body covered with fine hairs 


Black spots on hind tarsus 
Iwo rorms:- acropterous: wings covering entire abdomen 

- Brachypterous: under developed wings not 
covering entire abdomen 

Black pattern on thorax more pronounced

No black spots wn hind tarsus, smaller spots an
 
hind remur and tibia
 

Hind wings yellow at base and with smokey crescent 
Dark spots on hind remurs 

Less dark spots on hind femurs 
Interior side hind femurs and tip hind tibia red/orangw 

rip or hind wing smokey 

Two forms:-1acropterous: wings covering entire abdomen 
-Brachypterous: under developed wings not 

covering entire domen 

ajait~ 

"At all.9 

I t Male 

drm allt 
'6l. nws Kraussella 0"a6ile 

mle 
fIItl 

Adilt roles .. 

'6,1t finles Chrotogonus senegalensls senegalensls CU
 

e 2'.4l 

in 

fEu (n 
Ad~t 'amame 

CD
 

Adut 'male 
c a 

i
 

saleh' 
& 

Zenocarus varSegatus Au iU 

•0 A 

MAdlt mle 

Icc 
.U'a 

AJt .le 

ierglyphus daganensis"s 

sale 

AL t fearle (MUMtrrous) 

8i 
ftlerellyphwaa africawas 



Blacg lndq
!_nc.Recommendations 
For Phase I George Cavin - Consultant 

A three prorjed control approach appears sensible against the
 
initial generation.
 

1. Treatment by farmers to their 
own infested crops using h.and
 
a-plied dusts, liquid spray and baiting. Multiple applications
may be required 
as the season progress. 
CPS mobil teams should
supplement the 
farmers' efforts in treating the cultivated
 
areas.
 

2. 
 Baits applied by CPS power blower5" to field boundaries and
 
accessible forest and grassland.
 

-. CF'S liquid sprays should be applied by motorized units to

accessible grasslands and forest lands, Aircraft spraying could
be applied to those areas that cannot 
be reached by the CF'S
 
teams.
 

The 
1984/85 Gambian Agricultural Statistics list the following
hectarage cultivated with erops susceptable to grasshopper

infestation 
in the Western, Lower River and North Bank Divisions.
 

Early millet 

10,940 has.Late millet 

5,330 has.
Sorghum 

1,770 has.
Maize (corn) 

3,080 has.
Upland rice 

1,999 has.
 

Swamp or 
deep paddy rice was not included as being threatened from
 
grasshopper attack.
 

The three Divisions had the highest 
incidence of grasshoppers in
1986 and the initial 1987 egg survey shows a mean 2.7 egg pods per
sq. meter in the Western. 2.25 Lower River and 
1.075 in North Bank.
Numbers per meter 2 are progressively less moving eastward. 
Three
 egg pods per meter- are generally considered an outbrreak condition.
Areas of less than 2
I pod per m may have pockets of heavy

infestation but overall the population can 
be expected to be less
 
than economic level.
 

If we 
assume that the infested area 
in 1987 will be comparable to
1986 we can project that 53% of 
the susceptible cereals will be
infested (CPS calculations for September 
1986 or 12,253 has.).
Points one and two above are the strategies recommended for treating

the cultivated areas.
 

However, 
the size of the area of infestation outside the cropland
could e:ceed cropland by a multiple of 10 if 
the goal is to contain
the first generation as completely as possible, aircraft may be
.needed to supplement the CPS teams in the treatment of 
forest and
 
grasslands.
 



Liquid insecticide requests are nufficient to treat in 
excess of
4 c) JPOO hectares. Equipment prr&ently available to apply this
liquid insecticide has a capaciLy for treatment of about 40,000 has.throughout a 120: day treatment. 
Thus the request for additional

equipment (vehicle mounted mist blowers, motorized k-nap-sack 
sprayers, manual knap-sack sprayers and exhaust nozzle sprayers)

matches closely the reques.:t for liquid insecticide. However, if 
a
 
portion of the request 
for liquid insecticide is earmarked for
 
aerial application then the equipment projections are 
excessive.
 

The Gambia Government is expected to arrange for 
the waiver of all
taxeS duties and fees on fuels, pesticides, equipment and laterials 
etc Which are directly involved with the survey and control of 
grasshoppers in The Gambia.
 

c,':
 



Annex 3
 

ORG(AII ZAT1ONAL PROPOSAL
 

The Gambia grasshopper survey and control effort could be organized
 
in the following fashion: 

- Stevring Committee Chairman, Amadou Taal, Permanent Secretary, 
Minis ,try of Agr'iculture. 

IhE- Steering Committee would be made up of the representative 
donors and the chairman. Their function would be to review the 

courntry plan, determine needs, set broad policy guidelines and 
solicit funds and assistance from their respective capitals.
 

-National Coordinator Mr. B. B. Trawally.
 

The National Coordinator who will have responsibility over the
 
entire Gambia Grasshopper Control Program. This individual will
 
report directly to the Director, Crop Protection Services.
 

- Gambia Technical Task Force The Task Force is chaired by the 
Undersecretary, Ministry of Agriculture. Galandou Gorre N'Diayep 
Chairman 

The Technical Task Force may be composed of the following:
 

Director of Agriculture, Sankung Janneh
 
Director of Crop Protection Service, D.C.A. Jagne
 
Director, Medical and Health Services
 
Principal Extension Aids Officer 
Ministry of Water Resources and Environment
 
ADPII Coordinator, Ministry of Agriculture
 
Radio Gambia Representative
 
National Coordinator, Grasshopper Campaign 
Chief Mechanical Engineer
 

The Technical Task Force will implement the plan of action as
 
approved by the Steering Committee. It will handle the day to day
 

operation of the grasshopper survey and control effort but will seek
 

guidance from the Steering Committee on matters of policy.
 

ol
 



tL4;oes From The Steering_Committee Meeting Of 
March 201_1987
 

Chairman Amadou Taal 
reviewed the responsibilities of the steering
committee and the technical task 
force and the position of the
national coordinator in 
running the grasshopper control campaign.
He explained the two phase strategy. 
If ground treatment is
effective they will 
not need the aerial treatment 
but need to have
equipment available. Helexpressed the need and 
invited donor
participation to help supply the chemicals, vehicles and equipment

required for 1987.
 

1hu CPS requirements were discussed from sheets passed out. 
 Due to
the 
lE3;-Ik of availability of propo;:ur 
2% dust it was decided to add
 
that 45 40:g requirement to malathion 2% dust.
 

T'he rleed for placing orders before the end of March 
was indicated
and the technical task 
force will meet Monday, March 23 to finalize
requirements. 
 The donor group will then have an 
opportunity to
 
reviepw the CPS plan and requests.
 

I presented the 
following brief discussion regarding our
 
observations.
 

"Mr. Chairman Amadou Taal and members of 
the steering committee. I
believe that 
we all 
realize that there are no experts where natures
calamities are concerned. 
We take the known facts and'start working

to do what has to be done.
 

Our consultant team felt that you have well 
qualified people in the
Ministry of Agriculture and the Crop Protection Service.
 

I will 
not go into detail on the species of grasshoppers here and
their characteristics. 
This is explained in the brief report that
we brought. The important point 
is that these grasshoppers hatch
and grow in 
and adjoining to the cultivated areas. 
They are not
migratory so that 
a major effort on ground treatments early would
have a good percentage cf control. 
 To secure early generation
reduct ion the 
following should be considered. 
 Farmers treating
thr ir own crops; 
the CPS control teams applying dust and spray to
adjoi ing 
areas, and the application of 
bait around the edges of the
fields: 
to prevent movement into cultivated areas.
 

To prepare for 
this effort a two week training program will be
starting the 
first of April 
to teach the trainers or supervisors to
go out and check out farmers on 
the safe handling and application of
insecticides and how to properly use hand application equipment.
 

With normal rains anticipated by mid May and early June the
grasshopper hatch and treatment programs should be under way in
June. From observations and egg pod surveys it 
is thought that the
same areas 
in mid to western Gambia will 
have a heavy infestation
 
again this year.
 



CIS , il tE- in charge of the control phases from their Yundum 
headc,:lu.rter =. For assistance Mrs. Aleda Laurense has been posted to 
assist ble f(AC) from the IPM project. It is also contemplated that 

-
,noth ir; ntomologist and a logistician be secured for several months 
to hel,4. lo facilitate their work and to improve communications it 

....:; that an office be secured in Banjul to serve as a 
.m'r.~..tjov., center. This would provide ready access to all donor 

, .:-,c-thers connected with the program.
 

WJt[f, .i 'i.-L of ground control efforts it still may be necessary to 
, .mited aerial Plansuse of spraying with small aircraft. 

10! -L , _ xCUtirigency are currently being discussed. 

W. .pfr::cI..L. this opportunity to present some of our views which
 
m .i , :,.:..de with the current CFS plan of attack". 



FIRST MEETINGS OF UHE 1987 GR SSHOPPL? CiPAIGN 

STEiRIN; CoMITTEE 

Date: 19th March 1987 

Vpnue: Ministry of Economic Planning & Indastrual Development Conference Room 

Representatives 

1. 	 A. Taal Permanent Secretary Ministry of AgricultUre ( Chairman) 

2. 	 Go Gorrea Uaye, utd.i ocretary, Ministry of Agricutlture 

3. 	 B.B. Trawally, Coordinator 1987 Grasshopper Campaign (Secretary) 

44 Tom Hobgoodi USAID/Banjul U.S.*A.
 

56 Ralph Conley I uSAID/Banjul ; U.S.A.
 

6. 	 Dr C.M. 'ossIConsortuiim of Intle Crop Protection U.S.A. 

7. 	 Bart Taiker, E.S.C. Deplegate 

8. 	 Pierre Proter, E.E.C. Advixer 

9. 	 Tesema Negash,World Food Programme Banjul 

10. 	Dr F.M. Reda, F.A.O. Representative - Banjul 

11. 	 Hs Alida Laurense /F.".O. Associate Expert - Banjul 

12. 	 Robin E. Poulton/Action %ID/1Li 

13. 	 Llistair McKinzie,British High Commission - Banjul 

14. Dodou C.A. Jagne, Director Crop Protection Service
 

25 Sankang K Janneh,Director of iricalture
 

16. 	 Dr SdB.K. Quartey Director Animal BdeJhbhitgcripduction 

17. 	 Momodot Mamboaray/Chief Mechanical Engineer Ministry of Aigrimulture 

18. 	 B. Manneh/Principal Ectension Aids Officer 

Agenda 

1. 	 Briefing of the steering committee members on the 1987 grasshopper 

campaign 

2e 	 "ny other matter 

Minates 

The Chairman Mr hmadoa Taal welcomed the delegates to the 1987 Campaign and 



The Chairman Mr Amadou Taal welcomed the delegates to the 1987 campaign and 

made a sacinct =alysis of roles of the National Task Force and The Steering 

Committee. He welcome the u.S. delegation whose arrival was very timely 

as it CD3aided with the time the Country Task eorcu was preparing the country 

plan of action for '1987. The Chairman expressed his appreciation of the 

efforts played by the 1986 steering committee chairman Dr. F.M. Reda (F^0 

Representative) in his dauntless efforts in mobilizing donors to assitt the 

Gambia in combating the grasshopper outbreak last year. 

Steering Committee
 

The aims of the steering committee according to the Chairman are to review
 

policy by discussing with donors with the view to solicit funds for im

plementing the cc intry plan. National needs are discussed at the coantry
 

Task Force level and donors are brought together to exchange ideas and
 

define commitments. The steering committee,' is an important arm of the
 

campaign effort as the success of the ground teams would partly depend on
 

the timely availabil;ty of inpatsi The steering committee is the advisory
 

body to the Ministep and it could requert through the Permanent Secretary
 

if ttie-Minister could attend some of its sittings. The steering committee
 

he reiterated had played a, ajo r1e, inthe success of the ,$98 6 ..jmpaign,
 

Thsk Forci 

The National Task.Force is respohsible for the day to day.operations of the 

campaign and it consist,of the Crop Protection, erVice, Department of 

Agriculture and various other depa$me~nts. It is cht-ed ,by -thq Unde 

Secretary Ministry of AgricultUre,.. ThoCrop Protect* n Service is the 

implementing department and the task force Is responsible for assisting 

the C.P.S. and the campaign coordinator.
 

In implementing the Programmes. Thn task force will meet weekly to 

review the activitiesof the CPS especially'"the grasshopper campaign. The 

task foree :will comprehensively review the camipaign" 'eqLiirements 1ioglstics 

etc and advice the steering comittee on the campaign's needs. 

The campaign coordinator and Director of .Crop Preteotion are both.members 

of the Task Force and the steering committee. All policy iwdiea will be 

tabled before the steering committee who wi2., advice the Ministry accordingly. 

The steering committee can also:.give instructions to the task forco.where 

it deems it fit. The steering committee has 6irect agcoss to.,the campaign 

coordinator since he is a member of the steering committee.
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for the entire campaign programmeThe Campaign Coordinator is responsible 

with the Director of Crop Protection Service. Where the
in consultation 

be solved at the departmental levelideas that co,'1d notcoordnator has 

he has the right to bring his proposals to the Task Force for review. All 

been already reviewedproposals brought to the steering committee will have 

by the task force. The Task Force has already done some ground work that 

23td March 1987. Donors will be given copies
would be finalized on Mondaty the 


of this plan. Realistic estimates will be done by the 27th of March 1987.
 

The Crop Protection Scrvice has already made some effort in the -aroa of
 

materials, eqaipmento and chemicals etc reqaired,
 

Funding.
 

The Chairman in retrospect expressed satiefaction on the level of participation
 

the 1986 campaign. He once againby the Gambia Government and the donors in 

expressed his appreciation of their contributions, ion the absence of which 

the campnign would havd been a failure. 

He said he was cognizant of the desije the international community has ir, 

helping to avert a disaster in Gambia Agriculture due to pests and hence he 

hoped they would once again manifest their committment to this ideal by give 

a strong support to the 1987 grasshopper campaign. 

He believes that at the steering committee level, the degree of commitments 

could be found out. It would be through the steering committee that 

each donor would be involved so as to avoid duplication of efforts.
 

Nb.. informed the delegates that the Gambia Government wotild be responsile 

self allowance, etc. Donorfor local expenses in the campaign ach as 

asapport, he emphasised would be welcomed in'those inputs that have 

foreign exchange component. 

Campaign At Field Level 

the field level of the campaign, a clearFor the actual operation at 

The task force and the USAID, will work out 
strategy would be neede d, 

time bound plan of action. Already a training programme for 30 senior 
a 

field staff who would be full time in the cnmpaingn is scheduled to be 

10 April 1987.held at the Freindship Hostel- from March 30th to 

The CPS has already prepared a draft plan of action which after review by thp 

task force will be available to all steering committee members. 



CaMpaign Strategy 

The campaign will be in two phases. The first will aim at controlling the
 
grasshoppers through mobile 
ground teams. The saocess of the ground teams 
i.e. their ability to maintain the pest densities below the economic injury 
level, will determine the policy decision to introduce agricultural aircraft 

in the second phase. 

Phase I however does not rule ont aerial application (depending on species 

appearance and generation interactions). The CPS and Department of Agr:i.tare 
staff, ander the direction of tho campaign coor'dinator will constitute the 

ground tet-ns. Simltaneously the ground teams will work side by side with 
farmers brigades which are estimated to constitute 5000 farmers in each
 

agricultural circle.
 

If the ground teams and farmer brigades cannot suppress the grasshopper
 

populations below the economic in~ury level, then phase II 
 would set it.
 
Phase II will be characterised by aircraft intervention in those areas
 
where ground teams could not effectively control or penetrate d&e to
 
physical constraints, 
 sach as forest. (For the purpose of this excerciso,
 
temporary--landing strips have been 
earmarked with the view to reduce the 

ferrying Time of the aircraft). 

,.fter making an exhaastive explanation of the modas oporandi of the 1987
 
campaign, 
 the chairman made complements to the FAQ Representative who single
 
handedly chaired all the 1986 
 steering committee meetings. FAO contribation, he 
reaffirmed, was highly significant in 1986. 

(n taking the floor, Dr Reda, -sent his compliments on his own behalf and on
 
behalf of all the representatives of The International Community. He assured
 
the Gambia of the fall support of the FAO and the International Community on 
this important issue in national development. He said the international
 

community 
has pat their confidence in FatO for the grasshopper campaign hence 

FAO (Rome) will solicit for any assistance the Gambia may need for this 
campaign. He said the grasshopper issue is under comprehensive review and the 
prelimenary stnategies for control are being discussed. He hopes there 
discussions would result in donations either through Ailateral aid or through FAO-

On this note he made a verbal reqaest if the chairman could accept two letters 
regarding the appointment of a Regional Coordinator in the person of Mr Alien 
Njie (Senegal). He would be respohsible for overseeing the rekjonal activities 
for the whole of West Africa in the 1987 campaign. The second letter regarded 



the appointment of Mrs Jlida Lcu rence (Former IPM associate Expert t the 

1987 grasshopper campaign. She would be attached to the CPS and will work 

directly under the campaign coordinator. 

As Yundam is the base headquarter of the campaign coordinator a. technical 

assistants would automatically be attached thot. Their job will be principally 

as technical support staff whose proposals will pass throagh the coordinator 

for discussion with the director of CPS and the Task Force. They have to work 

closely with the coordinator with the view to cammulatively obtain the targeted 

objectives of the campaign. 

The director of CPS Mr D.C.^. Jagne said he would welcome any technical assistance 

in the form of logistics experts, emtomo'.ogist etc who would assist the 

coordinator during the campaign in the form of technical advise. 

The chairman reminded the delegates of the urgency of the situation as time was 

against Us. It was estimated that it would take 60-90 days for ahippments to 

arrive (i.e. May-June). The FAO Representative therefore urged that the exact
 

requirement ,sshould be made as smon as possible so that purchases could be 

made early. He informed the Weeting that the Propoxar (insecticide) was not 

available in the International nm~rwYal hence alternatives should be indicated 

in the requirements.
 

Mr Robin-'Poulton the Action Aid representative vehemently indicated that since 

it was an immergency immediate action should be taken at this meeting since 

indications of the reqiremonts were already presented in the meeting by the 

CPS Diructor. There was a general agreement oto this prbbo&al but other doners 

had reservations to this method and would rather like to have the final count

plan and repqixrements from the task force. The FitO Representative indicated 

that there refxLiitions would have to be processed and sent to donors for review 

Bverything mast be done in the proper administrative perspective. 

The under Secretary reminded the delegates that a supplementry comprehensive egg

pod survey for the entire country is in progress and this would give a better 

idea of the real grasshopper risk situation. This would also assist the 0'1'

in determing the-'.evel of commitment they would pledge for the campaign. He 

informed the delegates that Annex I of the paper presented by Mr D.C.n. Jagne 

were only indicative figaros; realistic fiuares will be made after the ta.r 

force meeting on Monday the 23rd March 1987. 

Looking through Annex 1, the FAO representative observed that under section 

6 (camping equipments) items mentioned there could be purchase before the 

15th April as FAO has uS $20,000 for this parpose. He therefore recommended 

that this should he deleted frcm the list of reqareients intended for done



condideration. He reemphasized however tIeorders should be made before the 

15th of kpril.
 

,K similar observation was made for section 9 (Protective clotting, equipment 

and drugs) of Annex 1.
 

On the question of fael the FAO representative said that this full under local 

expense, The delegate from the British High Commission Mr McKunzie said that th3 

fuel in the Gambia was from British Aid to the Gambia, he therefore could not 

see how Britain could fund the fuel requiments of the dampaign. 

The Director of CPS reminded the meeting that fuel constitated a major constrai-t 

in the 1986 campaign. In fact .he reemphasized it was through the draught 

reliaf fund that the campaign coordinator was able to got fuel for the progr' 

He therefore made a solemn qpp1that fuel should be considered for donor sapr, 

for the 1987 campaign. The fuel allocation for CP.S are very limited and can. 

meet the campaign requirements. Had it not been for the uNDP in 1986 th 

campaign would not have had fuel. 

,Lt this juncture Mr B Manneh, Principal extention aids officer requested tfr 

chairman to suspend the discussion on issaes which in real sense shot' 
discussed at the task force evel. The chairmareminded the delegates n=. 

items in *,nnex I were simply indicators and the task force Will meet to 

fmish the donors of the actual 'equirements. " 

Dr C.M. Voss was intrbdaced to the steering committee by Tom Hobeggod of th3 

UbAID. He said the US team had prepared a preliminery report which he req

the chairman for permission to present. Tom informed the meeting that the L' 

Team consisted of 2 entomologists, a logistics expert and a personel of tha 

Foreign baster Relief Office. Dr voss tne meeting was tol&- would be in 

The Gambia till the end of harch and would render any assistance to the Task 

Force upon request.
 

A training programme has been arranged in connection for the training of 

trainers in this campaign. It is scheduled to begin an March 30th till IC. 

April 1987. 

On comrimication Mr Hobgood 'saidthe US Team recommended that the campaign t 

a command centre (control centr) that would have adequate comh4ni- ". 

This they envisage would increase the frequency of contact between the co", 

centre and field teams. They hava observed that CPS YundiAm has inadequate 

communication links and hence an alternative command centre could be in 

Banjul as this would be nearer the Gamtel Headqarters. Dr Voss advised that 

if aerial application was perc.eved to be necessary, thon materials ech as 

*r)
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tJLVS and EWVtion fuel should be in stock in advance of the aircrafts. 

On this note the chairman indicated that estimates of the quantities could 

be made by the task forre. With regard to a command centre the chairman
 

said that the CPS is the implementing agency and hence if improvements in
 

communication have to be made, they have tc be at yundum. He said the
 

technical staff shoald all works under the foordinhtor at CPS headquarters 

in Yundum. He said the communication needs of the CPS especially for the 
campaign will be discussed at the technical committee meeting of the task fore 
Mr McKinzie of the British High Commission expressed concern over the effect
 

of the pesticides on the activities of the MRC and ITC and asked the chwrirmon 
what was being done in this area. On this the coordinator Mr Trawally informc 

Mr McKinzie already the MRC has been asked to submit maps of their experimentW 

sites. Such maps will assist both the ground teams and the Pilots daring the 
campaign. These areas would be designated as No PESTICIDE SPRI. Y ZONES. The
 

ITC has not yet contailed the CPS on this matter.
 

As a final note, the chairman reminded the delegates of the urgency of the
 

situation and hence urged that the campaign requirements should be autmittr
 

as soon as possible for donor review so that orders could be placed as soo)
 

as possible..
 

The chairman said the technical committee will be the group to advice all
 

field ground teams on what should be doneltbU:group he reiterated will work
 
directly under the campaign coordinator Mr Trawally at the CPS headquarters
 

Yundam. On the comrmanication issue he said the task force will look into the
 

issue.
 

The chairman expressed his appreciation of the response to this first meetin" 

and of the steering committee and hoped that donor support will be strong ti, 

year as of last year. 

The meeting was adjourned sine die. 

Mr B.B. Trawally 

Secretary 

Steering Committee 

1987 Grasshopper Campaign 

The Gambia 
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RA F AG CULTUIiE: tUp d d Cflu I Soils 
Current agricultue.Intensive cultivation 

fGrouodnuts, millet, sorghum, rice, maize) 
SA' Falow fields, non-Intenslve cultivation 

(Groundnuts, mIllet, sorghum) 
Plantations 

(Gmellna arborea, mainly) 
Non-Intensive cultivation In palm groves 

(Groundnuts, rice, millet, vegetables) 

SWAMP AND IRRIGATED AGRICULTURE: Alluvial Soils 
Ar 1Swamp rice 

r Irrigated rice, bananas (limited In area) 

NON-AGRICULTURAL AREAS: Upland and Colluvial Soils 

VS Shrub and tree savannas (Including old fields) 

B Savanna woodlands 

BF Savanna wnndlandlwoodland transition 

F Woodlands 

BFv Riparian and fringing savanna woodlands and woodlands 

G Gallery forests 

NON-AGRICULTURAL AREAS: Alluvial Soils 
M Mangroves 
T Barren flats 

Ps Herbaceous steppes 
Pd Grass savannas 

Pvs Shrub P.-r tree savannas 
Pb Savan, .-oodlands 

Pt Woor .nds 

.f.e
 

50 pa,~d 5caje ITnp 2'r 
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[,f' Q.Lnic -oions. (AgrhvT.et) 'Robert Herald - 'Consultant 

":he Crop Protection Service presently has no tlorking communication
iivster-. and nothing which can be expanded upon; it does however use 
the~ iamte when available, and Gamtel is in the process of improving
its c-quipment. The Agrhyrnet however, does have a communication net
;;rid h-- aoreed that it could worif with CPS on its need for 

r' ii• *Lr ra o s 

=.r:,',.'n£,t pruEsently hzi wor:ing tranceivers at i asso, B:ansang.

G'ecraetown, YundLum and Ban jul; stations are at
established Jenoi,

Saut L in-ur and 
 Kerewan, but are in need of suiall generators. which 
;q cI d Supply power. All stations are available for 24 hour service,
though B-asse, Bansang and Georgetown are the only ones open 24 hours 
noW. 

It is felt that when all stations are on the air that a good basic
 
radio net exists. To enhance this basic net 
it is suggested that
 
additional matching tranceivers be acquired to supplement where
 
additional 
coverage is desired, or where emergency needs dictate.
 
These tranceivers should be either stationary or 
mobil. Refer to
 
the attached map for station locations.
 

The radios used are;
 

Model SR-206 SS.
 

Single side band tranceiver with 6 channels made by:
 

Scientific Radio System
 
367 Orchard St.
 
Rochester N.Y. U.S.A.
 

The channels now in use, which are crystalized are;
 

1. 5853 
2. 4778.5
 
3. 320. 0 
4. 3207. 0 

If additional tranceivers are ordered they should be ordered
 

complete with;
 

i. Correct crystals, ref supra.
 

2. Suitable mast antennas for ground stations.
 

3. D.C. converter 
if necessary for mobil and/or accessories.
 

http:grhvT.et


4. P"L ttitA4tiC anItenna tuners. 

•. 'tbIe A" auto antenna if (for mob iI unit. 

6. AutC vibration mounts and dust ct/ers for mobil. 

All purchas,

commun4-


s Should be coordinated with AID/4ashinoton
~os ex pe=-rt s.



LOGSTIQUES FINDING 
 R6bertHerald - Consultant 

Chis report is internded to rortray the general feeling of the OFDA 
team regarding 
the preseni capability and needs of the grasshopper

campaign in the Gambia. i, of this date. Team members have during

the past several 
days had meetings with AID officials and members of
 
the Gambian CPS, and with the FAO.
 

In CountryoganizaLion
 

First, I will discuss the organization of the Country Plan and its
 
progress. 
 I am told by D.C.A. Jagne, Director, Crop Protection
 
Services that 
the National Steering Committee has been formed and

has regular weekly meetings, the next 
of which will be 3-19-87, next
 
Thursday. The Steering Committee is made up of 
the eambian
 
Minister, 
the donor nations, the FAO, and other appropriate

parties. Mr. 
D.C.A. Jagne assured me that he had secured and hired
 
a highly qualified and capable Project Coordinator, an administrator
 
in the person of Mr. 
Tarawali, whom he anticipates will be confirmed
 
by Steering Committee in the Thursday meeting of 
3-19-87. The
 
country plan will be ready for presentation'at the next steering

committee meeting and will 
contain a plan for consideration by the
 
committee, and comprehensive list of 
equipment and materials needed
 
for the 1987 campaign.
 

A technical task force should be empowered as soon as possible to
 
meet 
weekly and carry the task and duties eminating from the
 
steering committee and such other duties and task 
as may be
 
necessary to achieve the goals of 
the campaign.
 

Basic policy to be followed by the steering committee during the
 
upcoming campaign should be discussed and agreed upon during the

first several meetings of the year, taking into consideration the
recommendations eminating (rom the FAO general meeting in Rome
 
(December of 1986). These 
policy guidelines then will be used as a 
basis 
from which to plan and project time schedules, equipment and
 
supplies, needs as well 
as personnel arl coordination needs. By

following such a sequence we 
hope to keep .the sequence of happenings

in logical order.
 

All tasks should be specifically assigned and monitored with
 
deadlines set for accomplishment.
 

The OFDA team has sujgested that D.C.P.S. (Jagne) should adopt the
 
command center concept to effectively centralize the receipt,

accumulation and distribution of all campaign 
information, and
 
direction.
 

Initially thp command center', 
which is under the direct guidance and
 
control of the Project Coordinator. will coordinate survey efforts
 
and training along with preparatory logistics needs and planning;
then follow right on into the first phase which is ground
application of pesticides, the next phase would be dictated by the 



condition, as the season is followed through 
to its completion. The
 
Project Coordinator would cause to be i..upt 
all kinds of related
 
informatic.- for collection, accumulation and recording of
 
informati jn for future reference.
 

Control techni1Ues
 

Mr. D.C.A. Jagn expressed that he had organized the farmers and his
 
CFS people in such a way as 
to be able to secure reliable and timely

reports of conditions in the countryside, and thus be in a position
 
to take timely and appropriate action.
 

Mr. D.C.A. Jagne expressed that he would like some 
help in two areas
 
of concern; that of communications, and some technical 
assistance in
 
entomology, during the first phase Li 
the campaign. Mr. Jagne

seemed to feel that at least during the first phase of 
the campaign
 
it would be desirous to have an entomologist present in Gambia.
 

A logistics expert should be retained to work in tandom with the
 
project coordinator and assist 
in all logistics matters.
 

LOg-stigues - communication 

The Crop Protection Service presently has ho working communication
 
system, and nothing which can be expanded upon or otherwise
 
utilized. Agrhymet howeverv does have a 
communication net and has
 
agreed that it could work with CPS on need for 
communications. The
 
needs to put the net up in 
shape would be at least four or five
 
small generators and 
a base station for CPS Project Coordinator,
 
plus any new out 
station radio that CPS may need to establish; for
 
instance maybe an additional station or-two in the 
lower River and
 
Western Division's. 
Agrhymet presently has working tranceivers at
 
Passe, Bansang, Georgetown, Yundum Banjul; with Jenoi, Sapu,

.aU-Ur, Kerawan established but in need for generators. The
 
Agrhymet presently utilizes a UHF single side band 
radio made by
 
scientific radio systems.
 

Aircraft
 

In the event it becomes necessary to request aircraft to be brought

in for control in phase II it is suggested that operators be
 
prepared to come in with 
as nearly a complete operation as possible;
 
that is to 
say don't expect to find parts or maintenance or
 
equipment or oil 
in Banjul. In short the operator should come in
 
with a turn key operation. There is a 
good runway at Banjul which
 
is ready for use. Bwiam and Tendaba are in need of repair, and five
 
more 
suitable sites have been identified if more fields are needed.
 
Airfield information will be forthcoming.
 

Be advised that the only fuel available in Banjul is Jet A-1.
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XAs0O1'PE CAIWAICN 

The proposed indicative figures for the grasshopper campaign put out by 

the Department of Crop Protection Services have been revised by the Technical 

Tank
0 

Force. The present submission details the global national requiremerts 

for an effective grasshopper campaign. 

The requirements are based on a total arda of 00,O00 ha, 110,000 of 

which in crop land and 190,000 forest area gor the first phase# Thirty per 

cent of the forest area (57.OOha) will be spot sprayed during the first phase 

in order to contain migration of grasshoppers from the forest area into the 

crop lands. For Phase II an area of 125,000 ha is earmarked, 20,000 ha of 

which will be covered by ground teams.
 

The equipment needs have been worked out based on the provisions for 9 

pbyocanita rposts and 29 awrveillance posts. 

For: Permanent Scretaryo 

Mr. F.M. Reda, PAO Reprcsentative 

Mr. N. Lubega, UNIP Resident Rep. Ifr.0. Fyo, Primn. 3nv. Officer 

Mr. T. Nagash, WFP Representative Dr. S.B.K Quartey, Director A;E & P 

Mr. P.Protar, EEC Delegate Mr. Robin 2. Poulton-1irector Action Aid 

r. t.W McKenzie, British High Commiasion tir. Lamin Dibba, TANW 

Mr. R. Conley, USAID 

Mr. Lui Kinfent, Chinese Ebassy 

I. H.A.B N'jie Director, Medical' -'rvircs 

Mr. S.K. Janneh, Director of Agriculture 

Mr. D.C.A Jagne, iiructor of C.P.S c.c P.S.-"¢.R & E 

Ms. :ic Joof-Cole, Pzldio Grmbia P.S.1.H.L.& S.W 

Mrs B.Ihnnoh, Piin. Ext. Aids Offi7e 



CATEGORIES DESCRIPTION 

1. Vehicles UnimoKs 

Landrover Pick-Ups 

Pick-Up 4WD 

Station Wagon 4WD 

Trucks 5 Tonner 
motocycles 


o Pesticides Propoxur 2% dust 

Malathion 2% dust 


Fenitrothion 3% dust 


Malathion 50% EC
Feitohin 0 E 

Fenitrothion 50% EC 


iHalathion 91% UI1V 


Fenitrothion 98% ULV 

contingency 


GRASSHOPPER CAMPAIGN 1987 

NATIONAL 
REQUIREMENT1S 

GAMBIA 
GOVT. 
"ONTRIBUTION 

LEFT OVER 
1986 

IN 
STOCK 

NOR ASST. 
QUIRED 

7 

9 
9 
.9" 

4 
30 

5 

7 
7 
7 

4 

5(Major) 

(Repairs) 

(Needed) 

7 

2 
2 
2 

o 
30 

Y 
_W tons 

tons( 

MO " 

5,000kgo)4 
4,000k.-g

k95 

56,000kg ) 

39 1 0kg.) 

tonE 780 tons dust 

_.Te its)@T@0.s1,001s 
)-!ts) 

29001ts) 

70t1L 
4,0oom 56,000 litres 

0 O r 

5'9, yov~lts) 

5ft1eeOts) 

.6,403lts) 

217001ts 91100L 106,000 litres 

0 dust 
01' EC 

UCV 

dust 234 tons 
EC 16,800 LitreF 
UCV 31,800 Litre 



M, 

3: 	Application 

Equipment 

DESCRIPTION 

Vehicle "'ounted Dusters 

Vehicle "'ounted M'et Blowers 
!.otorised IKmpeack Sprayers 

-Mnual 1z" "ck 

lanual 1Ca1sach: Dusters 
•otorised ULV Sprayers 


Pesticide Pumps 

Plastio Funnels 

Dust Bellows 


Spark Plugs 

Carburetor Repair Kit 

!?'-netoRepair it 

Le!ther Covers (Bellows) 

NiTIONAL 
RMUIloT-1s 

18 


16 


,00oo 


800 


800 


500 


100 


200 


1,600 


24,000 


200 


800 


300 


CMBIA 
GOVERI'ENT 

CONTRIBUTION 

6 


2 


143 


4o3 

300 


L'D OVER 

1986 


-

-


300 


IN 	STOCK 

6 


2 


143 


403 


00 

300 


DONOR ASSISTANCE, 
RPY.UIFIED 

12
 

16
 

857
 

397
 

500
 

500
 

100
 

200
 

1,300 

24000
 

200
 

200
 

800
 



CITEGORIES 

4. Radios 

5. Refuelling 
Equipment 

6. Camping
Equiprent 


7; kircrifts 

8; L-'nding strips 

DESCRIPTIcN 


Radio Telephones 

Vehicle refuelers
 
aircraft refuelers
 

Capbd
bed4 
Sheets 
Blankets 


?ess chests 
Filters (L-ir e) 
Plactic Jerry cnns (water) 
Showor buckets 


Forry cans (ell) 


Yosquito nets 


Fetal buckets 

"edicil kits 
Fire extinguishers 
Fixed wl.ngs planes 

Helicopters 


Yundum 


Bwiam 
Tendaba 


NJau (proposed)
 
?qaynoud Fana 

Basso
 

Jar Kunda (pro,-mc) 

NkTIONAL 


-RF pIUZWMT S 

480' 
960 

480" 

40 
40 
40 

40 


60 


480 


" 


40 


9 


150 Flight hre 


100 Flight hrs 


I 

I
 

I 

GA'BIA GOVT LEFT OVER IN STOCK DONOR ASSIST.CE 
COrRIBUTIOT 1986 , R.UIRED 

6 

960 
480 
40 

40 

40 

40 

60 

480 

80 
40 

9 

150 Flight 

100 " 



CATEGORIES 


9 Proteatfle 

clothing, 

equipment 

& drugs 


10 FUEL 


11 Miscellaneous 


DESCRTPTION NATIONAL REG 

.- • " 
.... --


Jumpsuits, 1,200

Plastic jackets-- 600 

Plastic aprons 600 

Raincocts 
 600 

Hose (rainboots) 1,000

Respirators 
 55,00

(dust masks) 

Catridges 5,000
 
Goggles or face
 

masks 5,000 

Atropin ampoules 2,000-

Kerodex 7 Barrier


Cream 2,000"

Contrathion 
 360 • 

Rubber boots 500 

Gloves 
 300
Petroli 45,00-1. 

Diesel.' 10000 -1. 

Motor engine oil 600 go.

Empty drums 150 

Bath towels 480 

Hand towles 480. 

Milk Cartons 900

Vuleanibing; Kits "140 

Toilet soap [ . 
(tablets). " 12,00 
Soap power (Pkts) 12,000 

GATIBIA GOVT 

.CONTRIBUTION 


500 


110 


.20 


±o,obo 1. 

5OQO 1. 

100 g. 

40 


-

LEFT OVER 

1986
 

96 


100 

180 


-
-

IN STOCK 


500 


96 


100 

180 

20 


10,000 1. 

5,000 1. 

.100 g. 


40 


3
 
DONOR A"ST. 

700
 
550
 
600
 
600
 
990
 

5000
 

59000
 
1,904
 

1,900
 
.180
 
700
 

35,000 1.
 
5,000 1.
 

500 g.
 
110
 
480
 
480
 
900
 
40
 

12,<
 
12,OOQ
 



Ground Baiting 
Rice Fran - Carbaryl bait 5% 

I t er, Aount Cost Donor 

Carbar-yl sevin-4-oil 3000 U.S. Gal. $ 3 6 L__O -U.S. 

Shipping 
(Carbaryl) $_5.,00 U.S. 

Diesel fuel 6000 Gal. U.S. 

Rice Bran 300 MT T.G. 

In Country Transogrt $1 U.S./Ton Mile $10L000 

Labor imixing and bagdg _._20_man davs .ILOO 

Burlap bags - with 
stencil_=d precaution 
statement '2000 $ 500_-

Misc.. - safety equip.. 
tarps shovels, rakres, 
back pack sprayers, 
bag sewing needles etc. $25.& .Q 



1Y66 Tonjrs Lis-ting 

,hemnicas cost 
Fr it r-oth ion FAO 

Ch j.n,a 

6, 00L 

5 , 0 L 

51 0(')C0 

5,.C0 

F REG; 7_ 

$11. 17/! ter i ., 000L $C01, 000 

Ma I ath ion $7. 56 ,,-. 1 . 20. 84 (Iii I I ons $158.000 

Some diazinorn was used but hz:ve no cost. 

EEC plane 77,600 ha. @ 1/4 liter fenitrothion/ha. 
X $11. 17/L 

= 

= 
19,450L 

$217,256 

Canad i an 
planes 90,740 ha. @ 1/4 liter fenitrothion 

X $11. 17/L = 
22,685L 

$253,391 

LI. S. A. 
planes 79, 170 ha. @ 8oz/acr-e 

X $ 7.56/gal. 
= 
-

18,000 
$15B,000 

. 

Aircraft cost 

1986 approximate cost of chemicals $628,647 

EEC plane $ 90, 000 

Canadian planes 

U.S.A. pIanes 

177,000 

2-Z, ')0!" 

490, 000 

Total 247,710 hectares. 

Appvo:ximate $2.00 hectare application 
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